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Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
by the year or passage.

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
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Office 166 Fore Street,

I respectfully inform the public that I have taken
the business oi Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years.
WM. SCHUMACHER.
_

a

COPARTNERSHIP.

PLEASE NOTICE:.—Shareholders of this
Company are personally liable tor all its
engagements. All losses paid without
fe22eod3w
deduction for interest
OF THE

STATEMENT

CONTINENTAL
OF THE

Copartnership

THE

Dissolution of

CITY OF INK TV YORK,

JANUARY
Cash Capital
Surplus of Assets

MILLAN &
THE
mutual consent.

$1,000,000.00
1,606,285.07

■

and Bonds, (market value
$89,139) payable on demand. 63,670.00—$400,670.36

_
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CARD,
A.
groat pleasure in recommonding Mr. Wm.
of
the
best house decorators ever
Schumacher as one
I take

Screened,

and

and have no donbt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him dura-

bly, tastily
J and satistactorily.
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no21tf
__

may

FRESCO PAINTER,
Residence Cor. Market & Congress St

Portland. Me.

Jyu__

O’Donnell Ac Sylvester,

at

Law,

copartnership heretofore existing between
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Manufacturer of

attended to by E. A.
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FLORENCE
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WATER

PIPING.

H. ROGERS,

FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE C0„
GEO. N. BRIGGS. Gen. Ap.,
366 Washington St., Boston, Maas.
eod3mis

ROAD TO FORTUNE
IN

Co.,

$808,140

■_-

52

Cash in office-and bauk.? G3.937 41
98,814 14
Real estate—Company’s buildings.
4,980 00
Other real estate owned by tlie comrany..
00
20.000
St.
Paul
200 shares First Nat. Bank stock,
**
St. Peter
1,800 00
15
R.
R.
C.
preSt. P, & S.
300
ferred stock. 30,000 00
City and county bonds. 48,600 00
Loans on real estate—lirst mortgages. 104,709 59
Call loans, secured by collaterals, 85 per
cent, of market value. 341.558 52
3,858 70
Premium notes, (inland).
Accrued interest. .:. 19,634 91
11
7.624
Salvage on inland losses—already paid....
Due from agents.in course of transmission 44,541 14
00
uncollected. 12,088

sell all kinds of furniture

Freight

No

Trucking

or

to

Pay,

and having your furniture delivered to your house
all cleaned up ready for use, with the privilege of exchanging or returning if not satisfactory, and will

guarantee

to

give

Better Furniture & Better Finish,
There is no firm in New England that has a
better stock of furniture than we can show.

larger

or

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.
MANUFACTURERS,
EXCHANGE STREET.

NO. 46

WFM3m
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adjustment.$24,243
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Net

Surplus.$783,902
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00
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39
66
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VERY REST COALS
that are mined for Winter
For

The Welthiest Operators protect themselves with these contracts, and also use them as
Capital to buy and sell stocks against. Pamphlet
giving lull information sent on application. Gold
and Stock bought on three x>er cent margin.

John’s and Hickory Coals!
We will warrant them to give
durable and tree trom slates.
Furnaces, the

satistaction: they
For parlor Stoves and

d3mia

Coal

Not Sold Out !

We give special attention to the preparation of our
Coals, and will sell at the lowest cash prices.

60 COMMERCIAL ST.,
New Custom House

Nearly Opp.

deoil_

uewara.

County Commissioners’ Office, )
Portland, Dec. 31st, 1874. I
Cumberland, ss.
A Reward of

five hundred dollars,
and
hereby ottered for the recovery of the Money
Bonds stolen from the Safe of the County Treasurer
and
Oflice,
is

FIVE

HUNDRED

or person
the arrest and conviction of the person
the 30th
who committed the robbery on the night of
ol December, 1874.

County
SMITH BARBER,
)
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND,}
) Commissioners,
WILLIAM SMALL,

jaltf____
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Publisher* and Bookseller*,

"shipwrights_and
were

lately burned

out

have taken

COMMERCIAL ST.,
Opposite Iheir
where

they will remain

a

build.
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Unadjusted Losses.......S5®'03®
All other claims against the Company.
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W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

CO.,
a

shop

AGENTS,

on

PORTLAND, MAINE.

WO. 185,

old

Stand,
few weeks till they can refebl6*2w

Office 491-2 Exchange Street.
tel>3d3w

FURNITlfltE^EPAIRE^
AND

—

Settees manufactured at Short Notice.
All work warranted.

W.

ALLEN.

H.

130 middle Street.

CARD.

WE,

the undersigned, would inform

Direct from Farmers’ Cellars, at
PANIC PBICE8.
-BY-

Knees, by

fe22

friends

MORRISON & WHITTEN, Pro’s.

85 TUBS
Vermont

Choice

Butter.

10 .(Iris. New Orleans Molasses,
—

BERRY,

ISAAC

11 & 13 moultoii Street,

our

and the trade generally, that we are prepared
to furnish Pure Coffee*, Spiced, Cream Tartar, eic,, Me., of the very best materials and at
A share ot the trade is
the lowest market prices.
solicited. All goods warranted to give perfect satisfaction.
Factory 5150 Fore Street, Portland, ITVe.

feb!8dlw

500 J3LS.
FRESH PACKED APPLES,

and Hack-

*<

*67,23* 47
OFFICE R8.
ALEXANDER MITCHELL, Pres’t.
FRANK H. WHIPP, Secretary.
E. D. HOLTON, Vice-Pres’t and Manager.
W. D. BACON, General Agent.

caulkers.

A. R. P. LEIGHTON &
who

$f>y0,40JL

LIABILITIES.

ALBERT COLBY’S SOWS,
ag5tt

OF

QUANTITY

Atll A

A

Warranted.

SALE.

FOR
ANY

U. S. Registered Bonds...$354,373 75
Milwaukee City Water Bonds. 150,000 00
150,000 00
Mans on-Bond and Mortgage.
Milwaukee & St. Paul R’v Bonds.
id SO
1*0,1
in
Bank.
Cash on hand and
Bills Receivable.••■••••••.
61
collection.
,H8 Ji
Premiums in coarse of
-.'>00 ««
Interest accrued.•
**
6,080
Salvage Claims on Msses paid.
8,935 65
Due from Insurance Companies.
Office Furniture...

lot)12___

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,
mhl2’74

Alt

100,000 Book* without regard to co*t.
Good Clock*, Watcbe* and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges
L-

non
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The city
able, circum-

man.

party question,
the subject be

can

by

made a

will sign one report, and Messrs. Foster
and Phelps will agree to a large part of this,
but will dissent from the portion in relation
to the extent of intimidation, and give their
All the Republicans agree
reasons therefor.
that Kellogg should be considered and supported as governor, and the Democrats agree
with all the rest in reporting against the returning board and in favor of reseating the
five elected conservatives. The Democrats
present their reasons for reporting that Kel-

logg

slaughter, to be sure, hut its victims
in nine cases out of ten as reckless, abandoned and worthless members of society as

was

so

are

house of commons held a caucus

not

(1

VAltW

----

-O''

ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE

LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT

AT 15c.
AT 2Gc.

AT 25c.
AT 33c.
AT 37c.
AT 42c.
AT 50c.

OWEN & MOORE,
CONGRESS ST., COR. BROWN.

jail_lltf
“wedding cake.
furnish the very host, quality

prepared
of Wedding Cake in small
WE
notice.
the shortest
are

to

or

largo quantities

possible

at
Also

plain and taney cakes that can’t he beat.
Candy of our own and Boston manufacture, warranted pure.
day an 1 evening.
Oysters served at ail hours of
Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.
manufacture at
our
of
Druggists’ Chocolate Drops
Wholesale and Retail.

S. A. ELJ1EK * SOM.
<MM Congress Street.

al43m

YEimONTTcOPPERAS.
ALWAYS

dlt

Notice.
HEREBY forbid all persons from harboring, or
on my account withgiving credit to any person,
out if written order from me.
JQHN qHASE
dl w»
Portland, Feb. 22, 1875.

FOR SALE
BY

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,
Wholesale Agents, Boston.
oc25

The article from tbe Boston

ly

edies of Thorndike and the Isles of Shoals to
Almighty wisdom and justice, limiting ourselves to protecting society from further assaults from the same persons and to deterring
others from like wickedness by administering
to Gordon and Wagner wholesome and rational correction.

thirty

year|preceding.

Monday’s Congress.
In the session Monday, the Senate completed
the Indian appropriation bill, ran through the
military academy and pension bills, and finished the post office bill excepting the Pacific
Mail subsidy clause. The inevitable attempt
to restore the franking privilege was partially
successful, an amendment being adopted for
the free passage through the mails of the Con-

The session of the French Assembly Monday was important and exciting. The report

projects

for the organization of a senate was read. It
rejects the American plan proposed by M.
Vautrain, which was to elect senators by a
method similar to that by which the President of the United States is chosen. The
committee approve, with certain modifications, the bill offered which provides for the
election of senators by the Assembly, the
councils geueral and the colonies and institute. Motions declaring urgency for and in
favor of the immediate consideration of M.
Waddington’s bill, as amended by the committee, were made, and receiving the support
of both centres and the entire left, were
passed. Thereupon the members ot the
right withdrew from the chamber. Marquis
De Castille, a monarchist, mounted the tribune and declared that a senate would lead
to dissolution and anarchy. lie threatened
that if measures were voted imposing on

railroad in tbe matter of facilities for

It has been discovered that the portion of
the revised statutes relating to the state department contains many serious errors. The
Secretary of State has sent to Congress a
letter asking the correction of these errors.
A curious one is the law fixing the salary for
minister to Prussia years
a United States
after that mission had been abolished aud the
new one of minister to the North German
empire created.

like atti"

Because two degraded men take life
spirit of wastonness, shall we acting together through the agency of the state, after a
deliberation of many months, copy the bad
model, without expecting, or hoping thereby
to promote the common good? We might
safely leave the avenging of the bloody trag-

new

ern

of the

in a

on

the

Advertiser, in
column, shows somewhat in detail
great improvements making by the East-

handling freight. It is not at all surprising
that so large expenditures have required the
temporary suspension of dividends. The net
profits of operations since the new grounds
came into use have increased so largely, that
if continued throughout the year, would
put tbe road upon a dividend-paying basis.
The net gain for the first two months was
about $100,000 over the corresponding period

tude?

of the committee of

in Canada.

another

than that of its worst and most brutal murders? Becauso Gordon aud Waguer gave

loWtrA ACOAvtm Alt!

»«

produced

jealous grudge?” By no means are we to
forget or ignore these things! What then ?
Can society find no better example to copy

a

to

some important particulars the copyright act
of 1868, with amendments. The act only
gave copyrights in Canada to British subjects.
The new act will throw open that privilege to
everybody so long as tbe work is published or

of woman nor

exhibit itself in

Monday,

eonsider the policy ot the government with
respect to the forthcoming Centennial exhibition at Philadelphia. There is a strong desire on the part of the members generally to
secure a creditable exhibition of the products
and manufactures of the Dominion.
The
government has introduced into the senate a
bill consolidating and designed to amend in

a

them,

the

The Ontario members of the Dominion

“But why dwell on the agony and terrors
of the gallows? Is there nothing to be said of
the terror and ang uish of the innocent, helpless people who were murdered ? Should we
stand weeping by the gibbet of Waguer and
Gordon and not think of the three blameless
women who, in the dead of night were roused
to meet the murderous blows of a pitiless
assassin ?—or of Lhat.ot'ner quietly slumbering
family that 'was waken by iron blows which

fmrti

are

Press.

can

The

spared neither the helplessness

following

Mr. Orton, President of the Western
Union Telegraph Company, was further examined Monday as to the refusal of his company'to send despatches for tlio American Press
Association on account of criticisms in some
papers of that association. He denied that
any such action had been taken by the comMr. Somerville of the American
pany.
Press Association testified that notification
of the termination of arrangements for sending news to certain points was served the day
after the publication of an article criticising
the Western Union Telegraph Company, hut
the Vice President of the Western Union
had given as a reason (or the aclion of the
company that the Associated Press had found
fault with the low rates charged the Ameri-

Wagner and Gordon. They died in the midst
of the excitement of deadly encounter, more

Aiiere

The

On tlio whole, we are of the opinion, first,
that there has hcenjand is on the part of the
party calling themselves the white man’s party
in Louisiana, a purpose to take possession hy
force and fraud of the state government, without regard to the question of who may have
the numerical majority of a fair election; second, that in the execution of this purpose the
white man’s party has refrained and will refrain from the use of no instrument which
they think designed to accomplish it, whether
those instruments be murder, fraud, civil war
or coercion of laborers by employers.

useless

comuarauis.

not elected.

Frye:

were

lire

was

conclusions of Messrs. Hoar, Wheeler and

fair

A Realistic View of the Coming Execution.
It will be hard for most people to get any
comfort out of the proposed moral exhibition
at Thomaston on Friday next. There was
considerable excitement in those gladiatorial
combats of aucicnt amphitheatres which are
constantly cited as an evidence of the inhumanity of a warlike people. There was a

ot

vuv

er

reasoning
political issue.

no

ivi

on

committee be made a nou-partizan question,
and to reiterate the hope that every citizen
will vote for those men who are, irrespective
of party predilections or record best suited for
the position by experience, or education or
natural ability. The choice of those who
shall have the care of our public schools is tot
and

.iccuiui

TnE Louisiana committee has decided upits repoit. Messrs. Hoar, Frye and Wheel-

Advice as to the choice of candidates for
members of the city council and for ward officers, to be selected at the caucuses held this
eveniBg is superfluous, as able and worthy
We may howmen will doubtless he chosen.
ever be permitted to renew the suggestion
that the choice of members of the school

a

nas

grants of land and issues of bonds as
given to the Union Pacific, $10,000 in
bonds and 12,800 acres of land per mile. Tha
value involved is between six and eight millions. This claim occupies an advantageous
legal position, but opinions differ as to its
equity.

honest and

an

yuuc

are

themselves up to a frenzy of wild,unreasonable
revenge or passion, shall society, taking its

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.

RICKER Ac CO.,

deo8

nfPnM

lie UJiv/x

1

by

Cumberland Houae.

”

in both 8iriglo and Reinforced all
Linen Fronts of especially good
value in each lot.

INS FORD STREET.

GOOD PRESSED HAY.

Wharf.
(leodtl

Maine !

teb!7__«12w

—

SIMONTON

for

Sole Agents

•.

_dtf_

fel8

profession, the integrity of
industry of a hard-working

lyfu'tuuuo

same

the innocence of childhood but shed the blood
of kindred in a savage frenzy which had no
more adequate motive than a lust of gain or

•

assets.

FLUENT BLOCK.

—

100.0(10 best Kift I.or list Treenail.,
1.70.000 best Hawed While Oak do.
'10,000 be.I quality Canada Knee.

•

STREET,

952 COMMERCIAL

fPyJ?

DOLLARS

or

•

M. A. BOSWORTH,
nLaowoni

$1U0V

MILWAUKEE, WIS„

OF

Cash Capital paid in, *600,000,00
295,481.34
Surplus

COME AND SEE

—

Randall&McAllister

Smith, (rage & CO.,

OItTHE 31st DAY OF DECEMBER, 1874.

NEVER FAILS TO SUIT.
1

A Clock given to every Trader who sells
this Mustard.

are

Harleigh Lehigh
■

BEST IN THE WORLD !

Northwestern

P.O. BoxS»36, NEW YORK.

de4

fitness,

natural and acquired, is patent, and he will
bring to his work the experience gained by
active practice, the learning which is the fruit
of hard and through study in the theory oi

protest

OF THE

S3 A S6 Broadway & 7 Exchange Court,

mounr-

have been taken, as if nature made mute
against the barbarity of the deed.

Annual Statement of the Condition

BANKERS Sc BROKERS,

Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try our

His

a

Ulll.

service, and it is obvious that he is even betqualified for the position, because of added
experience, than at bis first election.
The qualities of Mr. Bonuey for the Judgenot need to be blazoned.

stirring

consideration of the resolution, but the house
refused to pass it by a vote of 117 to 128.
Auolher subsidy measure met with a still
worse defeat, being the bill to enable ex-Senator Pomeroy’s Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad Company to take its claim to the
court of claims. In this case only 12 members voted tor suspension of the rules. The
company claims the light to extend the load
from its present terminus, which is “in the
air,” to a junction with the main trunk of
the Union Pacific near the hundredth meridian of longitude, and consequently to the

alty have been increased witbiu two years, and
discharge with
commendable zeal and vigor. The renomination is a merited compliment for past good

ship do

of the

tion came up on a resolution to set aside a
evening for the consideration of the

theoretically a part of the cerbreaking of ropes and the
cause the dangling wretch
knots
of
slipping
either to strangle or to undergo two or three
hangings instead of one. These distressing
accidents are not to be anticipated, however,
of New
among the deft aud “handy” people
even
sometimes
Still
occur,
they
England.
when the most extraordinarv precautions

96 MIDDLE ST.

Address

Thai rlnliaa atfanliorl ftVm

interesting event

certain

he addressed himself to their

which

feb22___eo<13w

DAWAGH, BRIDGEMAN & CO.,

use.

Tub most

session of the house Monday,was the test vote
The queson the Texas Pacific subsidy bill.

his terms of service he has acted as chairman
of important committees and in that capacity
has acquitted himself with impartiality and

emony.

C. H. BIGELOW, Sec.

or

past
tionately.

higher place.
Mayor Wescott has served two terms, and
has discharged the arduous and responsible
duties of-his position to the general satisfaction of the people of the city. He has brought
to the office the practical experience aud industrious habits of a business man, coupled
with individual enierprise and energy. During

excitement, the paroxysms of terror or a
foolish bravado heighten the repulsivenes of
the scene. The peculiarly hideous method of
executing criminals which some odd caprice
has made universal in this country results
oftener than otherwise in accessory horrors

invested In Puts, Calls and double PrixSPARROW & PECK. Agts.,
ilejes lias paid from 50 to 150 per cent profit
MONEY
amounts
month. Small
the
pay
proporlarge

We have with a great deal of care and expense,
lected and have on hand a large stock ot the

the disturbers of the peace over to the courts

instead of consulting with them. The President informed the committee that he would
consult with the other parties to the contest
in Louisiana, aud said no man would rejoice
more than himself if an arrangement could be
made by which the conflicting views could
be reconciled.

cold-blooded aud deliberate about
it as in the modern gallows spectacle, where
either brutish indiffereucc, maudlin religion,

J. C. BURBAISK, Prest.

WALL STREET.

been governor of Louisiana at the time of the
September troubles, he would have turned

throne is the tit man for the

nothing

*1,100,245.61.

Total Losses Paid,

—

The Nominations.
The nominations made at the Republican
caucus, held Monday evening, will command
the acquiesence of all Republicans.
It is
noteworthy that the gentlemen who received
the majority of votes thrown for nominees
for Mayor and Municipal Judge were the
second choice of a great number if not of all
those whose personal prelercnces were overruled in the selection. A wise man has said
that he whom his fellow citizens, divided in
opinion as to the candidate for the throne,
unanimously select for the position next the

bravery

"howl the growth of the
Company*

Cash capital at organization,.$ 75,000
Jan. 1,1866, total cash assets. 89,747
104,485
1, 1867, 44
44
130,846
j 1868
44
44
l! 1869! 4444
(Cap. increased) 265,038
44
44
285.543
1 1870
44
44
280,593
1* 1871* 44
44
44
l’ 1872.’ 4444
(Cap’ increased) 505,724
,4
«<
i> 1873
626,122
44
44
719,621
l’ 1874’ 4444
44
44
808,146
lj 1875^

pas-

like soldiers on the field of battle than like
slaves and criminals. They had a chance tor
their lives, and the soldierly Romans were accustomed to draw a moral satisfactory to
themselves from the physical endurance and

MULFORD’S

Tnt.nl p.nKh assets.$808,146 52

Losses in process of

3 MARIE TERRACE, PORI LAND.

—

shall

than any Boston doaler or manufacturer will sell- in
this market, with additional advantages of having

LIABILITIES.

NEEDLES, AMD PARTS,

feb$

we

City premiums

also have their machine repaired in a thorough and
every way satisfactory manner at reasonable rates by
leaving orders with or addressing

A.

—

percent. Lower

Five

ASSETS JAN. I.ISJ5.

be supplied with

can

THE

Manufacturer to the ConUntil further notice

$400,000 00
408,140 62

Total As«ets

BY

sumer.

1st, 1S75.

even

Messrs Zacharie, Burke and Leonard,
representing the conservative party of Louisiana, had an interview with the President Monday. They were introduced to the President
by Colonel Casey. Mr. Burke proposed to read
his amendment to Mr. Wheeler’s proposition,
but the President informed him that he
could not be a parly to any agreement, as his
duty was to execute the law and not enter
into any negotiation or compromise, but he
would be rejoiced if the opposing parties in
Louisiana could come to some understanding
by which the present contentions in that
state could Be settled. He spoke in the highest terms of Representative Wheeler in the
character of a compromiser and said that
some mistakes had been made, but if he had

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all eases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

—

f!asli Capital,
Surplus,

SEWING MACHINE

East of Temple 8l.»

AND

Street.

__<13w

JANUARY

STREET.

FORE

208

mvfl__,1U
FEDERAL STREET,

!

•

TENTH ANNUAL STATEMENT

And Dealer In

In Portland and

CLARK,

—

FURNITURE

SAINT PALL

MACHINERY,

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Law.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

OF

—

—

AND

OIL S.

Plan*, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every do
dec28tf
ription of building.

W. C.

LAMPORT, Yice-Pres’t.

nays.

spect, and impartial judge.

LARGE SALE

155,328.00

AGENTS,
Office 49 1-2 Exchange

—

Press, and wo have no disposition to be,
sively, a party to such frauds.

the

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

VARNISHES

STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

under the firm

GEO. T. HOPE, President.
H. H.

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat aud hotel
managers w ill confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming (o represent our
journal, as we have intormation that several ‘’bun*mers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
with

his

$ 62,077.54

CYRUS PECK, Secretary.
JOHN K. OAKLEY, General Agent.
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Successors to James H. Baker.

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

HUDDLE

125,389.71

unpaid, (due

this day).
Rents due and accrued.

composed of 300 members, of
departments and colonics shall elect
225 aud the Assembly 75. The amendment
was adopted by a vote of 455 yeas to 261

the senate be

ter

name of LORD, HASKELL, NEAL A CO., for
the manufacture and jobbing of Moccasins, will be
continued under the same style as before by Lord,
Haskell & Neal, G. and L. P. WARREN having
withdrawn their interest from the business.
JOHN N. LORD,
MERRILL E. HASKELL,
WILLIAM H. NEAL.
3
1875.febf»3w
Feb.
Portland,

$217,405.54
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84 MIDDLE
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Quality,

Best

Portland,
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767,261.00

WESCOTT.

P.

FOB MUNICIPAL JUDGE,

A/lnlitv
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Wm. H. Neal an<l G. and L. P. Warren of Saccarappa, under the style of W. H. NEAL A CO. is
this day dissolved by mutual consent by the withdrawal of G. & L. P. Warren. The affairs of the late
firm will be settled by Wm. H. Neal.
feb3*3w
February 2nd, 1875.

588,800.00

pany.
Premiums due and onpaid and
balances in tbe hands of
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A. MCMILLAN,
E. B. KNIGHT.

NOTICE.

Real Estate owned by the Com-

Interest due and

KNIGHT

the firm name ol MCis hereby dissolved by

iel)20d3t

THE

ASSETS.

on Bond .and Mortgage
(on Real Estate, worth $1,
839,075).
U. S. and other Stock and
Bonds owned by the Com-

Copartnership.

Copartnership under

1,1875.

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of KNIGHT As
OSBORNE, for the purpose of carrying on the retail grocery business.
E. B. KNIGHT.
W. P. OSBORNE.
feb20d3t
February 15,1875.
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Butlesque Opera entitled
“ABABELI.A THE PAIR.”
To commence at
Good music will be provided.
quarter before 8 o’clock. Admission, Adults 25 cts.,
feb24d3t
15
cts.
Children

40 entt 0><lS <17

COIL!
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“The Tempter,” and ‘‘Never Say Die.”
Also
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GEORGE G. WHITE,
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feb4

GEORGE
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when will be presented two of Baker’s

St., Portland.

42 1-2 Exchange

in the

give an entertainment

Vestry of Congress Square Church,
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wntUNGER,

JOHN

PAINTER,

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
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AFTER PROOF.

LOUSES

otatiiiAvniii»)

FRESCO

S Doors

Dramatic Entertainment 1

Loans

nudiiAn

collections

will hold a Social Festival at the Vestry of their
Church on Wedneatlny and l'hnradar mT*m
A fine assortnings, Feb. 24ih and ‘4«lh.
Also a mu
ment of Fancy Articles will bo for sale.
supply ot refreshments.

_

133,339.30
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Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiiftns terminating in 1871,

FOR SALK—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to order.
at»11*

W.

FIRST BAPTIST SOCIETY,

J. M. HEATH,

$16,003,584.74
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BUB’S

FOB

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,

All

$22,244,952.35.
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Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Com-
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Assets

Assets in United States, Dec, 31, 1874,
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Negotiated.

5

England.

BROKERS.

SHIP
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Liverpool,

NOMINATIONS.

REPUBLICAN

Romance of

Mutual Insurance Company
Marine Risks

HAIL.

This Afternoon, at » l-I o’eUck, «»4 ,hi“
Krenin#, at 8,
Positively two last performances of the splendid
sensational Drama
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President MacMahon the necessity of organizing the republic, the deputies of the right
would resign in a body. M. Duval, a Bouapartist, again moved bis amendment that the
senate be elected by universal suffrage. The
motion was rejected, the Bonapartist deputies only voting for it. M. Walton, a Bonapartist, offered an amendment providing that
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gressional Record and any reprint therefrom,
and all public documents now in print. Since
the abolition of the franking privilege an enormous quantity of these documents have accumulated on the hands of Congressmen, and the
enactment of the senate provision would probably result in loading down the mails with tons
of such matter.
The House passed the river and harbor appropriation bills under a suspension of rules.
It appropriates 8l>,000,000. A bill was passed,
the object of which is to secure the indictment
of King, the member of the House who is

|

mixed up in the Pacific Mail matter, for perjury. A motion to set apart Wednesday evening
for the consideration of the Texas Pacific railroad bill was defeated. This action is looked
upon as foretelling tho defeat of the bill. A
bill for the re-organization of the Quartermaster’s department was passed. In the evening
the House considered the District of Columbia
bill.

southern states are not to be sacrificed
exigencies of a political

Our New York Letter.

New York, Feb. 22,1875.
The Judiciary Committee of the Upited
Slates Senate have made a decisive puncture
of the ‘‘gag law” bubble. One can imagine
the quiet amusement those gentlemen, Democrats as well as Ilepuhlicans, have derived (rota
seeing and hearing such a halloo, all over the
country for eight mortal months, about an
amendment to the statutes which had not the
slightest applicability to the offense of libel.
That so many newspapers were taken in by it
is curious enough, but that members of Congress, themselves lawyers, should have been
gammoned into declamation against it, and
into pledges to move or vote for its repeal, is
indeed laughable. Of course nobody will have

dispute the correctness of an
is concurred in by such otliodox
Democrats as Mr. Thurman and Mr. Stevenson, although it puts some of the members of
the lower House in a ridiculous positiou. The
to

which have been loudest iu their denunciation of an imaginary law maintain thus
far a discreet silence in respect of this ex cathedra interpretation of the actual measure. It

journals

is rather embarrassing even to an anti-administration organ, to be obliged to annul one of
the counts of its indictment against the dominant party.
It is altogether too much to expect a confession that the indignant diatribes
which have been hurled against this perfectly
innocent amendment, were the merest clap-

trap and demagogism.
But the gentlemen, who control the “palladium” seem to think that the

popular appetite

for unmitigahle nonsense can never be satiated.
Ever since the phantasm of Ctcsarism was put
to such effective use by the leadiug guide of
the American press, there seems to have been

rivalry between our metropolitan publicists
in the business of setting and keeping afloat
the most absurd topics. The originator of this
style of illusive literature, however, still keeps
ahead of all competitors. The proposition that
the President should resiun. is such arrant
drivel 'that it can hardly bo possible to ina

theme of discuswill ho no lower
depth of bosh attainable. The trouble with
these toy shop weapons cf opposition warfare is that they are sure to explode before
they have done any great harm. The fuss
vent

whimsical

a more

sion, and I fancy there

about the gag law had

an

immense

run

consid-

ering that there wasn’t the slightest atom of
specific gravity in it, but as an electioneering
cry it is worse than useless now. The “third
term” chatter did duty a great deal longer than
anybody who had reasonable failli in the intelligence of the age, had any warrant for expecting, but it must soon take its place among the
collapsed extravagatioos of the period. Some
new and original bagatelle may fret its hour upon the political stage, but the chauces are that
public patience will tire of such a surfeit of

trash, and demand
vigorating regime.

a more

wholesome and in-

There are subjects enough
to elicit and demand sober and elaborate disquisition by the ablest thinkers in the Republic. In fact there never was a time, when the
of revenue, finance and reconstruction assumed a gnver importance than now.
A wrong disposition of them will inevitably entail serious misfortune upon the whole nation.
Delay in dealing with them is dangerous to the
advancement and prosperity of all classes and

questions

all sections.
But these matters do not admit of any parti
There are really no distinct
san treatment.
lines of division between the two parties which
contend for the mastery. Thcro is just as wide
difference of opinion amoDg Democrats as
among Republicans as to the best mode of obtaining the best means of carrying on the government, and the most feasible method of regulating the currency. Consequently the outs
have been driven into taking iheir stand in favor of surrendering the exclusive control of
southern affairs to the white citizens of that
a

part if the union. Thus we are threatened
with a war of races. Sectionalism iu its worst
form is to be revived in spite of all the. warnings of the past, of the fatal tendencies of such
The policy
a narrow and mischievous issue.
of agitation, of disturbance, of discontent, is
initiated southward and encouraged elsewhere
for the purpose of keeping the |»oIitieal cauldron hot. Every effort is to be made to disseminate the idea that tho Republican party
wishes to keep the states lately iu rebelliou under a kind of vassalage.
Row all this is wilful misrepresentation conceived in dishonest motives and pursued with
Bean utter disregard of fairness and reason.
a respect for and determination to maintain the equal rights of the blacks, the administration has eviuced no disposition to meddle
with the affairs of any southern state. To
defend the colored citizens in their personal
liberties and the ftee exercise of tho franchise

yond

was a

(llliy

WIJIV/U WUIU

uut UO

ucguvreu

out absoluto perfidy. Aud at that point federal interference has reached itsj legitimate
limit. Nevertheless, it is easy to see the drift
It seeks to arouse the aniof the opposition
mositiesl and influence the passions of the
Southern people by appeals to their prejudices
of race, and to unify them in hostility to the
administration by representing it as adverse to
their interests.
This arraying of sections agaiBst each other
cannot be too strongly reprobated. Any mere
party triumph achieved by such means ought
to be temporary and unsubstantial, and must
lie indeed, for the good sense of the American
wilt soon lead them to reflect that the
union must he one intact and not fiiuplyin
We have had painful experiences of
name.
the evils of the concentration of power within certain geographical divisions. A combined
minority held absolute sway for many years

people

prior

to

18G0, aud exercised it

so

arbitrarily

that consequences resulted which one cannot
even after this lapse of time withAndrew Johnson predicted a
out a shudder.
war of races nine years ago, and has done all
that laid in his power ever siuco to make that

contemplate

prophesy
ulting

fact. If the men who are now exhis restoration to the Senate should
in securing ascendancy in national
a

over

succeed

shall drift back again iuto the pitiable condition of tliiogs which we witnessed
when the South bullied and the North cringed,

affairs,

we

till the manhood of the country asserted itself
agaiust the dictatorial spirit of the oue, aud
the subservient humility of the other.
It is neither a matter of surprise nor regret
that the intimation of a purpose to suspend the
wit of habeas corpeas in time of peace has
called forth earnest remonstrance from eminent Republicans. It must be an overwhelming
emergency that can make so desperate a remedy
tolerable. I have entire faith in the justice,
moderation and wisdom of President Grant,
but there is danger in the precedent which
such a measure would establish. I would rather take some risk of turbulence iu disorderly
localities than to assent to a law, which car
ries with it the slightest possibility of infraction
of the persoual liberty, of the humblest citizen
Civil rights, are not for the
in the land.
blacks alone, but for the whites as well, not for
the few but for all. When they are in jeopardy
it is perfectly proper to fortify them with guar
antees; but the peril must be imminent which
justify their surrender 'or abridgment 1
have no doubt whatever, but that it is the de

can

liberate plan of the Democracy to strengthen
themselves for the next Presidential campaign

by stirring up strife in the South.

We have
hare done and are doing in
Louisiana. The same agitation, if left unchecked will be set on foot elsewhere.
Violence and bloodshed will be excused if not defended. The cabins of the sable peasantry will
be pil'aged and burned, their inmates maltreated or killed outright, And to make things
worse the telegraphic despatches will be so
the blacks as the agas to

seen

what

planned

they

represent

the fashion already.
gressors. This is quite
Now all this is bad enough and it is ouly natural that some counteracting influences should^
be sought for. Still it does not follow that so
a remedy as suspension of habsas cor-

powerful

or politic.
It would
peas would be judicious
be a great pity to try to avert an anticipated
evil by embracing a present one. Jealousy of
personal liberty is the strongest sentiment of
human nature, and an exceedingly creditable

It is to be hoped that some conservative
substitute will be devised, less objectionable,

one.

aud equally efficacious, on which there will be
unanimous agreement among the majority, so
that when

Congress adjourns,

may have assurance that peacablo and loyal citizens of the
we

to

the

campaign.

The Orje Law Oeciaioa—The Adminiairalion’a Houlhern 1’oliey— DnngcrM of the
Muapi'DHion of the Writ Habeim Corpus.

the effrontery
opinion which

»« ADVANCE.

Yarmouth.
_

Eastern Railroad.
Terminal Freight Facility.
In our recent notice of the Eastern
Railroad,
reference was made to the
heavy expenditures
incurred by the road on account of
enlarged
room and facilities for
handling freight It is
understood that about two million dollars were
laid out in buying the new grounds at Charlestown, including some sixty acres of fiats and
nine
acres
of
upland. This is one of
the
heaviest
of
the
recent
outlays
of
the company
for
extraordinary purposes, and the one that has, perhaps more
than any other,excited comment and criticism.
The fact of the case is, howerer, that the
property lay in such shape as to ownership that to
get possession of any, or at least auy thing like
In adequate amount, it was necessary to bay
all that was bought.
It is only a little tiwo
since the grounds at East Boston were
supposed to l>e ample beyond all possible demands
of the business of the road. Yet
are and
they
were entirely outgrown.The
experience of other
railroads has been similar to this. Where one has
bought too much station room, a score have
had to lament buying too little. The signs are,
that the Eastern road, in the comparatively
near future, will find its
provision uot at all
extravagant.
Already nine hundred cars,
freight and passenger, enter and leave its Boston stations daily.
These, as well as the teams
for moving goods, require a great ileal of room.
The population of the cities and towns traversed by the main line of the road betwixt
Bostou and Portland is now 170,000. Several
of the municipalities, after a long period of
comparative industrial stagnation, have entered upon a prosperous career of manufacturing activity and growth. The fact that the road
carried over six million passengers last year,
or more than any other in the
state, is proof
of the rapid societary circulation established
along the line of the road. In the same year
the road took and left at Boston aloue 42l!.000
tous of merchandise, which represents a trade
of sixty or seveuty million dollars.
The managers are confident that this showing will lie
decidedly exceeded year by year. Their purpose has been to make provision accordingly.
The road now has accommodations for handling freight at this point of unsurpassed capacFor the coarser goods
ity aud convenience.
that need no liousiug an extensive system of
tracks lias already been laid, and is extending.
Of course there is room for indefinite expansion in this direction. The grounds are so shaped that freight bouses of great leugth can he
erected as needed. The one just completed is
nearly a fourth of a mile long, with ample
space for teams on one side and the iail tracks
on the other.
The width of the building is hut
distance goods have to be moved between cart
and car.
The building, which is of brick, with slated
roof, is divided into seven compartments by
brick partitions and iron doors. Hall’s sprinkling tube work runs its entire length and can
thoroughly wet down any section of the whole
iuterior at a moment’s uotice.
The structure
is thus strictly fire-proof. The floors are raised
to a convenient height for moving goods between car and dray.
As a result of these arrangements the expense of handling merchandise and the risks of tire are reduced to a figure
that may challenge comparison from any quarter.
it may be added that the site is convenient of access, being withiu less than a mile of
the State House.
The old freight grounds of this road at East
Boston, embracing nearly twenty acres, extend
into tide water by a wharf about a thousand
feet long, ot which four hundred feet are solid
fill. The present depth of water alongside is
Fifty feet
eighteen feet at extreme low tide.
beyond the end of tbe wharf is the main chanwith
a
nel,
depth of sixty feet By a comparatively small amount of dredging, the largest
steamers afloat cau belput close beside tbe railtracks, on both sides of the wharf and at the
end. The old freight station, the solid brick
walls of which are still standing, can be at
small cost converted into a first-class bonded
warehouse. The company, by alliauce with
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, have
provided, as is well known, for an independent
route to Montreal.
Their very superior advantages for transhipment of exports and imports
beat East Boston will enable them, as they
lieve, to attract trans ocean trade via this port.
It is thought also that in so far as the Grand
Trunk Rail way may fiud it advantageous to
make transfer betwixt rail and water at Boston, the site unsurpassed for the purjiose is at
tbe docks named.
The improvements above referred to, notably
those at Charlestown, are of interest to our own
people, but have special importauce to the communities East, in Maine, New Hampshire, and
to some extent iu the maritime provinces. Tbo
business betwixt this city and Maine, in particular, is already large. As that great State
becomes developed, it cannot tail to become
very large. The manufactures of Maine already snm nearly one hundred million dollars
per year. A general movement for the uioro
active prosecution of diversified industries is
making in all directions in the State. Boston
is deeply concerned to continue the set of the
trade of Maine this way, and to hold it against
attractions elsewhere. The strongest security
for success in this effort will be by cutting
down time and cost betwixt her markets and
our warehouses to the lowest figure possible.
This in turn is to be effected by enlarging and
perfecting facilities for communicati »u. In
this direction the Eastern Railroad has done,
wise work for itself, and a
as we believe, a
work of marked importance for Boston —Boston Advertiser.

News and Other Items.
About all the Fall River operatives at Mechanics’ mill have returned to work, and the
rest of them manifest a disposition to do so if
they can get some concession.
The N. Y. Tribune says tho President has
tendered the mission to Vienna to Congressman
Orth, which he has accepted, and his name will
be seut to tbe Senate after the 4th of March.
rTI.«

Vfaao<i/>1inaAlta

unman

HllfTra«Ulj(

ant

themselves over the favorable
report of the committee, and are sanguine of
being able to carry their hill through both

congratulating
branches.

The Madrid police have arrested a Spaniard
suspicion of meditating the assassination of
Kiug Alfonso. He was armed with a dagger,
and when taken avowed his intention of assason

sinating (he King.
A fire in Chicago, Sunday morning, broke
out in the dry-house of Wahl Brothers’glue
The building, which cov;red eight
works.
acres, was completely destroyed, together with
the stock, which was very large. Loss $400,000; insurance, $180,000, of which $3200 was
held by the insurance company in Bangor.
The Rev. Dr. Buckingham, in a letter contributed to the Chicago Advance, relates of his

brother,
that

senator from Connecticut,
upon his staff, whsn he was gov-

the late

no man

of that state, ever touched intoxicating
liquor, and that at a dinner given by him to

ernor

the

president

a ad

cabinet wine

was

not

allowed

upon the table.
Mrs. George Trask, wife of the “anti-tobacco
apostle,” announces that “business will be continued at the old stand.” She has published
the tract to Spurgeon which was unfinished atr
Trask’s death, and any one who wants it or any
of the other tracts can get it or them by addressing “Trask tract depository, Fitchburg,

Mass."
The rumors that Prince Hohculohe is to be
to assist Bismarck have no founda
tion. Bismarck’s labors will be lightened by
arrangements (facilitating his control over the
Ptussian ministry. Thus tho premier will be
enabled to retain his post all summer, when it

appointed

may be necessary for him to consult his health
to the possibility of continuing iu

with regard

office.
The fifth annual dinner of the Bowdoin Alumni Association of New \ork took place
Monday eveuiug. At a meeting held prior to
this the following officers were elected for the

ensuing year: President, Nathaniel Cothren;
vice-presidents, Nehemiah Cleveland, Rev. D.
C. Weston, Thomas H. Hubbard, Dr. C. F.
Brackett and David S. Roe; secretary, J. E.
Dow; and treasurer, William A. Abbott. After partaking of a sumptuous repast, toasts
were
responded to by Col. Heury Stone, Dr.
Cleveland, Charles C. Soule, Charlton T. Lewis,
William A. Abbott, Professor Weston and Dr.
Brackett. Letters of regret were read from
Gen. Chamberlain, Dr. Allen of Girard College and Peleg W. Chandler of Boston.
The latest Washington sensation is caused by
the arrest of a young man named St Clair, otherwise known as “Sis” Sinclair. This young
man found great enjoyment in attending the
numerous fashionable balls, parties and receptions given in Washington during the present
winter, attired in the clothing of a fashion 'bio
belle of the season. His “get up” was something remarkable, and 3traoge to say, he played
his difficult part so well that he was not discovered until Wednesday evening last, while in attendance at the sociable given by the Minnesota State Association at Masonic Temple. There
he attended and attracted much attention, being, as it were, one of the leading belles of tho

evening. He was arrested soon after leaving
the Temple. He claims to be but fifteen years
old, but his father says he is twenty. His dress
was of the latest fashion, and he wore fourbutton white kid gloves. His hair ornamentations were procured at the same place where
other belles procure them, and were decidedly
tasteful. He managed his train with elegance
and ease. He has a very feminine appearance,
and as a lady would be called very good look-

ing.

IVY TELEGRAPH.
FROM AUGUSTA.
Matters.

Legislative

Women's
ICigliiH—Tlie Vcntf.ir Kill- llnyueeil.
Augusta, Feb. 23.
mililnry

Tlie

—

College

The

—

predicted some time since,
appropriation bill failed to-day by

tko Military
a vote which
though not counted, was 5 to 1. There is a
deal of hostility to the musters and the great
amount of “staff” about theni. This fact did
not appear in the debate, but was freely mentioned among the members personally. It is
said that an amendment will be offered in the
As

Senate to continue the musters by the regiment
without the division organization in some retired town, where drill will be the order. A
new military inau turns up in the person of
the member from Anson. He says the men in
the lato war were drilled to death. He can
teach a regiment the whole of a book of tactics
in a week. He did not gun in the late war and

G. H. Freetali on; resolve in favor of George
favor of the Moose
man of
Presque Isle; in David
1. lvelley, in
river bridge; iu favor of
in favor of
favor of Sprague, Owen .V Nasb;
favor of the
in
the Baugor Childrens Home;
Jameof
favor
in
Hugh
town of island Falls;
South Haystack road in
son; iu favor of the
K.
Castle Hill plantation; in favor of Andrew
the exHiggins' providing for the payment of
on
Affairs;
Military
Committee
penses of the
in Ifavor of A. F. Owen; in favor of tlie joint
relatstanding Committee on Reform School,
in' to public documents; in favor of compiling
$2000
school
laws;
appropriating
and printing
in Mattawamkeag,
on Mattawamkeag bridge,
in the county of Penobscot; in favor of AnWoodland
plantation; in favor
drew Wiren of
of Otis J. Witham; ill favor of Daniel Doe of
Lyndon; in favor of Sabina F. Berry and Thaddeus C. S. Berry; iu favor of the Female Orphan Asylum iu Portland.
Concurrent action was takou oil several
House papers, and at 4.30 the Seuate adjourned.
nousE.

The new Senate savings bank bill, which is
the old bill with tbo second section stricken
out, was passed to bo engrossed under suspension of tlie rules. The bill simply provides the
time and manner of making returns of deposits
a
to the State Treasurer. Section 2 provides
the law repenalty for such officers as violate
lative to returns. Section 3 says that bond and
stock brokers shall not bold salaried offices iu

believes that all good tactics were written before the days of Winfield Scott. He wTas a
military officer. The report that the members
of the House are signing a petitiou asking that
the gentleman from Anson shall take the place

savings banks.
The House concurred with tbo Seuate in indefinitely postponing the resolve relative to tbo
distribution of public documents.

of Gen. Sherman, is without foundation.
The Agricultural College debate was rather
short to-day, but in it, Powers of Houlton
rather got Mr. Talbot of East Machias on bookthe
keeping. It made no difference, nor was
of the Democratic lcaler softened

tion, entitled “Bribery at elections,” came
down from the Senate passed to be engrossed:
The Legislature may enact laws excluding
from tlie right of suffrage for a term not exceeding ten tears, all persons convicted of
bribery at at any election or of voting at any

hostility
toward the institution by his visit Monday
of
night to Bangor, to attend the banquet
Messrs. Emery, Boynton & Co., the moguls of
voted

organization. He and lus associates
Madialmost solid against the measure. Mr.

the

here.
gan should have been
Two or three times the House has attempted
It is the
to ridicule the Women’s movement.
the
red rag to a few men in the House, and
mention of it brings Mr. Wyman to his feet to
ask to vote it will
say that when the women all
he time to give them the ballot. The friends of
fair
to-day as will bo seen by the

play prevailed
proceedings elsewhere. This result is largely
due to the ap{>eal of Mr, Leavitt of Easiport
for justice, and the persistent efforts of Mr.
Snow of Hallo well, in bringing the measure
before the House, even at the risk of jokes at
his expense. He is entitled to great credit as
Chairman of the Business Committee of the
House.
The so called “Veazie Bill,” which was de.
fcated to-day because of the late hour of rew

porilDg lor acuuu la aam
merits and from what is suid, should lie dis.
cussed in the journals. There has been a great
deal of quiet pressure to defeat it.
The Maine Geueral Hospital resolve is probably iu danger, on account of tho resentment
of the friends of tho Agricultural College at
tho treatment of that institution by the friends
teal of ex-

of tlio former. There was a good
citement in the Senate when the resolve was
tabled, some wrath and many evideuces that
some of the Senators got their hay seed fully
up.

Appropriatioas.
The appropriations for the departments will
as a whole, be somewhat less than last year.
The printing appropriation is $3,000 less than
last year.

Secretary’s

For Clerks in the

office

$800 less; for stationery $1,000 less; Contingent
Fund of Council $2,000 less. There is a reThe Legislature
duction in many other items.
will doutless elect a Laud Agent to-morrow.
Hon. X’. P. Burleigh is the republican candidate.

_

FIFTY-FOURTH LEGISLATURE
SENATE.
loproiai

iuo

*

Avcssjo.j

Augusta, Feb. 22.
Mr. Emery of Hancock, presented tbe follow-

ing:

Resolved,

Two-thirds both branches concur-

ring, that the following be proposed

as

an

amendment to the Constitution of the State of
to wit:
"The Legislature may enact laws excluding
from the right of suffrage for a term not exceeding ten years, all persons convicted of bribelection
ery at any election or of voting at any
under the iullueoce of a bribe.

Maine,

The resolve was nnaniinously passed.
Mr. Rounds offered an amended draft of tbe
bill relating to savings banks. It provides for
the enforcement of the payment of the taxes
on
deposits, which there is now no law to do,
and provides a penalty of from one to five hundred dollars for every false return. Mr. l’almer
of Penobscot county, offered au amendment,
the tendency of which was to make savings
bauks banks of discount, by allowiug them to
Mr. Haskell
loau money on names alone.
strenuously opposod this and the amendment
The bill then passed to be enwas defeated.

grossed.

the Agricultural College, reported they were unable to
agree, aud were discharged. They bad a lively
sessioj. Messrs. Corthell of Washington, CutThe committee of conference

on

ler of Penobscot, and Donworth of Aroostook,
were appointed as a new committee.
The “blanket resolve” regarding the Constitutional amendments was then offered and

passed to be engrossed. The several resolves
numbered one to six, inclusive, viz: 1,
were
Election of senators by plurality vote; 2, relating to special legislation and corporations; 3,
powers of Governor to pardon; 4, appointment
of judges of municipal and police courts; 5,
taxation; 6, abolishing land agency; 7, Constitutional convention; 8, bribery at elections; !),
codification of the amended Constitution. Acthe above is a resolve pro Tiding
tbe manner in which the amendments are to be
submitted to the people. A separate ballot box
the receptiou of the bals to bo provided for
Ballots will be pro.ots for the amendments.

companying

vided with the titles of the amendments printFor each of the amendments
ed thereon.
which are not cancelled with ink or pencil one
vote shall be counted, and whichever amendments are cancelled shall be counted as one
vote agaiust said amendment.
Tbe House resolve appropriating $500 for the
propagation of fish was amended so as to ap
propriate $1500, and passed to be engrossed.
Senator Atwood introduced an amendment
to the bill concerning the office of insurance

commissioner, reducing the salary to $1500.
Senator Corthell thought the salary already
The amendment was carried.
small enough.
The bill was
ed.

passed

to be

engrossed

as

amend-

The resolve to appropriate $500 to pay for the
expenses of the sickness of William H. Kill,
was amended so as to appropriate $250.
A bill was passed changing the name of
Frances Etta Felker to Frances Etta Brown.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Committee on Appropriations reported
favorably upon the deficiency appropriation
bill, amounting to $6,062.16, and tbe bill was
to be engrossed.
The act in relation to executions in capital
cases was taken from tbe table, and on motion
of Mr. Cutler amended by striking out the
word “solitary,” in the clause relating to confinement of prisoners, and as amended passed

passed

to

be

engrossed.

The resolve in favor of the Northern Aroostook railroad, giving them a grant of land, was
indefinitely postponed. Another child killed
in its infancy.
Ti.n

nassed to be
sent to the Gov-

hills bavino been

enacted by both branches

were

for his approval:
An act relating to directors of railroads; an
act to change the name of the First North Yarmouth Aqueduct Company; an act in relation
the Maine
to paupers; an act to incorporate
Unitarian Society; an act relating to proceed
act to amend the charter of
mgs iu court; an
the Noway village corporation; an act to amend
Statutes in
sec. 4.8 of chap. 82 of the Revised
relation to demands tiled in set off; an act to
laws of 1874, rerepeal chap. 177 of the public
an act to
lating to bounty on bears and wolves;
Insurance
Compaincorporate the Waldoboro
of the grand
ny; an act relating to the meeting
term
December
at
the
of
Oxford
county
jury
of the S. J. Court; an act to authorize the
to
change
Lockwood Cotton Mills of Waterville
the name of its corporation; an act to amend
an act to establish a municipal court in the city
of Auburn; an act renewing a portion of the
public debt and discontinuing the sinking fund
of 1865, and abolishing the office of commissioner of sinking fuud; an act to repeal sections 81 and 82 of chapter 11 of the Revised
Statntes iu relation to teachers’ institutes; an
act relating to pledges; an act authorizing inhabitants of Hurricane Island, in the town of Vinalhaveu, to meet on said island for the choice
of certain officers, and the determination of
certain cases; an act to make free the Liveriiiore Falls bridge; an act to renew the charters
of the Eastern Bank and Merchants’ Bank,
both of Bangor, and the North Bank of Rockland; an act for the relief of Joseph B. Clark
and Edmund R. Clark; au act authorizing certain towns in Hancock county to require the
use of wide rimmed wheels in certain cases; an
act to supply the inhabitants of Brewer with
water; an act to authorize the town of Lyndon
to loan its credit in aid of the Aroostook River
Railroad; an act for supplying the city of Ban
gor with water; an act to amend chap. 18 of the
Revised Statutes, relating to ways; ail act to
amend chap. 124 sec. 28 of the Revised Statutes,
relating to cruelty to auimals.
Resolves finally passed—Resolve in aid of comU road from Limestone to Hamlin planernor

pletin''

amendment to the constitu-

The following

election under the influence of a bribe.
The House by a vote of 80 yeas to 2 nays,
adopted it.
The Land Committee reported reference to
the next Legislature on petition of heirs of
Samuel Emory.
JX rcsuive

w«a

uu

jiaaaeu

cu^iuaouu

rtl'F*v

printing $500 for the propagation of fish; also
a resolve granting Mrs. Avis
Young a lot of
state land.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

The House resumed its work at 2.30.
The House concurred in the action of the
Senate iu passing the resolve referring the proposed constitutional amendments to the House;
also on the hill closing up the affairs of the
Land Office.
The hill appropriating $14,500 was called up
Mr.
and thereupon a brisk debate took place.

Snow, of the Military Committee, explained
the items of the bill and said the sum was the
smallest possible. Mr. White of Bucksport,
offered an amendment to reduce the appropriation to $0500, leaviug out the items for muster,
Mr. Towers op$5000, and $3000 for tents.

posed the amendment. He said the sum was
expedient to keep up the military,aud of that lie
He regarded tho encampment
had no doubt.
necessary to the efficiency of the force. Mr.
Cunningham of Washington, opposed ai.y appropriation for this purpose. The state was in
debt,the towns was in debt and the people were
in debt. Ke was in favor of disbanding. Mr.
The military
Randall favored the full sum.
Mr. Wilson favored the full
was necessary.
He hoped the time was coming when it
would not he necessary to learn war, but that
time hadn't come. Mr. White doubted if the
musters were productive of sobriety or good
morals. Dr. Tefft had had experience iu the
late war. He thought we had had enough of
We have a
this soldier business in Maine.
Major General with a full staff, and a Colouel
aud staff with one regiment.
By this organisum.

zation there was a gap. They now want anThis
other regiment so as to have a brigade.
As to the last
was a step in that direction.
muster he would not like to characterize it. He
would only say that tho liquor sellers wanted
it again iu Bangor. He declared that the men
learned nothing at muster. Geu. Shopherd of

Skowhegan, wanted this measure to stand on
its own merits and not he judged by tho fate of
any other. He was opposed to the amount
asked by the committee. His observation was
that the companies of this regiment iu the
The
smaller towns were losing their interest.
old soldiers were gradually withdrawing aud
It was doubtless
tho material deteriorating.
different in the cities, but this was tho case in
smaller towns. He did not believe tho Legislature was warranted iu making the expenditure.
Mr. Shepherd, from the Committee on Ji.aucatiou, on order, reported bill au act to amend
sec. 24 of chap. 11 of the revised statutes, defining the duties of the state superintendent of
common schools; also bill an act in relation to
the apportionment of school moneys paid by

the state treasurer; also au act in relation to
fiscal school returns of towus to be made to the
state superintendent of common schools. [The
hill provides that school moued; derived from
the state by towns, shall be distributed on the
bas's of the number of scholars attending
school.] Bead three times under a suspension
of the rules and referred to the next Legisla-

ture,

on

Augusta, Feb. 23.
SENATE.

Bev. Miss Hayues of Hallowell, officiated

as

Chaplain.tliis morning.
A resolve in favor of the Clerk of the Senate,
appropriating $430.57 to pay for papers for the

postage,

allowed.
The Senate bill relating to the jurisdiction of
police aud municipal courts was indefinitely

postponed.
Senate resolve injfavor of settlers on proprietors lands in Aroostook county, was tabled.
Bill relating to the fees of sheriffs, so that

etc,

was

passed.
A resolve in favor of settlers on proprietors’
lands was passed to be engrossed.
Mr. Emery offered a bill, which was passed
to bo engrossed, authorizing tho Governor to
appoint women to the offices of Justice of the
Peace, with power to solemnize marriages, to
take acknowledgments cf deeds, to administer
oaths, but without any judicial powers.
The resolve in favor of certain towns for
money paid, came back from the House as
amended there. Amendment C, to substitute

Attorney General for Governor, ou the commission, was accepted, 15 yeas te 13 nays. Senamendment D, and
ator Swasey opposed
thought the matter should be settled on equitaThe amendment was rejected, 8
ble grounds.
yeas to ID nays. Senator Palmer gave notice
that the State Treasurer declined to serve on
the commission, and moved to amend the
amendment by inserting the name of J. M.
Mason of Limerick, in his place. Carried, and
the bill passed to be engrossed.
The committee of conference on the Agricultural College bill reported amendment C,
which was to make the appropriation $14,500.
The amendment was accepted and the resolve
passed to be engrossed.
The resolve in favor of building a kitchen,
chapel and domitory, and for furnishing the

chapel building, was taken up. Senator Swasey proposed to make appropriation $3300 to
President Webb
furnish the present chapel.
called Mr. Eouuds to the rhair.and in a forcible argument advocated the resolve. Tho aroma from the kitchen now permeated every part
of the building. Tho patients also enjoy their
religious services, more, perhaps, than any
member of the Senate, and it is one of the best
medicines .that can be administered to them.
These results would be accomplished by this
change. Senators Foster aud Swasey opposed
the appropriation on the ground that they could

not vote for this aud the proposed new hospital
aud thought the new hospital was needed most.
Senator Swasey’s amendment was lost. Sena,
tor Haskell offered au amendment confining
Carthe apropriatiou to tlie object specified.
The resolve was then passed to be enried.

24 yeas to 2 nays.
The resolve appropriating $.50,000 for a new
Insane Hospital was taken from the table. A
motion to indefinitely postpone was lost. The
resolve was then passed, only three opposing it

grossed,

reporting legislation inexpedient, was accepted
On tlie bill relating to tlie salary and travel
nitely postponed,

back from the House indefiand the Senate voted to iu.

postponed.

The bill continuing ill force the state pension
act of 1874 was passed to be engrossed, ur der
suspension of the rules.
The resolve appropriating $14,500 for military purposes, aud aineudmeut to reduce the
amount to $5500, came up. The measure was
discussed at length by Messrs. Tefft, Wilson,
Lyman, Stevcus, Suow, Tinkhum and others.
The amendment to reduce the appropriation to
$5500.was carried by a largo vote, aud the reas amended was passed to be
engrossed.
Tbejb'lls relating to education were ordered
printed in connection with reference to next

solve

Legislature.
Mi. Wilson moved to reconsider the vote of
the House indefinitely postponing the Senate
mileage bill. The House by a large vote refused to re-consider.
the House concurred in the Senate amendments to the resolve to reimburse certain towns
hav ing war claims.
The House took up the report of the joint
conference committee on the Agricultural College appropriation bill, aud votsd to adhere to

appropriating $10,090.

its former vote

AFTEBNOON SESSION.

By a vote of 57 to fi4 the House refused to recousider its action appropriating $10,000 to the

Agricultural College.
The resolve providing for the beginning of a
now insane hospital building with an appropriation of $50,000, with an amendment looking
Marino

the
Hosp'tal
to the purchase of
Portland,and the appointment of a commission
to negotiate, was am*nded by striking out the
sum named aud
by providing that the new
hospital shall not be at Augusta, and passed

down.
Bill to authorize the Governor to appoint
women justices of the peace and to solemnize
marriages was passed by a vote of 76 to 39.
The report ot tile majority of the Legal Affairs Committee on a bill relative tbe embezzlement of the estates of deceased persons,
known aB the Veazie bill, that it ought not to
pass, was accepted.
The Senate inei-ted on its passing the mileindefinite
age bill, and the House insisted on
postponement, which is death to the measure.
The bill relating to insurance companies was
passed to be engrossed in concurrence.
A resolve presented by Mr. Webster was

passed, giving the Agricultural College reports
of decisions.
_

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Mrs. Gordon Pleads for Her Sou.
Failure to Obtain a Writ of Habeas Corpus iu favor of Wagner,
Another Attempt to Save the Condemned.
Prcpnrnuons fer the Execution.

(Special

to the

blow received on the head, hut that the son to
be executed never exhibited any signs of insanity and that there never was any insanity in
tbe family except this before named. She did
not claim that any new evidence liad been discovered iu tbe case. The Council did not feel
that they had any right to interfere to avert
the penalty imposed by the court, especially
since the legislature had refused to substitute
imprisonment for life for the death’peualty. As
the Governor cannot commute the sentence unless so advised Dv the Council, thero can be no

Judge Tapley, counsel,'for Wagner, lias returned from his visit to Bangor to see Judge
1
! Peters, without any writ of habeas corpus or
writ of error, and it is understood that he sees
nothing more that can be done for Waguer. It
is stated that the Judges who have been consulted think there is notbiug in the point made
relative to the insufficiency of the warrant for
The Governor has indicated his
readiness to postpoue the execution if auy
Judge will issue a writ of which he can take
official uotice. It is quite probable that if this
should be done, both prisoners would bo reprieved for thirty days. The present council

execution.

well as the old council, has refused to order
the commutation of Wagner’s sentence.
If nothing iijdoue in this direction the execution of the two men will take place in the
prison yard at Thomaston, on Friday, between
11 and 12;o'clock. Sheriff Torrey has the at”
as

raugements nearly perfected. Wagu er still
insists that he will not be hung. Gordon has
become quite calm and resigned and talks freely with his religious advisers. Warden ltice
thinks that neither prisouer will make a confession.

Judge Tapley expects to secure a delay of the
execution of Wagner hy instituting proceedings
to-morrow for a writ of error, based on the
ground, first that Wagner was not sentenced
by the same Governor as fouud him guilty on
review, and second that the law requiring the
Governor to fix the date of execution is unconstitutional. This last ground will bo raised of
Gordon hy bis counsel. Application will probably be made to Judge Danforth for the necessary writ.

Biddefokd,

Accident,
Feb. 23—Hosea

was

grossed.
The House amendment to the Insane
al bill was rejected. Adjourned.

tlie

a

er

to pass.

THE SCANDAL.
Conclusion} of the Prosecution.
New Yoek, Feb. 23.—Mrs. Moulton’s crossexamination was finished and she was then examined in re-direct by Judge Fullertou. Her
testimony contains nothing new. Kate Carey
was recalled and cross extuiined by Mr. livarts
and it was shown that she was addicted to
intemperance. She denied that she had told
anyone that slio concocted the story she told
about Mrs. Tilton and Beecher in order to
secure a good place for herself. This ended the
prosecution and court adjourned till tomorrow,
wheu the defence will open.
■.

i’XRES.
in

HomrrMl,

.IIhii.

Boston, Feb. 23—A disastrous fire occurred
in Somerset, Mass., early tins morning, resulting in tbc burning of tlie post office and Masonic building, the grocery store of N. S. Davis,
the market building, Grand Army ball, large
grocery store of B. T. Read aud three dwellings
with most of thoir contbuts. The buildiugs,
with the stock of N. S. Davis, are a total loss—
probably about 520,000; insurance about 511,_

inUTEOKOlaililOAl,
NEXT

TW ENTV-FOUB

HOURS.

For IVcir Fin gin

ml,

falling barometer, except iu northern sections, N. E. to S. E. winds, cloudy weather,
w'itb slight changes of temperature.

a

en-

Hospit-

HOUSE.

Financial Affairs reported
legislation inexpedient on that part of the Governor’s address relating to tlie taxation of exThe Committee

Ilazeltine,

very old and respected ^citizen, was knocked
down and seriously injured yesterday by a
horse and sleigh while turning aside for anoth-

FllOnABir.lTIES FJll THE

incorporating
passed to he

S,

[By Associated Press.]

nejtt Legislature.
The resolve to appropriate $10,000 for the
Maine General Hospital was tabled on motion
of Senator Morrison.
in the
The Senate receded and concurred
House amendment to tho Agricultural College
bill, making the appropriation $10,500.
act

Press.)

Augusta, Feb. 23.—Mrs. Gordon, mother of
the man to he executed on Friday, was before
the Governor and Council yesterday, to ask
that her son may be pardoned, or, if that cannot be done, that his sentence be commuted to
imprisonment for life. She said that she could
not believe that her son committed the crime,
although she could not imagine who did it.
She said that another son of hers, now deceased, had fits of insanity in consequence of a

000.

repealing the
plantation of Talmago

at

to be engrossed.
Tbe resolve appropriating $25,000 for a building for a kitchen, hall, chapel, &c., in connection with the hospital, was passed.
An order directiug the clerk to make up the
travel of members in strict accordance with the
statute, $2 for each ten miles travel, was voted

sist.
Tlie resolve in favor of settlers on proprietors’ lands in Aroostook was referred to tlie

A hill

enforcing

to

DiHmilrouM Fire

The majonty report from the Committee on
Legal Affairs, on the hill lelatiug to the cm
bezziement of the estates of deceased persons,

of membcis

while

the liquor law,
passed be engrossed.
Bill relating to the sale of real estate under
license of Judge of Probate, was indefinitely

AFTERNOON' SESSION.

came

double pay

was

on

press companies.
Mr. Wilson presented a hill to exempt from
taxation such state hanks as have no circulation. Passed to be engrossed under suspension
of the rules.
Mr. Little of Brunswick, presented an order
directing the Secretary of State to report to this

Com-

mittee.

escape for Gordon.

motion of Mr. Powers.

Legislature, advertising,

ICcporls ol'the Congressional

bim, but not

they canuot draw

throw of the State government by tlie White

LOUISIANA,

House, before final adjournment, tbe aniouut
of moneys paid to the Secretary of the Boat'd
of Agriculture for his service# the past year,
with the items, including bills presented by

MINOR TELEGRAMS*.
The Atlanta (Ga.) despatch reports the discovery of about a million dollars deficiooey in
the state treasury. The books arc being examined.
Stephen Knapp, an old New York merchant,

died Monday.
Hon. Daniels. Rollins, an esteemed citizen
of Great Falls, N. H., died yesterday.
The Missouri legislatu-e h is passed resolu-

tions deprecating the President’s course iu
Arkansas.
The report of the minority of the Alabama
committee is to tbo effect that there arc no
outrages in that state aud that Congressman
Hayes’s stories were false.

Mnjorily ICepnri.
Washington, Feb. 33 —The undersigned, a
majority of thb comriiiHee on the state of the
South, respect! uliy report III at they cannot
agree to the report made to tlio committee by
Messrs. Hoar, Wheeler and Frye.

The laws inimical to the colored people of
Louisiana, referred to iu their report, have been
repealed lor years except during the schism of
G-jv. Warmoth iu 1872. The Republican party
long had control of the machinery of the state.
The late registration shows an excess of colored
over white voters, giving 98 781 colored to 76,823 whites. In the absence of any direct evidence that the late election was not free and
fair, the assumption of the minority that
enough colored voters must therefore havo
been preveuled from votibg at the late election
by the recollection of the Oolfax aud Coasbatta
killing, the causes aud circumstances ol which
are disputed, aud by other riots which occurred
years before, to have changed the result of the
election throughout the stale, is au assumption
so violent when it is recollected that both those
parishes elected a full Kellogg ticket by increased Republieau majorities, is not to be received if any other causes for tlio vote of the
state cau be fouud. Such causes txist, and obvious among them are:
First, the registration was incorrect, and exceeded the true colored vote.
The registration was wholly in the hands of
Kellogg officials with the Republieau committee, with U. S. Marshal Packard at their head,
co-operatiug. In only three parishes did the
Republican supervisors of registration make
auy complaint of unfair or insufficient registration. On the other hand, everywhere great
complaint was made by the Conservatives, who
specified with proof 5200 cases of conceded
false registration siu New Orleans alone, aud
those Conservatives who have been co-operat
ing iu joint party committee to secure a fair
registration gave up the effort iu despair. The
ceusus of 1870, the correctness of which is not
impe.ched, shows 87 0G0 white and 86,913 colored males over 21 years of age. AU the statistics aud evidence before us indicated no change
iu this proportion iu favor of colored voters,
vet tl>0 regis rutiou of colored voters exceeded
by 4000 the total number of colored adult males
returned by the ceusus, while the registration
of white voters was 10,000 less.
Second, The whole number of voters registered was 167,604. Of these, 146,523 voted.
This is a larger proportion of registered voters
than usually vote iu any northern state. Iu au
agricultural state, sparsely settled, where long
journeys had to be made to reach the polls it is
unreasonah'e to suppose that a greater proportion of ihe registered blacks would havevoluntarily turned out to sustain a government under which the prosperity of the state, aed the
wages, aod the value of their shares of production had steadily declined, than usually vote at
elections, North or South.
Third, 1874 was a year of political change, in
which the vote through all the states was seriously affected agaiust tho Republican party—a
Change resulting largely from the financial distress of the people, which should therefore naturally have been even greater in Louisiana
than elsewhere.
Fourth, It became the interests of the Conservatives, at leant at tho last election, not to
intimidate lmt to acquire by every fair means
the colored vote. Forties who were alleged to
have threatened the black men, even with refusal ot employment, were subject to prompt
arrest. It was knowu that pretexts would be
sought to deprive the Conservatives of the result it they prevailed iu the election. It was,
therefore, their iutorest to avoid giving any
such pretexts. Accordingly they determined
everywhere to co operate with and conciliate
the blacks. They voted down the propositions
or suggestions which were made in the early
part of tho campaign for refusal to employ
those colored voters who would not co-operate
with them, and generally sought by combining
with the colored voters to carry the election.
Local combinations against the Kellogg candidates were made iu many parishes by men of
all parties and colors. In several parishes a
union ticket of colored and Conservative voters
was voted for and elected.
An intelligent colored witness testified that better government
was needed, and to that end ne was willing to
swallow the white man if the white men would
swallow tho colored. These causes and feelings
naturally united to swell the Conservative vote
in such localities, as showed by the returns.
Fifth. The entire want or any direct evidence
to show any general intimidation of the colored
voters. Of course iu so large a State it would
be impossible that there should be no instance
of intiiuidatiou, as such occurs in every State,
but the evidence indicated no general intimidation of colored voters, and that such intimidation as did exist in tho State was rather Iu tho
iuterest of the Republicans than the conservatives. The U. S. marshals whose chief was
chairman of the Republican committee, armed
in some cases with blank warrants of arrest,
and aided by federal troops, made arrests before the election, but not after. Tho oversight
of tho election and the returns were in tho
hands of Kcllogcl officials. Their count and
return did show 2U majority of the members of
the lower house elected by the conservatives
without any protest whatever, except iu those
parishes, although it was their duty to protect
iu any case where violeuce and intimidation or
fraud existed. Indeed the direct evideuce as to
the election of 1871 as well as the circumstances
clearly show, a fair election. Iu fact after the
visit of the first Committee and the revisit of a
Special Committee, the Kellogg party witli all
the machinery for collecting evidence were uuable to produce more than half a dozen people
lo testify to anythiug against the freedom and
fairness of the 'ate eleetion, who were not office
holders or connected with office holders.
Against such facts it seems to us idle to say
that ihe disturbance so vividly pictured by the
minority could have kept up things to such a
state of feeling of intimidation as would justify the assumption that hut for that feeling the
state would have gone Republican.
All evnerience slinws that tiln result of the
election of 1874, in Louisiana, as returned to
the returning board was natural and to bo only
accounted for by the reasons we have given.
We hold, therefore, that in November, 1874,
the people of the state of Louisiana did fairly
have a full aud free registration aud election in
which a clear conservative majority was elected
to the lower house of the Legislature, of which
majority the conservatives were deprived by
the illegal and arbitrary action of the returning;Toboard.
tbe resolution reported to tho House from
the comnvttee as to the action of the returning
board we are agreed. We understand the
committee to be unanimous in linding the fact
that the action of the returning board has defeated the will of the people as expressed by
them at the polls the 3d of November. 1874.
The people then elected to the lower house of
their Legislature, a majority of conservative
members. A portion of conservative members
thus elected were refused their credentials
This is an act of great injustice to the individuals, of the gravest danger to the state and free
government aud ought to be immediately corrected by any power competent to correct it.
The resolution recotninendiug the recognition
of Gov, Kellogg, is based upon generalities and
not upon evidence.
On this point no testimony was taken either by the Committee or any
part of it. Kellogg may or may not have been
elected in 1874, but there is no evidence to
show the fact, or if there be it has neither been
sought nor found by this doinmittee.
Messrs. Foster and I ’helps think that the
popular belief, taking both conservative and
radical circles, inclines on the whole to justify
Kellogg and Penn claims, aud that as Kellogg
is and has been acting Governor of Louisiana
for tbe past two years, to deuy his right and
instal another in his place after this lapse of
time might iuvolvo incalculable mischief to the
legal and political interests of the state. To
avoid the mischief and confusion of change, a
majority of the citizens of Louisiana seem willing to accept as a compromise Kellogg’s recognition and the restoration of the lower house.
For these reasons Messrs. Foster and Phelps
do not care to oppose the recommendation that
the administration of Governor Kellogg be recognized. Neither, in view of the fact that they
know nothing of tho wants of the case as judged by competent examination, do they wish to
be understood as urging it. They only wish to
record their agreement with those of tlveir associates who believe that such a compromise
might, by making a termination of the uncertainty in Ianiisiana, be on tho whole less intolerable than the present situation of that distressed people, but to any resolution recognizing Kellogg, Messrs. Potter aud Marshall are
utterly opposed. They tind nothing to justify
the belief that Kellogg was elected. That he
seized the government by the aid of federal
troops through a void and fraudulent order
which prevented tbe counting aud return of the
votes,should be a staudiug presumption against
him. When the people outraged by tbe abuse
of his government had successfully regained
tbe office he had usurped, he was again reseated by the federal power. Through the form of
law by which he had retrenched himself, he
once more sourht to mollify the choice of tbe
people at the late election, aud to that end
called in the federal troops to break up the
meeting of a legislature.
For congress to recoguize a usurpation so
gross ana so oppressive is, mey tbinls, to establish a precedent by which, under pretexts that
can readily be found, any state government
may be overthrown, the will of the people mullified, fraud and violence made permanent and
republican forms perverted to destroy liberals,
lu their judgment all that is needed in Louisiana is to withdraw the federal
troops and leave
the people of that state to govern themselves.
(Signed) Chas. Foster, Wm. Walter Plielps,
Clarkson N. Potter, Samuel Ji. Marshall.
minority Report,
The following is a full abstract of the report
of Messrs. Hoar, L'’rve and Wheeler, a minority of the Louisiana Committee, subm itted with
the majority rt port:
The first part is a narrative of the affairs of
that State from the close of the war up to the
events of last September, and is introduced as
necessary to a complete understanding of the
It shows that the condition of politiease.
cal affairs in that State is the natural consequence of the state of society that existed
under the rule of the slave power.
It does
not excuse but explains. The report shows
that while there was intimidation practiced on
tlic.day of election, the events preceding that
day had terrified the negroes and white Republican voters and probably changed the result of the election. A summary of this branch
of the report is in the following words:
We cannot doubt that the effect of all
these things was to prevent a full and free
election and to intimidate the colored voters
and tne white Republicans. The very formation of a white mans’ party was a menace of
terrible import to those who remembered Colfax and Bosier and the convention.
The
press was filled with threats of violence.
The agreement to discharge laborers, the suggestion that wild beasts are tamed by hunger,
was evidence of the same spirit.
The over-

] league on the 14th ofjSeptember; the turning
out of large numbers of parish officers in the
country, compelling them to tty for their lives;
the fearful lesson of Conshatta; the formation. array and drilling of the \\ lute League,
the natural succession of the White Camelia,—
these things, in a community where there is
for political murders,
no legal punishment
must in the nature of things have filled with
terror a people tiinid and gentle like the cblored population of Louisians, even if we had
not taken abundant evidence as to special
acts of violence arid crime, and their effects

particular neighborhoods.

on

Sir. Monciur, the Conservative candidate
for State Treasurer, claims a majority in the
whole State of about 5000. A far greuter
number of Republicans than enough to overcome this majority must have been prevented
from registration or driven from the polls. In
view of these facts we do not hesitate to find
that the election of 1874 was neither full, free
nor fair j that in large portions of the State
the usual means of instructing and persuading the people, of organizing and conducting
a campaign, could not be carried on by the
Republicans without danger to their lives;
and that many more voters than were needed to give the Republican party a complete
victory were prevented trom voting at nil or
coerced into voting the white man’s
even

ticket.”
The final conclusions and resolutions of the
report are as follows:
“On the whole case, we are of the opinion:
First, That there has been and is on th
themselves the white
part of the party calling
man’s party in Louisiana, a purpose to take
of the State
possession by force and fraud
to who may have
government, without regard
numerical majority at a fair election.
Second, That in the execution of this purand will refrain from
pose they have refrained
the use of no instruments which are designed
to accomplish it, whether those instruments
be murder, fraud, civil war or coercion of
laborers

by employers.

Third, While there are many men in their
who do not
party of more moderate views,
themselves use nor approve these unlawful
means, such men desire the accomplishment
of the same end, and are powerless to restrain
their more violent associates.

Fourth, Three cases have made it easier
unite so large a number of the whites

to
of
Louisiana in this purpose, and have rendered
it more difficult to unite the best men among
them in opposition,—the fact that the administration party of Louisiana is made up
massing together almost the whole negro
with a few whites largely from other Sta
;
the fact that there has been great maladministration by Republican officials; the belief
honestly entertained by large numbers of the
white people of Louisiana, that they have
been twice defrauded of the result of elections
in which they had been successful.
Fifth, While all these things are great evils,
much to be deplored and likely to exasperate
1.
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selves hastened to bring them about and inflame them. The simple and peaceful remedies of obedience to law, argument and decent
treatment for their opponents, would if they
had pursued them have proved effectual long
ago.

While we believe Governor Kellogg
have received a majority of the votes in
1872, and while we believe there was violence
and fraud which frustrated the will of the
people in many of the parishes in 1874, the
illegal order of Judge Ilurcll and the illegal
conduct of the Returning Board in attempt-

Sixth,

to

ing

to cure one wrong

by another, naturally

inflamed the popular discontent and

lent

to complaints.
Seventh, There has been indisputably much
corruption in the State and local administration in Louisiana. For this, the Republicans,
especially under Warmoth’s rule, are largely
responsible, although in numerous instances
their opponents have been equally to blame.
Eighth, The effect of all this has been to
put an end to the authority of law in a large
portion of Louisiana, to deprive the negro of
his freedom and wholly to destroy the value
of the methods provided by law for securing
fairness at elections and ascertaining their results. This state of things overthrows Republican government in Louisiana, and seriously menaces the whole country.
Ninth, A new election held at this time
under the national authority is not desirable.
It is not wished for by either side, and would
inflame and augment the evils now existing.
Tenth, It is the duty of Congress to use
such powers as are vested in it by the Constitution. It should recognize the lawful
Governor of Louisiana by express resolution.
We think William P. Kellogg the choice of
the majority of voters of Louisiana, and that
he should be recognized accordingly. Congress should provide further safeguards for
proving elections and ascertaining the result,
it any can be divised.
Eleventh, But these remedies are at the
best temporary and superficial, curing the
symptoms and not the diseuse. Efficient aid
to the State to establish public education
would have gone far to prevent the evil and
The pubmay yet do much to effect a cure.
lic sentiment of the rest of the country,
do
without destruction of
party, may
much to remove, as it has already unmuch
to
done
agfortunately
It is necgravate the evils in Louisiana.
understand
should
the
that
people
essary
that all the authority lodged in the genera
to
preserve a Republican form of
government
government and to protect the rights of all its
citizens, will be kindly but fearlessly and
steadily exerted, and that no party in this
country will accept the alliance of men
who were seeking power bv such methods as
Unless
we have been compelled to describe.
this can be done the free ^institutions of the
whole United States will not long survive the
destruction of those in the south.
Whereas, both branches of the Legislature
of Louisiana have requested the special committee of this house to investigate the circumstances attending the election, and said committee have unanimously reported that the Returning Board of that State, in canvassing
and compiling said returns unci;promulgating
the result, wrongfully applied an erroneous
rule of law by reason of which persons were
awarded seats in the House of Representatives to which they were not entitled, and

plausibility

persons entitled

them,
llesolved,

to

seats

were

deprived

of

is recommended to the
House of Representatives of Louisiana to
take the necessary steps to remedy the great
injustice and to place the persons rightfully
entitled to seats therein.
Jlesolmd, That William P. Kellogg be recognized as tbe Governor of the State of
Louisiana until the end of the term of the
office iixed by the constitution of that State.
That it

S',-Forty -Third Confess—Second Session.
SENATE.
Washington. Feb. 23.
Mr.Logan,of the Military Commit!e, reported
back the house bill to equalize the bounties of
soldiers who served in the-late war, and asked
its present consideration.
Mr. Howe objected on the ground that the
library committee was entitled to the morning
hour to-day.
Mr. Logan gave notice that he would ask the
consideration of the bill during the morning
hour each day until he could get a vote.
Mr. Cameron, lrom the Foreign Committee,
reported back the joint resolution authorizing
the President to terminate certain treaties.
Passed.
Mr. Frelingliuysen entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which the resolution

passed.

Mr. Washburn of Mass., submittee a resolution requesting the Secretary of War to luruish the Senate with a report, of the expedition
to the Black Hills under the command of
Gen. Custar. Agreed to.
Mr. Spencer ef Alabama presented a memorial of the Republican members of the general
assembly of Alabama, addressed to the President and Cougress, claiming that the change
made by the Alabama legislature in the penal
code ot the state, made a system of involuntary servitude for American citizens; that 1)3,000
voters were disfranchised by political legislation ; that the Democrats proposed acts amounting to a practical uullitication of Constitutional
amendments, and finally asking Congress to
empower the President to suspend the writ of
habeas corpus in certain contingencies in order
to preserve the pqjtlie peace in tbe southern
states. Referred to the Coinmitteo on Bleotions.
Mr
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called up the bill making farther provision for
the accommodation of the library of Congress,
which provides for the erection of a building iu
Judiciary square.
Mr. Edmands offered a substitute providing
for the extension of the west front of the ceutre
building of the capitol not exceeding 84 feet,
to accommodate the library, and proposing an
appropriation of $50,000 to commence wurk.
The hill was discussed till |the expiration of
the morning hour and then laid over.
The senate then resumed consideration of the
post effice appropriation bill, the (tending question being whether the section in the hill as it
came from the house, repealing the act of June
1st, 1872, authorizing that the Pacific Mail contract should be stricken out.
Mr. Edmunds, from the judiciary committee,
submitted lho report, iu question whether the
contract with the Pacific Mail S. 8. Co. for
semi monthly service of the China mail is still
obligatory on the United States, The committee
report that in their opiniouUho government is
not bound in law to carry this contract into effect. The main reason assigned is that the
company need not furnish the ships required
for the additional service at the proper time,
and that the Postmaster General had no lawful
authority to accept vessels when they were tendered, and his action cannot hind the government.
Alter further debate a vote was taken on the
question of striking |out the repealing clause,
and resulted iu yeas 11, nays 52.
So the action of the house repealing the contract of 1872 for an additional subsidy was not
concurred in.
The postofticc appropriation bill having been
read a third time and pasted, the senate took
up the army appropriation bill.
HOUSE.
On motion of Mr. Dawes, the House agreed
to take up the tariff bill.

General debate on the pending amcudnfleht*
strike out the b’th or last sectiou being limit1 id to one hour.
Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts, from the select
imnmittee on Louisiana affairs, submitted two
•esolutions, the first from the whole committee,
■ecommending tho house of representatives of
Louisiana to reseat the members who wore
hrown out under the erroneous application of
1 rule by the returning board, and the second,
vliicb was not uuanimous, that Kellogg be reciguized as the Governor of the State. He also
ireseuted a report on the subject, which was
irdered td be printed fin tfle reCorn.
The majority report in tlieease of Alabama
,vas present*cl by Mr. Coburn, chairman of the
Select Committee, aud the views of the miuorty by lluekner. They were ordered printed.
Mr. Coburn made an effort to get up what is
uioivu as the “caucus force” bill, reported by
lim last week, and Mr. Smith of New York
made au effort to get up the Constitutional
imendm^nb to regulate the election of Presilent and Vice-President, but Mr. Dawes pressid action on the tariff bill and succeeded.
Mr. G. F. Hoar, chairman of the Special
uommitiee on Louisiana affairs, made a report,
l’he majority aud minority reports were orderad printed.
The tariff bill was theu considered.
All the amendments to the 5tli section were
voted down, after which Mr. Dawes of Mass,
offered an additional section exempting bolting
cloths from duty aud savings banks receipts
from the stamp tax, which was adopted.
Mr. Lougliridge offered an additional section
reviving the income tax and providing the inaceinery for its collection, which was adopted by
the following vote, yeas 111, nays 87.
The section provides that three per cent shall
be collected on iucoines betweeu $3000 aud
$5000, aud five per centTon incomes above $10,000.
Mr. Kellogg of Conn, moved to strike out the
enacting clause which would have defeated the
whole bill, and it was rejected, ayes 102, nays
113.
Mr. Cotton of Ohio offered an amendment as
an additional section providing for a tax of ten
cents per pound on tea and two cents on coffee,
which was rejected to.
After the adoption of an amendment providing tor the tax of one tenth of one per cent
Dawes moved
ou all sales of gold aud stocks,
to strike out the enacting clause, which was
carried. He then moved that the committee of
the whole rise, and that the bill be recommitted to the committee ou ways and means with
instructions to report it back with tax on whiskey at 90 cents with sugar and tobacco clauses,
whole, and
as amended in committee of the
with the ten per cent horizontal section retainthe motion
withdrew
ed. Dawes subsequently
to recommit, and Cox moved that the House
committee of the
coucur in the action of the
whole striking out tho enacting clause.
with the comto
concur
refused
The House
mittee of the whole in striking out the euacting
clause, by the following vote, ayes 10G, nays
150, and tho bill stands recommitted to the
committee on tho whole.
The House thereupon went into committee of
the whole and resumed the consideration of tho
bill.
On motion of Mr. Harris of Virginia, a section was added allowing tobacco manufacturers
to use licorice and other ingredients free of

1

0

duty.

Amendments of various kinds were offered
and *11 rejected.
Finally no more amendments were to be oficreu Him

iuo
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bill ami amendmeuts to tlie House.
Mr. Dawes theu proceed to address tlie House
on the necessity of providing for the deficit in
the treasury* and spoke of the impossibility of
framing any revenue bill that would satisfy all
sections and all interests.
He offered as a substitute on the bill for taxing whiskey to be made 90c a gallon, tobacco
and sugar as in the amended bkl,and restoring
the 10 per cent, on manufactured goods, and on
this he moved the previous question.
This was seconded aud the main question ordered, yeas 133, nays 114.
The substitute w as agreed to, yeas 131, nays
111.
The question theu recurred on ordering the
bill to be engrossed and read a third time, on
which he moved the previous question.
The previous question was seconded by the
necessary two thirds aud the bill was then
passed, yeas 123, nays 113.
ITJ1NOK TELECJBA1IS.
Internal revenue receipts, yesterday, $8,262,393.
Mrs. D’Artlienay, wife of the Augusta horse
man, writes from Quebec that she will return
to Augusta this week.
Sharkey, the murderer, lias been arrested in
Havana on a charge of threatening to kill a

captain.
Ship Empire, which has arrived at New
York, reports heavy gales from Bermuda.
sea

Revenue cutter Dallas lias gone to supply
West Quoddy life saving station.
John Lovejoy has beeu nominated for Mayor
of Rockland.
John Bruce has been nominated District
Judge in Alabama.
Ernest Ortwein, the murderer of the Hammell family, was hung at Pittsburg, Pa., yes-

terday.

Martha Smith was suffcated by coal gas
house iu Bostou, yesterday.
Tho woman suffrage resolve was defeated iu
the Massachusetts house yesterday.
Wm. and Geo. Young have been arrested at
Plainville and carried to Bostou, charged w ith
uttering counterfeit U. S. currency. Plates aud
dies were found in Young’s house for manufacture of fractional currency, also dies for manufacture of $300 national bank notes.
b
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FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland

Wholesale Market*.

Tuesday, February 23.—Butter is a little lower
owing to the supply on hand; the best lots can now
be bought for 38c. Tobacco is lower now that the
The flour
excitement in regard to the tax is over.
trade the past few days has been quite good. In fact
trade in

general

is

improving

of late.

Eggs

have

dropped to 30c.
BUENOS

Forcikn Export*.
AYRES. Bark Tating—408,874 feet of

lumber, 10,400 pickets.

MATANZAS. Bark Josie Mildred—5454 shooks
and heads, 400 box shooks.
ST.JOHN, NB. Schr Crowu Prince-000 bbls
flour, 9372* galls refined oil, 1100 ft lumber.
Steamship Polina—89 packages woolens, 135 cases
boots and shoes, 142 packages iron, 22 packages soap,
25 packages paper, 10 do cigars, 160 galls liquor, 3000
do svrup, 150 do 6il, 16 packages leather, 2100 pounds
pies, 205 bags oats, 208 bbls oatmoal, 274 bags grew,
4392 bbls flour, 131 pkgs merchandise.
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 busn cornmeal to 3 W
True & Co.
_J_
[Sales
Eastern Railroad..-. 60
Eastern Railroad..... 60}@61
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.108
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.107}
Dry Goods Mat bet.
New York, February 23.—The Bulletin reports
as follows of the New York dry goods market:
Business was restricted during the week by cold
weather and difficulties of transportation. Cotton
goods ruled steady at generally unchanged prices,and
cloths, Lewiston ticks and Otis clieviats were advanced by agents. Brown sheeting continued in light
medium
supply, and leading brands, line and are
wide
bleached shirtings solil up to receipts, as

sheetings, corset jeans, &c.

Prints ruled quiet in first hands, but large package
Dress
and piece sales were made active aud firm.
goods in moderate request. Woolen goods quiet but
firm and imported fabrics suggish.
New York Slack and Money Market.
New York. February 23— Etenina.—Money was
in tall supply at 2 @ 3 iier cent, on call. Sterling
Exchange heavy and lower at 482 @ 482} for 60 days
ami 485} @ 486 lor demand. Produce exports for the
week $5,133,631, against $6,458,305 for the corresponding week iu 1874. Gold opened at 114} and closed at
114}—the extremes of the day being 114|@ 114}; the
Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day $100,000 on account of interest and#119,000 in redemption of bonds.
Operations of the Gold Exchange Bank were as follows—gold balances, #1,030,887; currency balances
#1,189.739; gross clearances $42,281,000. Tbe following is i he Clearing House statement: currency exchanges $84,776,256; currency balances $4,108,255;
#1,069,102.
gold exchanges #17,130,140; gold balances
Governments dull and strong. State are bonds dull.
The total transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 209,700 shares, including Pacific Mail 69,200
shares, Western Union 44,700 shares, Union Pacilie
36 400 shares, Northwestern 16.200 shares,Ohio <$ Mississippi 15.700 sbarss, Lake Shore 8800 shares. St Paul
6100 shares, Toledo & Wabash 5900 shares, Erie 19,00 shares, North Western preferred 100 shares, Rock
Island 800 shares, New Y’ork Central 400 shares; tbe
extreme prices were as follows; New York Central
1013 @ 101}; Erie 28} @27}; Lake Shore 74}@73};
Chicago iSs North Western 44} @ 423; do preferred 56
55; Rock Island 104} @1034; Pacific Mail 36 @31};
55} @ 54}; On in & MisSt. Paul 35} @ 34};
sissippi 25 @ 21}; Western Union 73} @ 72} ;Toledo &
Wabash 118 @ 10; Union Pacific 41} @ 40}.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, ex-div. 119}
United States 5-20’s, 1862...116}
117}
United States 5-20’s 1864.
United States 6-20’s, 1865, old.119}
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new. ex-div.118}
United States 5 20’s, 1867, ex-div.1198
United States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div.119}
United States new 5’s ex.114}
United States 10-40 coupon.117
Currency 6’s ex in.119}
Tlie following were the closing quotations ot

preferred

Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.i2}
Pacific Mail..
*;.31}
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.101}
-’7}
Erie.
Erie prewired...
Central..
Michigan
Union Pacific stock.
Lake Shore..» JH
Illinois Central, cx-div. .ipi

Chicago & Northwestern...y*
54$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred..
Chicago & Kock Island.•••••••••• _}0?b
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific.93$
Union Pacific incomes..194
Union Pacific land grants.95*
88$
Sinking Funds.

E. T. ELDEN * CO.,

—

stock am! basilic

in their
rtcrw otter

Autlc'pating a change

their entire stock tff
ICIIII AND LOW FKI€*:i*
l.t

@ 34C for State. Whiskey lower

Freights to Liverpool are more active ana firmer
Cotton per Stearti at 4 @ 8-32d; Coni per steaui 8$d;
Wheat per steam
Chicago, Feb. 23.—Flour is quiet afld unchanged;
4 50
Bbipping extra held at 4 00 @ 4 25; Minnesota at
@5 00. Wheat dull and declining; No 2 Spring 8o$c
on spot; 85$c >eller March; 86$c for seller April;90jc
seller May
3 Spring at 81| @ 82c; rejected 77®
77 $c. Corn in fair demaud and advanced:So 2 Mixed at 644@64Ac on spot; 648c bid seller March; to*c
hid seller for April; 61$ bid sellers May; Yellow at
64$c; rejected at 6g$ @ 63Jc. Oats dull aud drooping ;
No 2 at 53 @ 53 $c on spot; 53c bid seller March; 532
@53$c seller April; 5fl§c seller May. Kye is quiet
aud weak J No 2 at 08$ @ 1 u0. Barley nominal; No 2
Sprii.g at 1 08 on spot or seller March; 1 06 seller for
April* Dressed Hogs are in fair demand and lower
Provisions
at 763 for light weights; 7 90 for heavy.
—Pork is In fair demand and ower at 18 10 oil spot;
18 10 @ 18 12$ for seller for March; 18 40 @ 18 42$ lor
seller April. Lard in lair demand and lower at 13 30|
on spot and seller March; 13 50 @ 18 57 seller April.
Bulk Meats dull and declining: shoilldersc; short rib
mi Idles 9$ @ 9§c; short® lear do 9$c—all loose on spot
and seller ALirch. Whiskey at 1 04.
Receipts—22,000 bbls tlour, 9,*00 bush wheat, 132.00 bush corn, 63,000 bush oats, 0000 bush rye, 14,000
bush of barley.
Shipments—15,000 bbls flour, 79,000 bush wheat 43,000 bush corn, 22,000 busu oats,0000 bush rye, 16,000
dusL barlev.
On the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
was heavy at 851c seller March; 862c for seller April.
Corn at
@ 64$c seller March; 65$c for seller April.
Oats unchanged. Pork weak at 18 05 seller March;
18 32$ seller April; 18 57$ seller May. Lard nominally at 13 70 seller May.
St. Louis, February 23 —Flour is firmer with an
improved demand; Superfine Winter 4 15 @ 4 25; exWheat is dull and unchanged. Corn
tra 4 25 @ 4 40.
firm anoiu fair demand; No 2 Mixed at 64 @ 65c.
Oats firm and in fair demand; No 2 Mixed 57c. Barley—nothing doing. Kye is scarce and firm; No 2 at
1 03 @ 1 05.
Whiskey is unsettled; few sales; 1 06 is
ottered; 1 05 at close without buyers. Posk nominal
at 18 50 cash; futures lower; 18 20 seller March; dry
salted meats dull with only a limited jobbing demand and unchanged ;shoulders at 6Jc;clear rib sides
9J (@ 10c; clear sides 10 @ lo$c fully enred; clear rib
sides sold at 9$c seller April and last half March.—
Bacon is active and firm; shoulders 8$ @ 8$c; clear
rib 10J @ 11c; clear sides ll$c. Lard dull at 13$; offered at 13$ seller March.
Live Hogs scarce and firm: choice lots wanted ;sales
6 75 @ 7 50. Cattle
yorkers at 6 00 @ 6 60;
are firm and active; sales of good native Steers at
5 75; lair do 3 25 (@ 5 35; good native butchers 5 37$
5 55; common do 3 25 @ 3 75; good corn fed Texas at
4 75.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 32,000 bush wheat, 31,000
bush corn, 12,000 busli oats, 12,000 bush barley, 1000

One Case Holland Blankets for $4.50 pair,
Aitml'n price M-AO.

for 95c each,
price OI IO.
77 1-2 Bozen Towels at half price.
One Bale Russia Crash for 10c .lard.
Jobber’** price 11 l-ftc.
One Bale Scotch Crash for lOe yard.
Actually worth Ittr.

One Case More 4-4 Boot Bleached Co*teas,
For Niue cent* yard (9c.) Very CheapOne Case 4-4 Wansutta Bleached Co
tons 16c yard,
Agcnl’a price fttf ft-‘Je.

One Case Barkers Mills 121-2c.yard,
IVIauufaciarer’e price lk ft-*dc.
-ALSO-

Five Cases

good

new

Styles,MerrBnac,Ceeheeo,

Oriental, BunMil, and Garners Prints,
For Nine

yard.

cent,

Pieces new “Patterns,” Prints,
Marked 4-4, But Measure only 7-S
yard for 12 l-2e.

21

Actually worth lie.

to
Bales Brown Cottons at about S-4
lc yard, less than Wholesale Prices.
Linens,
Napkins, Doylies, Hamasks,
and Diapers,
7

(joins,

AT

—

AWFUL

—

LOW

TabL
One Case of assorted Piano and
Covers, at Decided BHT»ins.
l*own.
All of Our Dress Goods Marked
9 Pieces (nine) Silk Poplins,
Thru,- ore thr boot I.yuan F.pltan.
We shall orII them f.r »4c yurrf.

packing

in

(juills

.tliinutiidun r'a

6*4$

Corn

Bates

Oue Case

;*No

MILWAUKEE,Feb. 23 —Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is quiet; No 1 Milwaukee Mljc; NoiiMilwaukee at 66Jc seller Marclicj seller for April at^Mic.—
Oats scarce and bi

are now

we

ottering

8|<i.

hogs

bargain*

few of the many

a

4J04>»#«

or ifftnnufaciurcro price*

ihuu Jobber*

We mention

ut.

at

**»

^

DAYS OILY,

TWENTY-THREE

FOR

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
STREET, PORTLAND,

5 FREE

*ntf

Ja28

Caucusses.
The Republicans of StandIsh are requested to meet
at the Town House on WEDNESDAY, the *th day
of February, at 4 o'clock P. M., to nominate candidates for Town Officers.

Per Order.

supp

Standlsh, Feb. 16,1875.

dull and demoralized; No 2 Spring 112; seder for
March I 10; No 3 in store 1 02. Provisions aro firmly
held. Pork is firm and nominal at 1$ 00 cash; 18 12$
@ 18 15 for seller March; prime mess is at 16 50; extra prime mess 13 20. Sweet Pickled at Hams 10$ @
11; dry salted meats firm and scarce—shoulders 6$c;
middles 9$ @ 10c—all loose; boxed is a $c higher for
prime. Lard quiet and firm—steam 13 40; kettle 14.
Receipts—13,000 bbls flour, 63,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—7000 bbls Hour, 11,000 bush wheat.
T< tLEDo, Feb. 23.—Flouris steady. Wheat steady;
I No 1 White Wabash at 1 30;No 2 White Wabash 1 IV,
No 1 White Michigan at 1 10$; extra White Michigan 115; Amber Michigan at I 04; seller May 1 13*;
No 1 Red 112; rejected do 1 02; No 2 Amber Illinois
108. Corn is Arm and in fair demand; high Mixed
69$c; seller March 70c; seller Miy 74$c; low Mixed
in
I 09c; seller May 73$c; no grade bSc. Dots firm and
1 demand; No 2 Michigan at 50c; White at 61c. Clover
Seed at 6 40. Dressed Hogs nominal.
Receipts—23,000 bush Wheat, 2,500 bosh Com, 6,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—3,000 bush Wheat, 4,000 bush .Corn,
2,000 hush Oats.
Detroit. Feb. 23.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is firm and in fair demand ;extra White Michigan at 1 12; No 1 White 111; No 1 Amber at 1 07$.
Corn is quiet and unchanged; No 1 Mixed 68$ (g 60c.
Oats are quiet and unchanged. Clover Seed held at
6 25 @ 6 30.
Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat, 10,000
bush corn, 9000 bash oats.
Shipments —2000 bbls flour, 3000 bush wheat, 1000
bush corn, 00 bush oats.
Charleston. Feb. 23.-Cotton firmer; Middling
x

upands 15$@ 15§c.

__

A

New York, Feb. 23.—Cotton market is quiet {Middling uplands at 16c; low middlings at15$c; good or-

dinary 14|c.

feb!7*341
PRINTING

TUCKER’S

HOUSE

Tlie Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, a* heretofore,
at the Staud,
115 EXCHANGE STREET.

personal

All orders, eithe
prompt attention

Cruelly

by mail, will reccire

or

lyL'ldtlsn

to Animals.

The Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals hereby give public notice that Mr. A. M. SAWYER has been duly elected agent of Ihe Society,
bo
They therefore request that prompt information
other cruelgiven bint of eases ot neglect, abuse or
to corty to animals in order that he may take steps
aud
rect the same and bring the offenders to strict
speedy justice. He may be found at No. 30 Free St.
or notified by mail at that address.
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY, JR., President.
Portland, Feb. 10,1675._ lehl ld'-’w

TICKETS TOOK FROM BOSTON

$3.50
Via Boston Si Maine
For

or

Eastern Railroad.

sale by

.......

_

Savannah,Feb. 23.-Cotto» firm; Middling

lands at 15$c.

Feb. 23.—Cotton is
higher; Middling uplands at 15$c.
Mobile, Feb. 23.—Cotton is firm;
lands at 15c.
New Orleans,

up-

WM. ALLEN. JR.,

firm and held

Middling

ITREKT.
sntf

ja26

up-

_

Watertown rattle Jlarhet.
Watertown'. Feb. 23—Cattle Market.-*-Keceii)t#Y>C
BeeiCattle !63 head. The supply isdight: no marked change in prices; trade was rather dull even on
We quote sales choice
the few car loads marketed.
at 10 75extra 9 75 & 10 50.; 1st quality a.t 8 00 @ 950;
second quality at 6 50 @ 960; third quality at 5 50 ^

KXCMANUK

11

NO.

MRS. A. II. EMERSON,
Hired,

Free

30

Teacher of the Pianoforte. Ttrms *20 fbr a course
Refers by jpermisslon to Mr.
of twenty lessons.
Kotzschniar, and Mr. J. W, Tufts, Boston, Mass.

foblOsntl

6 00.

Sheep and Lamb*—receipt* 1088 head. Trade to
shade better than liottced for some time- pricer- have
advanced cc
lb. Sales in tots 2 50 @ 3 75 each; extra 4 00 @ 6 50.
a

^

Havana market.

HB

Havana. Feb. 23.—Sugar closed quiet and steady;
No 10 to 12 d 8 14$ @ 15 reals per arrobe; No 15 to 20
d s at 18 @ 21 reals; Molasses Sugar 9} @ 10$ reals;
Muscovado Sugar,inferior to common 11$ (a} 11$ reals;
fair to good refining 11$ @ U reals; grocery grades at
15$ @ 16 reals ;Molasse8 easier, but no lower; at coast

ports 5$ @ 5f reas 4P1 keg.
Stock of Sugar in warehouse at Havana and Matanzas 175,000 boxes and 47,000 lihds: receipts tor the
week have beeu 61,006 boxes and 17,500 hhds; exported during the week 21ftOu boxes aml7108 hhds,including 16,1(H) boxes 5300 hiids to the United States.
Freights buoyant—loading at Havana or ports on
north coast of Cuba tor the United State* per box
Sugar 1 25; loading at Havana for the United Stales
per hhd Sugar 4 50 (gl 5 00; per hhd Molasses 3 00 @
3 23; loading at j»orts on north coast per hhd Sugar
5 50 @ 6 00; per hhd Molasses 3 50 @ 4 00. Vessels in
demand.

Exchange

C1IOICEDIIE8T
v

To Be Eel.
1, 1875. the chamber in second
occupied by F. M. Kaler *& Co., on tbe
of Cross and Middle Sts. Apply to
HENRY DEERING,
No. 65 Exchange St.
de28sntf

On and after Jan.

story

now

corner

'larueia.

at 93 @ 93$
and account.
London, Feb. 23—12 30 P M.—American securities
—Erie 25$ @ 25$: preferred 42$.
Liverpool, Feb.23—12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
active and firmer; Middling uplands at 7}@7$d; do
Orleans 8d; sales 15,000 bales,^including 40o0 bales tor

$500.00

London, Feb. 23—12.30 P. M.—Consols
monev

Tell the

people that you

naw

their adver-

in (knAAII.V PRC'S*

A**isting Nature.

attempting to force nature. She
it, and rebels. She must bo coaxed, as
it were, not driven. For instance, in attempting to
use

won’t stand

constipation orlndigfcsfion, violent, or

overcome

what

physicians eall, by way of euphony, “heroic” treatment, is sure to defeat the purpose in view, which is,
The
or should be, to permanently remedy the evil.
use of drastic cathartics is especially to be deprecatcated, for though they temporarily overcome costive
ness, yet the intestines are so weakened and iutiamed
by them as to be reudered unfit to perform the elective function properly. How much l>etttr to assist
nature in snch a case with such a mild and salutary
ai>erieut as Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters which
strengthen at the same time that they relieve the
bowels. Not only is this result achieved by their use
but the activity of the torpid liver is restored, the
stomach invigorated, and the entire system greatly

REWARD.

THE

NATIONAL

OF

BOARD

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS

specuation and export.

of no

al*7.50,velu-

an n

_

Knropeau
for

CmI

nit

Cooking Coal, anil for Haw Barrier.,nnd is low. PKI.UK PIP TOP COAE.
nt 67.56. excellent for Open CSratea and
chrnp. tSENClNK ACADI A,we say granto hr plentifully
ite for ACADIA MreDiN
advertised be these who hare it not. All
Ihtae nndOTHEK COACH; slit HARD
nnd SOFT NTICKINRS nnd SI.ARS,
nrc delivered promptly and Mntislnctorily
upon call nt No. J66 COM-THCBCRA*. ST.
JOS. II. rOOR A BRO.
sniitf
feblO
able

fim.

Hereby oilers a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
the detection, conviction and punishment of ihe par
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson, lu
tiring tho premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street.
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Ueo. D.
Jost, on November 10th, and again on Doc. 9th. 1871 ;
said reward will be pakl only on dne proof being
fii.Tii.lt.d the y111ivi> committee of the eonvletloli
ami actual punishment of said criminals, and expire*
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order ot the Executive Committee,

STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
dec23abtf
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.

STEAMSHIP

MAINE

CO.

The Steamers of this Line
will

contiuue to

usual between

run as

YORK AND

NEW

PORTLAND

benefited.

reserving the right to go

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Via

Wo shall

Long inland Soand

those somewhat out of style, at a
Also shall offer a variety of

sacrifice.

II.

».

had in their

be

season.

D.

Paisley Long and Mqunre NhnwU; also
Imitation India do

thirds their real value,
Do you want

BLACK
If so, buy of

us

ami

a

33J per

save

$5,00.

A

H. Chandler, 0. M. Richardson, F. W. Buxtou,

Prompters.

“
«

“

NOTIUK.-A11 officers, sailors
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured or injured in
the L»to Rebellion, however slightly, can obtain a
Pension by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON. I^ate
Surgeon in United States Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St., New York City. Communications promptly auswered.
ocZfeuily

PLKN9ML

POIi SALE,

3.50

“

4.50
Toilet Quilt* from $*.OU to
large assortment of

Woolens for Men’s and Boys’ Wear.
LAOIES’ANO KELTS’ ITNDEKWBAB,
TABLE L/NENS AND FLANNELS,

PINE

a

in

vniiEiiivuun<

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.
IJ14.

KAKKISON’H

IsOZENttE*.
Indorsed V>y all the Medical .Journals as tne most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Kemedy for

Hilt f

<

RYAN & KELSEY
161Coinmercial Street

No.

Busi-

wc mean

fc2i

consignment

v'2S

ami STEP
for sale low

milSTALTlC

ness.
vvjuiiu

FLOORING

HOARDS .in lots to snit purchasers,
SOUTHERN
close

to

all less than manufacturers’ prices.

Come and Sec for

sucod6mMWF,

oc29

cent.

lOO PAIR* BLANKET* AT $*.75

«
50
“
50
lOO French

—

CHiNDLEK, I.KADEK.

DRESS !

SILK

AND

Office 27 Market Square.

Black Cashmeres, Brilliautiucs & Alpacas
at great bargains.

at two

BAND

ORCHESTRA.

great

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS
can

THE

SALISBURY MODEL SHIRT PATTERN,
the most

DOST/YEN ESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females anti children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the towels
Warranted in all cases ot
once the next morutug.
the Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We proma
all
ise cure for
symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Hour
Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loin?, Yellowness OF THE SKIN AN!> EYFS.SICK HEADACHE,
Coated Tongue,Bilhousness, Li vlk Coetlaint,
Loss of appetite, Debility, monthly 1’ains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faintness &o.
Trarellersjind the Lozenges )us> what then need,
as then are so compact and inodorous that the,/ mag
be carried in the cret pocket, and as an aperimt or
laxative these Lozenges have no equal.
Trial Hexes :ll» c. Inrgr heir. «Or. arm
bv null frrr of po.tngi- to nny aililrr..
For sale by E. S. Harrison Jit Co., No. 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston, and by all IJnigglsts.
never

Perfect Fitting Shirt Pattern

ever

invented

AT

COWELL uV GREENOCGH’S.
fe-4

Hnt f

LOKING’S SPECIFIC.
The Cloud of Witnesses Increases.
\V.

PRESTON,

B.

I hr

wrll

Unown

Druggist of Forl«mouib, N. H., writes:—
OH. l,OBWSi-1 have lr>lt'<l your excellent Specific an n number of our citizen*,
who were

acrertly afflicted with Dy*prp»in

Constipation, and in every ca»c it ha*
nnd gave relief
proved of strcrtl benefit
nnd

remedie* failed. I regard your
one of the mo.I reliable reme-

When other

Specific
dies for

a*

Ily*pep*in

and

Constipation

iu the

it in the
market, and ulwnyo recommend
to sufferer*.
very highest term*
K. PKEMTOIN.
T. G. liOKING, Proprietor, Portland.

EORING’g (SPECIFIC

*

our

GOODS.

much lower than the same

Home
sntf

—

especially

Onlmdc

CHANDLER’S

offer all

DRESS

or

febl9

BE RAISED AT OSCE !

$10,000 MUST

Domestic Market*.
Nhw Yobk. Feb. 23—Evemne.—Cotton quiet at an
ir advance; sales 256 bales; Middling uplands at 16c;
Orleans 16go; forward deliveries advanced 5-32c @
<-16c.
Flour—receipts 9106 bbls; the market is a
shade ftrmfor shipping grades with a fair export and
home trade demand; sales 14,200 bbis; Western and
State 4 10 @ 5 30; White Wheat Western extra 5 30 @
5 00; Round Hoop Ohio 4 75 @ 6 50; extra St Louis at
1 85 @ 8 00; including 5400 bids extra Western and
mill tiour: Southern dour 4 80 @ 8 00; Rye flour is
Cornmeal is
steady; sales 300 bbls at 4 00 @ 4 50.
nuiet -sales 500 bbls Western at 3 80 @ 4 50. Wheat
shade firmer
receipts 79,920 bush; the market is atrade
demand;
with a fair export and moderate home
•ales 112,000 bush; 1 05 @ 1 07 for No 3 Spring; l 08 @
for
No
2 North111
l
09
2
No
1 10* for
@
Chicago;
western; 111 @113* for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 16@
L 20 for No 1 Spring;1 18 for fair No 1 Minnesota;! 08
for ungraded Iowa; l 05 @109 for ungraded Iowa
md MiunesotaiSprlng: 121 @125 for Winter Red
Western; 1 26 @ l 26* for Amber Western; 1 26 @
I 34 for White Western. Rye heavy at 86 @ 93c. liar40; buyers
ley dull; sales 500 bush Canaria West at
angenerally do not oiler over 1 35 i@ 1 36 for prime
ida West. Com—receipts202,600 bush; the market
meued firmer and closed heavy; holders were more
8»c tor
iisposed to realize; sales 96,000 bush at 81* @
Western Mixed, closing at 84* @ 85c; 85@8bcfor
White
new
lor
86c
85
@
Western Yellow, closing at
Southern aud Western. Oats—receipts 37,4<5 bush;

1875

io

CLOSING SALK

■

Wabash.JJJJ

February,

OF
PREVIOUS TO TAKING ACCOUNT
REPAIRS.
MAKING
STOCK AND

It is

Rostov Mock 1.1st.
at the Brokers’ Board. Feb. 23.

NOTICE#.

SPECIAL

i*

*old

by all

denier* in Iowa and country. J. IV. PH BKIIVS Sc CO.IV.F. PHI 1,1.1 PM St CO,
IVIIIPI'LE Sc CO., Druggists, For.land.

ANDERSON & NON, Drnggist, Hath.
EDWARD NIERR1I., Drnggiat. Hockfe'JOsndlm & w 4 w 8
laud.

scDsnoodly

KCAI),

BUY

A>I> TRY.

Gentlemen:
1 bad a severe cold and with it a cough, ami one
bottle of your Compound M> rup of l.ung wort
cared it. 1 can recommend it as an excellent cough

ANSEL MITCH ELL,
Can-enter at Portland Co,
Porllaml Me.. Jan. go, 18i3.
C. WAY & C0„ Apothecaries.
Corner Cumberland & Myrtle Street.
de22sn3m*

medicing.

For I'nucht,
the roost approved

Colds

nmt

Conswmpilou,

ami reliable remedy is the wellkuowu VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM.
Be careful to get the genuine.
Price, large bottles
fl« small (old style) 50cent*. CUTi.KR BROS. ■&
CO„ Wholesale Druggists, roprielors, If. e-ton
B025
enWAS-Slan3ltl8

——

PBESsi

THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING, FEB. 34. *15

CITY AND VICINITY.

Republican Caiciiwa.
The Republican caucuses to nominate candidates for Major and Municipal Judge were hehl

Monday night.

As

a

general thing they

till

47
41
40
63
78

8
33
29
23
u

311
Whole number of votes-542
Necessary for a choice.27Wescott’s majority....39

111

l..

5.i.

2

e.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Chromo Rug Patterns—L.
I. A. It. A.—Special Meeting.

Strout.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice-Duncan Harrison,
losi—Woreteil Scarf.
P. M. F. Ins., Co.—E. G. Wil'anl.

To Let—Store.
Removal—S. W.

Eaton.
Xomatoes—A. A. Allen.
Horse—For Sale.
Good News-Z. Sargent.
Faiibanks’ Scales—Fairbank & Co.
Rug Patterns-L. D. Strout’s.
Wanted Wet Nurse.
Lost—Odd Skate.
Music Books—Quartet Choirs.
AUCXION COLUMN.
Millinery ami Fancy Goods—F. O. Bailey & Co.

The Republicans of Portland are requested to meet
lespective Ward Rooms on
Wednesday evening. Feb. 5I4tb, at 7 1-51
•’clack.
for the purpose of selecting Candidates for
in their

One Alderman.
Three Councilmen.
One Member of the School Coromittae.
from
A Warden and Clerk, amt two Constables
each Waid, to lie supported acthe Municipal Election

ensuing

City Committee

year.

WM.c.HOW,
Chairman Rep. City Committee.
ie20d5t
C. O. LEACH, Sec’y.
*

Law
The following decisions of the full court have been
announced:
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Alexander Dunn vs. Calvin Record. Exception*
and motion overruled.
Charles J. Bishop vs. Wm. Small, Jr. Exceptions
overruled. Nou suit confirmed.
Augustus W. Pulsifer v.s A. Crowell. Exception*
and motion oveiruled.
F, E. A. Sawyer vs. Charles E. Garcelon. Exceptions sustained. New trial granted.
vs.

▼». jubhwuuiu w

xtooi-

Judgment for defendants.
George C. Hopkins vs. John W. McDuffie. Defendant defaulted tor $20.83 un<l interest from date
of writ.
Isaac Dyer vs. Luther Fitch ct als. Judgment for
plaintiff for $191.83 and interest from December 28,
jng.

1867.
Motion overLewis H. Paine vs. Edward Cobb.
ruled. Judgment on the verdict.
Joseph French in equity vs. George H. Motley et
als. Bill dismissed with costs for the respondents.
Exceptions
F. B. Smith vs. S. C. Strout ct als.
overruled. Judgment for defendants.
for
the deJordau vs. Haskell et al. Judgment
fendants.
Stanwoood vs. Whitmore. Exceptions overruled.

plaintiff.
Speck vs. Judson. Exceptions and motion
ruled. Judgment on the verdict.

J udgment for

over

FBANKLIE COUNTY.
L. W. Towle
the defendant.

vs.

Judgment for

Ebenezer S. Carr.

YORK COUNTY.

Oliver

OXFORD COUNTY.
C. Currier vs. Alonzo B. Swan ct
and motion overruled.

Motion

al.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Daniel Vining et al. vs. James Abbot.
overruled. Judgment on the verdict.

Ex-

Motion

KNOX COUNTY.
vs. Inhabitants of

Rufus Ncwbit
ceptions and motion overruled.
verdict.

Appleton.
Judgment on

Exthe

___

Ssperisr Court,
FEBRUARY CIVIL TERR. 1875—SYMONDS, J., PRESIDING.

Kohliug

George P.
Hopkins. Assumpsit on an account annexed to recover the price of a suit of clothes—the agreed price
of which was to be fifty dollars.
Ixlence—minority, that the clothes were not necDicision
a misfit.
essary, and that the pants were
Tuesday.—William H.

_s

O*
C

85

8

a

®

S
g

O
a
H

r-*-

3

B*

.51
.. 50

2
14
16
1
13
42

24
13
13
6
10
9

0
0
0
1
0
0

327

100

76

1

17
54
48
63

..

".

n

nominate candidates for Ward officers will be held at the several ward rooms.
to

Denial Asaaeialian.
The semi annual meeting of the Maine Dental Association was held at the Council Room,
City Building, yesterday, commencing at 3 p.
Maine

m., Dr. W. R. Johnson of Portland, president,
in the chair, and Dr. Chamberlain of Augusta,
the minutes of the last meeting, the roll was called,and the following members answered to their names: J. F. Babcock,
Bangor; D. W. Merrill, Thomaston; J. F.
Bootbby, Portland; E. G. Boggs, A. K. Chamberlain, E. J. Roberts, Augusta; J. H. LomJ. W. Cuitis, Brunswick; Henry Kim-

reading

bard,
ball, E. Bacon, Thomas Fillebrown, Portland;
G. P. Lombard, Belfast; C. P. Sawyer, Dexter; J. Mason, Saco.
On motion of Dr. Fillebrown it was voted
that Dr. Pinkham be elected an honorary
member.

Sawyer moved the election of new membe postponed until the evening session.

bers
Carried.

Dr. .T. F. Babcock read an essay, “Is a first
dentition painful in its nature, a normal or a
morbid process? Morbid effects of a first den-

tition.”
The subject of this essay was then discussed
by Drs. Fillebrown, Bacon, Johnson, Chamberlain, Lombard and others, which occupied
the time until the hour of
motion of Dr. Babdock

On

adjournment,
adjourne d until

7

SESSION.

EVENING

called to order, Vice President Sawyer in the chair.
Dr. Boothby extended an invitation to the
Society to attend the Museum. Dr. Fillebrown

meeting

was

thought that the time could be more profitably
spent. A oete ®f thanks was extended to Dr.
for his kind invitation.
On motion of Dr. Fillebrown the following
gentlemen were appointed to report at the next
meeting on the following subjects of dental
science: “Development of the teeth,” G. VV.
Stodard,D. D. S., Belfast; “Operative Den-

vs.

plaintiff.
Sargent for the plaintiff.

for the

Cobb & Ray for defendant.
In the afternoon seven Irishman from Lewiston
and one from Portland were naturalized.

tistry.” J. F. Boothby, D. D. S., Portland,
“Mechanical Dentistry,” E. Bacon, M. D.,
Portland.
An essay was read by Dr. J. F. Babcock of
Bangor. Subject—“Is that specialty practiced
or a trade.”
as dentistry, a profession, au art
An informal discussion followed, in which several of the members took part.
Dr. Fillebrown, chairman of the committee
appoiuted to purchase a microscope for the use
of the Society, reported that the commit tee
bad purchased one of Zentmarger’s army hospital microscopes. The report was accepted.
The instrument was then exhibited to the
members.
Dr. Fillebrown was chosen Librarian aud
was intrusted with the care of the microscope.
The meeting then adjourned until eight o’clock
this morning.

Msaicipal

Court.

JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.

Personal.

Edward Ilsley. Fast driving. Fined $5 with costa.
Paid.
Frank L. FossT— Search and seizure. Fined $50
with costs. Paid.
Edward McLaughlin. Open shop on Lord’s day.
Fined $10 with costs. Paid.
George S. Hopkins, intoxication. Fined $6 with

Bcv. James A. Healy, recently created Bishop cf this diocese, will fever his connection
with St. James church, Bostou, about .the end

Paid.
Robert Miller. Intoxication. Fined $5 with costs.
Paid.
Fined $5 with
Florence McCarty. Intoxication.
casts. Paid.
Luke McQuire. Assault and battery. Dischargedcosts.

Fogg.

Brief Jotlinan.

The young can spend a pleasant and profitable hour this cveniDg, at the union gospel
meeting, at the Y. M. C. Association rooms.
All are welcome.
The ’longshoremen had a first class fight on
Union whaTf yesterday.
A little girl named Charlton was run into by
a boy coasting on Congress street yesterday and
had her 'eg broken.
A Mrs. Dougherty slipped on the steps of the
Catholic cathedral, and broke her right arm,

Suoday morning.
The large storehouse of the Portland Packto the
ing Company, situated at Bridgton, felt
ground Suoday night from the weight of enow
It was worth $2000.
on the roof.
The tar buckets were plenty Monday night.
The “Eagles” and “Casco No. 5” both had
large fires.

off very quietly. There was but little drunkenness on the
street during the day or eveniug.
Portland street was alive with teams Monday

Washington's birthday passed

75 turnouts being counted.
The “Eagles” had a collation at their house

afternoon,

over

Monday night.

The steamer Express, with a crew of men,
started yesterday morning for Harpswell to try
and remove the tug Tiger from the ice.
At a
meeting of the board of Mayor

special

and Aldermen, held yesterday noon, Mary
Ames and Alvin Murphy were sent to the In-

Asylum.
The spring term of the public schools commenced yesterday.
A despatch ^the Merchants’ Exchange
states that the Ci, id States Consul at Colosane

nia, S. A., report* about 78,000 feet of lumber
saved from the barkentine David Boyd, and
thought all the lumber would be saved.
schools

The pupils of the public
themselves into tooters Moaday, in

resolved

honor of

Washington.
Tftlie'backof the winter is not broken, it
has got a severe strain.
The meteor flag of England floated from the
British Consulate, and from the British steamof the
ers in the harbor Monday, in recognition
American holiday.
fifty-six degrees above. How is that for

h’igh?

_fini.l

.-

Kir

i. Ho

Pnrtland

Yacht Club at noon Monday.
Will the secretaries of the several Ward cauto
bring a report of their meetiug
cuses

please

this office

as

early

as

possible

this evening?

A very interesting temperance meeting
held at Newbury street church Monday evening
It
and twenty-two persons signed the pledge.
be continued
will
the
meetings
that
is expected

was

for some time every Monday evening.
Remember the fair and sale at the First Bap
tist vestry this evening.
Tlie regular monthly meeting of tlio Cumberland Medical Association will be held this even-

ing.
at
Raymond will have a^privato assembly
A good
Army & Navy Hall Friday evening.
time may be expected.
consul at
Magnus A. R. Lindburg, Swedish
at
this port, gave his many friends a reception
Scandinavian hall last evening.

John S. Russell was nominated for Alder,
mau in Ward 4 last evening by the Democrats
in place of Mr. Dooahue, who resigned.
Our Harbor—The Portland Harbor is now
entirely clear of ice. Mooday morning the
harbor master, Mr. Jones, took every tug in the
harbor and began an attack on the ice. It was
kept un until eight o’clock iu the evening,when

the last cake was pushed out to sea. Vessels
can now go to auy part of the harbor without
the least trouble. Mr. Joues is entitled to
great credit for his untiring efforts to keep the
harbor clear during the winter. There has not
been a day during the last cold snap that vessels could not arrive and depart.
Benefit Association.- The Odd Fellows
Berefit Association, of which we spoke recently, was incorporated Monday evening, and 44

members were admitted, making a membership
of 64 already. This association is destined to
I
be very successful.

of

April.
It is generally understood

that S. K. Small
will not be a candidate for Alderman from
Ward seven.
A number of the personal fricuds of Mr.
Frederick Fox have presented him with a fiue
eilver geblet as a token of their appreciation of
his services as Secretary of the Maine Poultry
Association.
Ttnsspll

Eaton. Esn..

of Annusta.

one

of the

founders of the Kennebec Journal, and afterwards publisher of the Maine Farmer, celebrated his seventy-fifth birthday on Friday.
Mr. Eaton is one of the newspaper veterans of
Maine, and although he retired from active
business some time since, he is well known and
younger members of
the craft.
Major G. T, Stevens, member of the House,
has tendered his resignation as Treasurer and

highly esteemed by the

Secretary of West Waterville Savings Bank, a
position which he has held for the last six years,
to take effect at such time in the present month
of February as his successor may be chosen.
Henceforth Mr. Stevens will devote his time to
the practice of his profession—law.
A member of the present Legislature is this
winter wearing a suit of clothes taken from the
sheep, carded, spun, woven, cut aud made up

by his wife. Another member is weari ng daily
a suit of clothes cut and made by his wife, and
the clothes are by no means bad looking or out
of

style.

Deputy Collector George Leavitt has been
appointed Collector of the Machias District
vice Stephen Longfellow, whose term has expired. Mr. Leavitt has been Deputy Collector
than twelve years.
Among the recent arrivals in our city is ColJames F. Fuller, the agent of the Traders’ ExFuller
press Company of New York city. Col.
>s the husband of Portland’s favorite actress,
Isadora Cameron, now playing at the Museum.
more

weather of yesterday melted the ice from the eaves of buildings
making it dangerous to walk on the sidewalks.
A large slide came from a building at the foot
of Market street yesterday afternoon and struck
The horse
a horse attached to a baker’s cart.
started to run, and frightened the horses of
Edward Graffam. One of Mr. Graffam’s horses
slipped down but his mate |dragged him clear
across Commercial street and back in front of
Persons who saw the
W. & C. R Milliken’s.
that the horse was seriously i naffair

Runaways.—The

warm

supposed

jured,
got up

but after partially unharnessing him he
and appeared as well as ever. The bak-

ery team was not injured.
The horse of B. Walker, a teamster, was
frightened by a snow slide from a building on
the oornerof Market and Newbury streetsA twenty pound
and run away.
weight was attached to tbelbridle, but this did
He ran down Middle street
not stop him.
where die cleared himself from the pung, and
up Pearl street, where he was caught. It was

yesterday,

thought his legs
striking them.

were

injured hy

the

weight

Model Steam Yacht.—A few days since
we spoke of the model of a steam yacht on ex
hibition in Schumacher’s window. A more
careful exhibition shows it to be a fiuo piece of
workmanship. The hull of the model is of
box wood, and fastened with spikes and screws.
The top part is of ebony and is finished with
perfect exactness. The cabin is nicely finished
and looks comfortable. The model is a screw
can be moved by the
propeller and the rudder
Mr. Cox, who made it, has incased it

wheel.

iu

a

glass

case

and is

to

offer it for sale.

hall
Masquerade Ball.—The masquerade
the Blues at City Hall, Monday night,
success of
deserves to rank with the greatest

given by

the Terpsichorean
that popular comnany in
with dancers and
line. The floor was crowded
Some
the gallery was packed with spectators,
and
of the costumes were elegant, many funny,
The leg elephant,
not a few charmingly absurd.
kuown typo
and the pony, straddled hy a well
There were at one
caused much merriment.
on the floor.
time nearly two hnndred couples
AssociSoldiers and Sailors Monument
was held in

ation.—An adjourned meeting
President
Reception Hail last evening. Vice
Reports were
l)r. S. C. Gordon, presiding.
Gorreceived from different Committees. Dr,
the sum of
don, as Acting Treasurer, reported
his hands.
one hundred and forty dollars in
It was voted to turn the same over to H. W.
Hersey, Esq., Treasurer of the Association.
Remarks were made by several gentlemen
end the meeting adjourned to the second Tuesday in April.

their
performances, eminently successful.
The choral numbers of the programme were
all familiar to the audieiice. The opening selection, from Handel’s Messiah, was sung with
precision aud spirit, tlio passages in imitation
and clearly given, and the sol-

of the Horn.

Why Washington’s birth-day should be celebrated with the tooting of horns is a question
worthy the attention of curious inquirers.
Doubtless the practice lias a significance. In
default of an immediate explanatiou of the
custom, let us suggest one. The Pater Patrice
was wise and modest, after the manner of true
merit,—indeed, he may be considered the violet in the nosegay of nation-makers,—and was
never much given to blowing his own horn.
It is then only poetical justice that his grateful
children should devote at least, cue day iu the
year to blowing horns for him; so on the

twenty-second of February vigorous-lunged
youth from the Great Lakes to the Great Gulf,
and from Puget Sound to Pasaamaquoddy

Bay join
the

man

in one car-piercing toot in honcr of
who never told a lie.
THE HORN

OF SCRIPTURE.

It should be borue in mind that the horn is
uuwortby emblem, and that it figures conspicuously iu sacred history and profane
In scripture it is used as a symbol of
no

strength and honor, for which see Deut.
xxxiii—17, Pa. cxxxii-17, Jer. xlviii—25, and
other places. “His horn shall be exalted” is
the noble oriental metaphor,—a metaphor
which is surely not inapplicable to Washington and his fame. Kingdoms and great powers are often described by horns, as in Daniel’s vision, and the application is not amiss to
the nation which Washington fathered. Certain other symbolical meanings as in the mystical ten horned beast of the Apocalypse carry
too far into the bewildering maze of scriptural exegesis to be dwelt upon. The ram’s
horns used at the seige of Jericho are however appropriate to mention in speaking of him
who was “first in war.” We are told that the
of the chosen people encompassed the

priests

walls of Jericho for six days. On the seventh
day they made the circuit of the city, preceded
by the ark of the covenant, and blowing
mighty horns. At the final blast the walls
fell with a great crash. This mode of capturing walled towns was attempted by some of
They sat
our generals in the late civil war.

down before certain Southern cities and blew
mighty blasts on their own horns; but their
efforts failed to meet

witn

tnai

success wmcu

crowned the Israelitici expedition.
The horns of Moses, an artistic tradition
which arises from a curious mistranslation of
the Hebrew word karan, aud the horn of Ga-

briel, may be mentioned in passing.
MYTHICAL HORNS, j
In classic myth the horn plays no unimporThe born of Alecto, that young
tant part.
woman with the curly hair, did not give out a
pleasant sound to the ears of men. The horn
of the
Amalthea, our cornucopia of sim-

goat
ile and allnsloo,

o’clock, evening.
The

the il^ud of

us

secretary.
After

on

legend.

number ol votes—504
Necessary for a choice.253
Whole

Boothby

Charles H. Roberts vs. John T. Plaisted.
and exceptions overruled.

ceptions

4
11
5

:

3
4
5
6

Dr.

Atwood Lead Company.

Innatntsnrs oi wesipruou

(F5

3
o
0
1
1
o

•3

i

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Cumberland Bone Co.
Plaintiffs nen suit.

3

£

Bonney’s majority.74
This evening the caucuses

WAKD CAUCUSES.

Al!».'>'tu^lect'two' Members of the

1
23

VOTE FOB MUNICIPAL JUDGE.
tu
m
B2
a

Agents—Wanted.

Notice—Albert Cole.
Portland Woman’s Chiistian Association.
Valuable Mill Property—For Sale.

for the

!s

Ward*.Is
{.

Social Festival—First Baptist Society.
SPECIAI. NOTICES

D.

f

s

s

j

entertainment column.
Entertainment—BisbeeClub.

(Jewell & Greeiiougb.

Little End

MAYOB.

VOTE FOB

Tooled

are

February—Horn* Scriptural, t’ln*wi<nl,
ITIedio-ral, Historical and Bibnlous—The

The following is the

not very well attended.
result:

New A.wcrliMWWMW Te-Day.

Dramatic

Why Ilorun

were

The Haydn Concert.
The concert of the Haydn Association Monday evening, was, as is always the case With

1IOKNM.

WAIHINCTOIt-AND

was placed among the stars as
the emblem of plenty, peace and concord, and
the
may be seen theie even to this day when
The
envious clouds do not come between.
Gate of Horn, for which we are indebted to a

Greek pun, figures prominently in the ASneid.
Anchises says to Pius ASneas, as that gentle*
man is about to leave hell:
Sunt gcmluaB sorani i>ortae quarum altera ferter
Cornea, qua voris facilis datur cxitus uinbris.
The horn or conch-shell of the sea god forms
the subject of one of Wordsworth’s finest sonnets:
-Great God, I’d rather be
A pagan, suckled in a creed outworn,
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn,
See Proteus rising from the sea
Ur hear old Triton blow his wreathed bom.

The dire coufusion caused by the panicbreeding born of great Pan is familiar to all
readers.
The northern mythology has its quota of
sacred boms. Chief among these is Giallar,
which Heimdall, the great god with the goldeu
teeth (presumably the patron deity of deutists)
he welcomed the souls of heroes across
the bridge Bifrost or the rainbow to the happy
That must have been a pleasant
Valhalla.
sound to hear, for it was the summons to imblew

as

mortality.
Medieval romance fairly bristles with horns.
The most famous of these is deservedly Jotmund, the horn of Roland, which was of ivory,
and bigger than a massy beam, Cervantes tells
us. Ariosto says that birds fell dead at its sound.
It will be remembered by readers of poetry
Fontaraas “that dread horn whose blast on
bian echoes borne” came to Charlemagne from
The
dolorous route of Roncesvalles.
the
veracious chronicler Turpin says, in telling of
the battle “llolaud now sounded his marvelous
horn with such force that at the third blast it
broke in two. Above all the noise of the battle it was beard as if it had been a voice from
the other world, and the whole Saracen army
drew back in terror.”
The horn of fidelity which Moraine La Faye
It bad this
sent to King Arthur is notable.
merit: “No lady could drink out of it who was
The scandalous old
not to her husband true.”
chronicler says, "Artnur s queeur, wim uu
huudrede ladyes or more try’d to drinbe, but
onlie four managed to drioke cleane.”
The horn which the fairy Logis'illa gave to
Astolpho in the Orlando Furioso, a blast upon
which by that doughty champion put whole ardesirable
warrior to
a
piece of furniture for
old
of
the
Horne
The King
possess.
French metrical romance is interesting as the
original of the little Jack Horner who sat; in a
Corner, and as an illustration of the fact that
the bugaboos of one generation become the
to

m.es

flight,

was

a

very

nursery heroes of the next.
In modern romance and poetry the horn plays
We can but briefly
no inconsiderable part.
mention the horn of the wild huntsman in
ballad; the wonderful trum-

Burger’s ghastly

which the venerpet of Antony Van Corlear of
able Diedrich Knickerbocker speaks; the problematical horns which Donatello perhaps wore
under his clustering curls; and the pagan horn
in the Dunciad, lent by Pan to Moses.
THE DRINKING HORN,

The drinking horn has a fame as old as the
earth. “To take a horn” is a phrase which the
dictionaries mark as vulgar; but perhaps it
is intended that “vulgar” shall be taken in
The
“common.”
of
sense
its

original

most ancient of these horns is the one which
Thor, consumed by a mighty northern thirst,
attempted to drain on his visit to Utgard, but
which to his astonishment he found communicated with the tea. He succeeded in lowering
it three inches, which justly entitles him to the
distinction of being the “boss” toper of

proud

Drinking certainly has eminent authority. The high Gods waxed merry over
their wine on Olympus, and the northern Asbeer
gard appears to have been a spiritualized
garden. Even the ham was not wanting, for
the inexhaustible boar Schrymer was served
damnable iteration
up day after day with the
all time.

of

a

em

boarding-house spare-rib. Of more modhorns, that one bequeathed by King Witto the merry monks of Croyland, is the

laff
'*■
most famous.
The horn historical is represented in the
Horn of Power blazoned on the standard of
Tamugin when he assumed the title of Ghengis
Khan.
OTHER HORNS.

For the history of “Auld Hornie” we refer
the reader to those worthy gentlemen, Christopher Marlowe, John Milton, Daniel Defoe,
Johann Wolfgang Goethe and Bene Le Sage.
The horns of the moou have always been
favorite themes with the poets. Dryden used

chronometers, singing “Ere ten moons
had sharpened either horn.” Milton speaks of
“the horned moon which shines hy night.”
is
Poe’s “Astarte with her duplicate horn”
familiar to all who have read “UJalame."
But as these arc sublunary subjects we shal1
them

as

not dwell upon them.
The famous oath of medical students, “By
the great horn-spoon,” deserves more attention
than we can give it. It doubtless has some
occult reference to horn quicksilver or crude
calomel, which is a favorite weapon of slaughter with the faculty. For that form of insan.

ity known
to

the

as

horn-madness, reference is made

“Comedy of Errors.” The cuckold’s
might he treated at length, with illustra

horns
tions from recent history. For the horns of a
dilemma respectful reference is made Jto ConA very imgress and the Louisiana qnestion.
portant part of the horn is the little end thereof.
Those senatorial candidates who have recently
come out of it are certainly able to furnish all
the exposition needed.
Enough has been said to show that the horn
is not an unworthy emblem or symbol of
George Washington; to establish which point
this paper has been written. A curious pashe quoted in conclusion:
sage from Dryden may
Then clinched a hatchet in his horny fist
Allen Mission.—The interest at the Allen
Mission is increasing. The temperance meetwell attended. Effective
ing last evening was
speeches by J. Sanford, J. E. McKelvey and
numbers sigued the
Mr. J. Crockett. Large
Preaching this evening hy Eev. Dr.

pledge.
Stockbridge.

were‘promptly

j

gave fresh proof of the
fiue sostenuto and tone of the chorus.
Mr. Coyle sang with care and vigorous man“Judas
ly expression the imposing aria from
and his tine voice and evident inemn

closing

measure

Maccabeus;”

the people:
ELEdTldN OP SENATORS

RELATING TO SPECIAL LEGISLATION AND CORPORATIONS.

rendered by

aud the romanze fiom Schumann were given
Mr.
by Mr. Cushing with care and taste.
Flint’s admirable accentation aud singularly
distinct phrasing were exhibited to the delight

of tire audience in the pathetic reiterated
of
phrases of that most impassioued number
the “Messiah,” the “He was displeased.”
Tbe naive aud beautiful pastoral “Acis and

Galatea”—a composition seldom if ever performed iu this country—presents ths genius of
Handel in an aspect different from that displayed in the “Messiah,” or the epic “Judas
Maccabeus.” The song “O ruddier than tbe

cherry,” is the description which
lent giant, Polypheme, sings to
p

tuaiuia

ox

at-

__1.

tuu

uj

rt .l.i...

the malevoexpress the

tnL*

.(.In

line

ui— ——-—

the movement, full of unbounded strength, of
nude grace that is seen in the dancing faun of
Greek art We wish that the Haydns might,
at some time, perform the cantata, in order
that the tender airs of Galatea, the lovely pastoral choruses, aud the beautiful tenor music
allotted to Acis, might be heard together with
the uncouth yet wholly musical utterauce3 of
the “heavy villain”

Polyphonic.

Mendelssohn’s “Hymn of Praise” is so familiar to Portland audiences that it requires
but a brief notice. Mrs. Wetlierbec’s singing
Mr.
was, as always, brilliant and satisfactory.
Pennell’s beautiful voice, sometimes almost
in its sweetness, made itself felt in

cloying

both aria and duel.
The grand “Hollelujah” chorus never fails to
create a profound impression. The rapid, ecstatic movement of the opening measures; the
firm surety of the phrase which gives the
raison d’etre of this exultation; the wonderful,
brief passage which further narrates the approaching triumph; and finally the long, trumpet-like notes of the soprani, which introduces
the figure; and the breathless cries of delight
with which the chorus begins and closes,—form
musical picture of the utmost grandeur.
Miss Blanchard, the accompanist, acquitted
herself admirably. The chorus, despite the
disadvantages of the hall, did finely, and Mr.
a

Kotzschmar conducted with his usual ability.
The Museum.— In certain respects the “Romance of a Poor Young Man” is one of tho
best of the romantic plays which occupy the
boards. It certainly is the best, because tho
healthiest, of the translations from the French.
The plot is the old plot, as ancient as the sense
of the reward of honest industry and
of

justice,

the discomfiture of wickedness. There is not
a shadow
a hint, not even the scintillation of
of a suspicion of a violation of the seventh
commandment. What higher praise can be
accorded to a modern French play! It has
many striking situations, aud affords excellent
opportunities for the display of character and
motive. The only entirely new scenery introduced is the ruined castle by moonlight, which
is really very fine and a credit to Mr. Richards, the scene painter. The management of
perspective, and the impression of great height
admirable.
Manuel, the hero, finds an understanding interpreter in Mr. Arnold, who gives a finished
and carefully studied rendition of the part.
The young man of ancient family, nurtured in
the honorable traditious of his race, with a

conveyed

are

but not broken by misfortune,
who realizes that the legend of his order is
noblesse oblige, was represented with the lofty
courtesy, repose of manner, and quiet but re-

to

special

or

private legislation.

POWER OF GOVERNOR TO PARDON.
Article five, part first, section eleven, shall be
amended by striking out of said section all after
the word “reprieves,” and by adding thereto
tbe following: Commutations and pardons, except in cases of impeachment, upon sucb conditions, and with sucb restrictions and limitations, as may be deemed proper, subject to such
regulations as may be provided by law, relative to tb'e manner of applying for pardons.
And he shall communicate to the legislature,
at each session thereof, each case of reprieve,
remission of penalty, commutation or pardon
granted,.stating tbe name of tbe convict, tbe
crime of' which he was convicted, the sentence
and |ils date, tbe date ol the reprieve, remission, commutation, or pardon, and the conditions, it any, upon which the same was granted.

hv

Wll.lt nnitfl hor

11911-

It might be well to give a little more
repose to the haughty insolence of her manner
in the scene where she surprises Manuel holding the rosebud she has just dropped. But
perhaps the strong outburst of vehement denunciation is natural in a lady of M’lle Marguerite’s surpicious disposition. In the closing
al

spirit.

act Miss Cameron acquitted herself fi-Jy.
In the arduous role of the Governess, Miss
Victoria Cameron did admirably, and made the
hit of the evening. The intense, though restrained passion of the woman, her intriguing
disposition, her cool malice, and her suave
manner received understanding and artistic
treatment.
ation were

The many temptations to exaggerresisted, and the “blonde fiend” was

given naturally and with power.
Mr. Bascomb essayed a new role, that of the
exquisite, and did the careless, mercenary Be
Bevannes to the life. Mr. Verney gave the
bluff but kind-hearted Doctor creditably. Mrs.
Grattan was a stately and effective Madame
Laroque. Miss Chippendale had a ro'e, that of
Madame Aubrey, which demands burlesque;
and she did it justice in that regard. Imitation is said to ho the most delicate flattery
If this be true, she should feel highly flattered,
for every urchin that haunts the streets was
giving her Ki-yi yesterday, to the great discomMr. Adams’
fiture of nervous pedestrians.
Gaspar Laroque was utterly had.
Display op Flags.—Strange to say there
vessels at this port
were but two American
Monday7, which displayed their hunliug in
These
honor of the great and good George.
and
two were the harks Tattay, Capt. Pettis,
Archer, Capt. Hatch. The flags on the City

Building, British Consul’s office, and the English steamers were displayed all day. The flag
the house of the Portland Yacht Club was
displayed all day, and at noon a salute of thir-

on

teen guns was

fired._

easy flow of language,and the illustrations with
which his discourse abounds, be can but make
a very successful lecture.
Only one lecture
more, ana

M. E

mat

uy

oue or

me

riisneps

or

me

chnrcli._

I’ine Street Church.—When the Trustees
of I’ine Street M. E. Church shall have decided
upon a plan for a new church edifice, then they
Various designs are
are ready to go to work.
under careful consideration, aud a conclusion
will undoubtedly be reached ere long. They
are by no means particular whom the architect
may be, whether in the State or out of it. But
they wish a good thing, a house of some taste,
well

proportioned, commodious,

but not costly.

ttorhnm.

Tho sad story of the persecutions, wrongs
and sufferings of the "Huguenots” was most
interestingly told in tho Methodist church in
Gorham, last Friday evemug, by W. E. Gouldi
Esq. The audicnci were thrilled aud delight"
ed, and all pronounced the entertainment one
Mr. G. is a fine speaker, easy aud
of the best.
prepossessing in his manner, and ought to be

widely known as a lecturer. The organ
concert l.y Mrs. Bernard was especially fiDe.
The Methodist pulpit was supplied on Sunday by Kev. Israel Luce, Presiding Elder of the
Portland District. It being quarterly meeting
occasion the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper
more

administered to the church.
Tho Republicans of Gorham on Saturday
nominated the following candidates for town
officers for the election to be held oil Monday,
March 1st: Moderator, Frederick Robie; Town
Clerk, John C. Card; Selectmen, &c., Joseph
Ridlon, Charles Jordan, Merrill Thomas; Treaswas

urer, Stephen Hinckley; Town Auditor, Hugh
D. McLellan; Supervisor of Schools, Joel Wilson; Collector, Henry A. Millctt. It is understood that Mr. Thomas declines the nomina.
tion, and that a caucus will be held Thursday
afternoon at 4 o’clock, at White Rock school
house, to fill the vacancy.

Feb. 21,
59inCaKennebunkport,
11 months.
85

Miss

jM^Thc funeral services of the late L. S. Twombly
will take place this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at the resiFriends and reladence of N. W. Morse, Decring.
tives are invited to attend. Burial at convenence of
the family.
_

Rliaiatnre Almanac. Fcbrnary 24.
rise*.6 44 I High water.2.00 PM
set*.5 44 1 Moon rises.10.20 I M
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ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTV.
A Lewiston druggist asserts that over
of snuff is annually consumed in that

“dipping,” chiefly by

ton
city in
a

women.

KENNEBEU COUNTV.

Bev. Aaron Sanderson, pastor of the Methodist church in Augusta, was presented Saturday evening with a hundred dollars in greenbacks by his parishioners.
PENOBSCOT

COUNTV.

AN

SAWYERS

Lost.

Mildred, Ginn,

Josie

hSyLottie

Matanzas

—

so constructed that it will never warp,
durability Is unquestionable, and by
arrangement tor introducing the air through the
fire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces j>erfect combustion, thereby saving at least
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Bacon, Havana.
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22d, sch Maggie Ellen,

Little-

J°Ski tm’Liverpool 22d, ship Lydia Skolfield, For"aAr at Movillc 23d, steamer Polynesian, Portland
tor Liverpool.
Ar at Cardenas

_

20th, brigs Torrent, from Boston ;
Clara Jenkins. Coombs, Boston.
Ar at Matanzas 22d, brig Rensliaw, Pensacola.
Arat Havana 20tb. brig Daphne, from Wiscassct;
Mary C Comory, Baltimore; sch Cephas Starrett,
**

mil',1

sch a Albert H Waite, Peltengill, Matan
Sid
zas; S S Harding, for Sagua; 22d, barque Estella,
Poole, for New York.
Ar at Sagua 20th, barque Josephine Martin, Pickett. Nuevitas.
Sid 20th, brig Antilles, tor North ot Hatteras; sch
Clara Leavitt, Lombard, do.
Arat Matanzas 21st, soil Albert H Waite, Pettin-

•

Auctioneers and Commission .Merchants
Salesroom I7« Fore Street,

dtf

Fairbanks' Scales,
THE STAN DA KD Of

(IIflier 13 Exchange Street.)

Regular sale of Furniture ami General Merchandise every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street,

commencing at 9 o’clock a.
Consignments solicited.

at Pnri. in 1867.
Vienna, M.ntrrnl, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
THE HOST ACCURATE.

nighc.t Pri*e.

n

ON

every respect worthy of the most implicit confidence.
ALSO

—

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,
lor and adopted by the
STATES GOVERNMENT.
ALSO

F. 0. BAILEY & Co.,

UNITED

Designed

—

AUCTIONEERS,

—

Plum

WAREHOUSES-! Milk Street Beslan.

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M

FAIRBANKS. BROWN A CO.

Raboni.Coombs, North ot Hatteras;
"'sid^Oth,"brigs
Merry, Bradley, do; sclis Eva C Yates, Yates,
Cardenas.

do; Angie Amesb’iry,
Ar at Vineyard-Haven 2tst, barque Endeavor.
Mountfoit. Trinidad for Boston; 16days North of
Hatteras ; 18tb, passed a lot ot wreck stuft, sup-

posed

to

MORGAN k CO.,

AUCTIONEERS

■

of timber and proceed.
._
Sch Henrietta, from Brunswick, Ga, via WilmingNS,
ton, NC. for Portland, was towed into Liverpool,
Wilfrom
sailed
Henrietta
The
°1st inst, derelict.
ITIIlIZCOIl

unci

tjail

IKW'-S

of Portland
Vioeyard-Haven 26th. She was in sight and
heavy
Light 7th inst,but owing to the severe cold
and
disappeared.
make
port,
NW wind could not

short ot provisions, and the crew
abandoned
they may have become weakened
is
trom exposure and got washed off. ILe vessel
owned in Saco, ami was commanded by Capt Lang& Cross
ley. The cargo was consigned to Richardson
and is insured. The Henrietta was picked up and
towed in by scbr W A Pugh, Grant, of Gloucester.
Sch I> B Everett, from Nevassa via Baltimore tor
Booth bay, with guano, put into Newport 23d. with
ice.
loss of anchors and chains, and badly dialed by
Sch Eva May, Andrews, from Cardenas tor Philawith
23d
Breakwater
Delaware
at
de'nhia, arrived
bowsprit and loremast broken.

probably

run
her, or

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 20th inst,ships Invincible,
Herriman. Liverpool; Louis Walsh, White, Callao.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 20th, sch George V Jordan,

Duncan. Boston.
Dnncan Cameron died suddenly lu Patten
Cld I6lb, oarque Esther, Loring. Havre.
last week. He had been at work in the woods, I
MOBILE—Ar 20th, sch Elizabeth, Haskell, from
and was a stranger in Patten.
Jamaica.
disbursed
of
state
pensions
amount
The
by
PASCAGOULA—Cld 13th, sch Josephine, Stone,
Frontera.
the City Treasurer of Ilaugor to pensioners
PASS CAYALLO—In jiort 12th, echs Joshua Grmresident of that city for the year 1871 was
from Boston, disg; Eliza Anderson,
81062.99. The list includes thirty-nine pen- dle, Ereetby.
from Pensacola.
,,
sioners, receiving pensions varying from two to
3d, sch Flora E McDonald,
JACKSONVILLE—Cld
fonr dollars per month.
McDonald. Portland.
PENSACOLA—Old 17th, sch Hattie, McChntock,
Over thirty years ago, old inhabitants say,the
Philadelphia.
Penobscot Bay was frozen out to Long Island
20th. ship Conqueror, Crocker,
SAVANNAH-Cid
(several miles from the shore), and since that
Liverpool; sch J F Wiley, Trefelhen. New York.
time it has not been cold enough for such frecz
Brown, Liverpool ; schs
Jane
Fish,
Sid
21st.
ship
E Heling, till this winter. Last Monday (13th) they
Light of the East, Harper, New York; Chas
crossed from many of the islands to the main
York.
New
Coombs.
lier,
D
for
J
that
teams
several
Williams, Fierce
shore, and reports say
CHARLESTON—Ar 21st,sell
Nfew yorlc
days had been doing a thriving business beSid 2tst, schs B N Hawkins, Wyatt, for New York;
tween Belfast and Castine on the ice. Some
Nath I Stevens, Saunders, do.
portions of the Bay have been frozen for a
WILMINGTON—Sid L2d Inst, sch Lena R Storer,
month or more. And a visitor said the first of
Storer, Bath.
with
one
could
see
the
nakas
far
as
the week,
NORFOLK—Ar 20th, barque Walter Armington,
ed eye, it was ice, ice, ice.
Bonner. Rockland via Bermuda, (leaky, to repair.)
At Nansamond. Va, 19th. schs H Prescott, and
The Patten Tribune was obliged to suspend
Nathan Cleaves. Trom Portland.
the snow blockade prelast
week,
publication
FOR TRESS MONKOE-Ar 22d, brig Maurice, Veaventing the white paper reaching it.
zie, Palermo.
BALTIMORE—Cld 19tli, brig Annie M Kuight,
WASHINGTON COUNTV.
Oakos, Key West.
«...
Two lads, Frank and James W’arr, the formCld 20th. sch M C Rowe. Hawaii, Bella,
er 10 and the latter 15 years, sons of Capt.
Ar 21st, barque I aura R Burnham, Phillips, trom
Warr, were drowned on Saturday last, while
sch E A Hayes, Smith, Portland; Lovolta,
going from the Ledge to their home at Oak
Whitmore, Demarara; Emerson Roues, Marston,
near Calais.
,,

—

Commission Merchants,
Mo. 18

Buumhach’s Mncrcd Quartets.

I

XUldtl

f

Priratci Nnlr.
M. & D. are agents for the sale of “Herring A ParSafes
“Wiegands” Patent Sectional
rel’s champion
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blake#
Patent Steam Pumps, anti “Little Giant” Cbenrical
Fire Engine.
At

Buck’s Ulotet Collection.
Ifnuinbach’s New

ExctisuiKC St., Portland.

A. M. MORGAN,
B. B. DYER.

Quartets.

Back’s 3d motet

AND

—

CHOIRS.

QUARTET
Thomas’* Marred

[iri„ j a Devcrcux, from Providence tor St John,
in the
NB, before reported missing, was blown oft
late gales, and put into Key West 22d, all right.

MEMORANDA.
tor
Ship Canada, Herriman, from Puget Sound
Adelaide, which put into Svdney Aug 10, in disundertress, came out of the dock Dec 4th, paving
reload her cargo
gone extensive repaiis. She would

BOOKS-

BEST FOR

sugar-boxes.

be

__u

oc20

311 Broadway, New Vork.
FAIR!) ANKS Jt CO.
d6m
fe24

........

A J

Carriage Mart,
Street, Portland, Me.

Horse and

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money
Drawer.

music

oc3dtf

SATURDAY. Feb. 27th, at 2J o’clock P. M., at
Store No. 58S Congress St., under City Hotel, a
lot of Millinery and Fancy Goods, consisting ct
Hosiery, Neck Ties, Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Yarns,
Edgings, Jewelry, &c„ Ax.
V. o. BAII.EY A t o., Aani.arrn.
<l4t
feh2*

THE MOST CONVENIENT.
I

m.

MILLINERY & FANCY GOODS
AT AUCTION.

HOST DURABLE.

THE

C. W. ALLEN.

BAILEY.

F. O.

WORLD.

THE

SALKsT"

F. O. BAILEY * CO.,

ami Manufacturer.

ten

feb24d.it

AUCTION

SARGENT,

Proprietor

lot ol Fresh Tomatoes, 3
per can, at his new

a

A pound cans, at IS eta.
store. No. 10 Wilmot street.

Please call at the above named Office and
see for yourselves.

brig

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.!
Ar at New York 23d, barque Harriet S dacksou,

dlw

A

Twenty-live Per Cent of the Fnel,
and in

Isaac

SAILED—Barque Tatay. The Josie Mildred,
Ethel Boltou, with ethers, remain as before.

Collection.

Collection.

Church and Home.

Ilnyirr’s Church music.

BONDS

Trinity Collection.
Price

of each Book, in Board**, $2.50; in Cloth, $2.75.

*
Portland
Bath
Belfast
Bangor
•
Lewiston
*
Cleveland 0.,
“
...
Toledo
■
('hioasro
•
Cook Connly
•
Louisville Ky.,
Maine Central It. R.
E. & S. American K. It. Gold

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD

By

OR.GANS.

REED

FOR

Price $2.50

William H. Clarke.

Wm. H. Clarke, a distinguished organist
poser, was especially fortunate in tlic compilation of
this line work, which sprang into popular favor immediately on its issue, has had remarkable bucccss,
nod oontmues to tie the leading method. Contains,
In addition to Instructions, a capital collection ol
and

com-

list'd Organ music.

FOR

All books sent, post-paid, for rotail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Yfeb24d&wgw

P. M.

F.JNS.

Fishing

Fancy Birds,

and

Singing

FINCHES,
CANARIES,

SPARROWS,

JAVA

BULLFINCHES,

On Wednesday, March 3d, 1875.
CHAS. P. INGRAHAM, Prcs’t.
GEO. W. RICH, Secretary.

The following is a list of patents granted to
citizens of the State under recent dates: Attachments for cook stoves, Edwin B. Patten,
Bangor; hemmers for sewing machines, Asa
F. Colby. Bath; vehicle chafing iron, Arthur
Wright, Bath; sewing machine castor (re-issue), Levi O, Allen, Gardiner, assignor to
James F. Atmy and Jefferson B. Brackett, Sa-

lem,

Mass._

The Centennial Buildings.—There has
just been erected at tbe intersection of Elui
and Belmont avenues, Philadelphia, one of
Fairbanks’s iron frame railroad track scales,
capacity 30 tons, for weighing materials, etc.,
as they arrive iu cars, to be used on tho CentenThis scale Is similar in connial buildings.
struction to tbe ono that received the highest
award at the late Frankliu Institute Exhibition.

__

Business Change.—We learn that Mowe,
Cole & Benson, of New York, formerly conducting a branch bouse in this city, have disposed of their business here to Mr. Albert Cole,
who will continue tho same. Messrs. Mowe,
Cole & Benson will continue tbe wholesale

lumber business
as

at

140 Water

street,New York,

usual.
nlXCELLANEOVS NOTICE*.
Chromo Rug Patterns at L. D Strout’s.
feb24-lw

Gentlemen Invariably have the neck well
dressed. This cannot be dotie with an ill-tilting
collar. The Elmwood, Warwick and Rutland
Collars, sold by Geo. M. Glazier, 81 Sutnmei
Street, Boston, and by all dealers, are the lest
fitting and most durable iu the market.
I. A. R. A. Special Meeting. Tliero will
bo a special meeting ol the Irish American Relief Association this Wednesday evening, 24tli
for tho purpose of hearing
just, at Ih p. m
tbe report of the comniittco on the celebration
of the 17lh of March, and any other business
that may legally come before the meeting.
Per order of toe President,
J. B. Murphy, Sec’y.
The Atmosphere of Love is a pure, sweet
breath. This desideratum is ono ot the results
of using SOZODONT, which not only invigorates and preserves the teeth, but renders tile

mouth

as

fragrant

as

a

rose.

fb22d&wlw

20th, sch Sargent S Day, McFarland,

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d, barque Sam Sheppard,

Evaus. West Indies.
Below 23d. scha Daaid

Ames, and Herald.
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Below 20th. brig Adeline
Richardson. Drisko. trom Cardenas, for orders.

Andrews, Cardenas lor Philadelphia, with bowsprit
and foremast broken.
NKW YORK—Ar 21st, barque Acacia Anderson,
Caibarien; New York. Fickett, do 13 days; brigs Deborah S Soule, Soule, do 14 days; Callao. Leeman,
Matanzas; sells Mabel Thomas. Randall, Clenfuegos
23 days; Jolm C Smith, JoDes, Matanaas 14 days.
Ar 23d, ship Charmer, Lucas, Manila; brig Mary
Fink, Dyer, Malaga; seb Marcia Reynolds, Laguayra; C H Eaton, Jamaica.
Cld 20th, shin Emerald Isle, Williams, Liverpool;
barques Morro Castle, Jeweit, Bombay, J II Chadwick, Howe, Matanzas; bria Starlight, Stover, Port
.1 M RiSpain; scha Margie, McFadden, Humacoa; CienfnePettigrew,
ley, Boynton, Cardenas; Ontara, Hattie
Moore,
Trinidad;
Card,
Kent,
A
C
Jones,
gos;
Jacksonville; Lettie Wells, WaUon, Boston.
tor
M
Marseilles;
brig
Bird,
Mary
Sid20th, barque
Elizabeth Winslow, tor Bermuda; sehs Hattie Weston. tor Aux Caves; JM Riley tor Cardenas; Ruth

Robinson, tor Rio Janiero.
NEWPORT—In port 20tb, sobs L Holway, Bryant,
New York tor Providence; Seguin, Rogers, Weehawkeufor Fall River; 1-aura E Messer, Gregory, Boston lor Baltimore; Addle Blalsdell, Rogers, BaltiBaltimoeo
more lor Boston; Melissa A Wiley, Wiley,
lor Providence; Eastern Light, Chase, W interport for
Baltimore; Satilla. Rives, Salilla River for Bath.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Sailed 21st, brig Arthur
Eirleso* sebs Amos Walker, J A Potter. Willie Luce,
IB Marshall, Cb,as S Rogers, H A DeWitt. Freddie
Walter. Florence Mayo, Tbos N Stone, Carrie Heyer,
Cook Borden, Seventy-Six, Starlight, J B Marshall,
Loretta Fish, S P Hall, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, barques Vesuvius, Keazer, from
Calcutta; Bounding Billow, Reynolds, Valencia.
Ar 23d, barque Bounding Billow, Reynolds, from
CM 23d, schs W G Lewi; Baxter, Mobile; Odeon
Morton, Richmond, Me.
BA TH—Ar 21st, sch Charley Bucki, Bagley, Wil-

mington.
Sid 22d, ship Continental, (new) F S Bosworth, for
New York, to load for San Francisco.

NSW Jan 14, brig Kitty Coburu,
Scheley, Melbourne.
Dec
At Padang
28, ship Mary Goodcll, Swcotser, tor
New York.
Ar at Singapore Dec 31, ship Wm Woodbury, Curtis, Cardiff.
Sid fra Manila Dee 22, barque Etta Loring, Loring,
Loudon.
Ar at Sourabaya Dec 19, brig Josie C Hazeltine,
Hodgdon, Batavia.
At Smyrna Jan 29, brig Madawaska, Merritt, from

25th, disg.
Ar at Barcelona 20th mst, sch Kocheko, Johnson,

New York,

ar

1

E H

Drummond, Higgins,

Sid fm Cadiz Jan £9, sch
Havana.
Ar at Havre 3d inst, ship Mayflower, Harrington,
Savannah.

<l3t*

ft-22

Tomatoes! Tomatoes!

day purchased the

CASES73^LB

75

LUMBER BUSINESS

very choice

—OK—

Messrs, Mowe, Cole &
AT

$1.60 PER DOZEN !

Benson,

-VO
■i\
j«
i ,
,o

will continue the same in all itsbranebes. and hereby
respectfully solicits the patronage of the public.

FENDEKSON & PLUMMEK,
3 EXCHANGE STREET.

NOTICE.
The Steamship “Geo. Cromwell,”
OF TI1E

Jay Steam Mill, with about four acres of
laml attached, on which there is a Dwelling
House, will be sold cheap. Said mill is one ot the
best mills in this state. Tbc machinery is ot the best
and most approved kind—consisting of a large circular saw, clapboard and shingle machines, planer,
lathe, saw, grist mill, etc., with one of the best enSaid engine is I IK)
gines ever used in this country.
horse power, nearly new. and in perfect order. The
all
the machinery of
to
ran
sufficient
is
amply
jiower
the mill, 'ihere is no other [dace on the Audroscogso
safe
for
considered
river
booming
logs as at
gin

THE

will

J. N. MAGNA, Agent.
feb28___

ICE.
Ma-

CARGOES

has removed to

13 MARKET

01

12

N. d CRAM,
de9distf

for 50 cts.
fet'-‘4lllf

FOR

_

RUG PATTERNS
be

found at

nanefactibebv
—

fc24

JSALE!

4 GOOD family horf-e. Color black. Sevcu years
t\_ old and sound, Weight one thousand pounds.
Can be
Perfectly kind and not afraid o! the cart*.
Pioe street,

DKNCBIPriOlV

GVKICV

PURE

Forni.hrd and Shlpprd by

United State* Motel.

February 23,1875.

U.

OF

I C E

SQUARE,

Sewing Machine needles 5 cts. each,

Xj.

the Ice Blockade continues in Long Island
Sound. She being a

EATON,

Improved Weed Mewing

can

as

WITHOUT DETENTION.

chine nnd Vim,. Demtrem Falter

OF

km2

Thorough Sea Going Steamer,

REMOVAL.

the

“CHOWWKLL LINE,”

heretofore continue to take the

Merchants and Manufacturers can receive freight
by this line

this mill. For fuither iuiorinal ion inquire of S'llLMAN NOYES, or V. M. KICHAKDSON, Jay
Me.
feb24deod&w2m

Opposite

as

Outside Route to and from Xew York,
so

Bridge,

NO.

,llw

1'roperty j

FOR SALE AT JAY BRIDGE.

W.

—

f«22

Valuable Mill

the

ALSO

CASKS RXTH4 ex ACM K*..
«
.>
NTRAW BKKKIKR,
<•
<i
rlSK APPLE.
•«
«
Ql lXC E,
«•
hlaikhekbikk,

ALBERT COLE.
feb24dim

S».

CANS,

sale to the trade for

—

Deake’s Wharf, Commercial Street,

Agent far

for

goods,

—
—

CO.,

15 EXCHANGE STREET

NOTICE!
this

few days

a

at the office of

F. 0. BAILEY &

_

FOREIGN PORTS.
20th, barque Penang, Patten, fra

Ar at Melbourne
New York.
Sid fra Newcastle

only

dlw

fch24

15Si,

Havana.
At Annapolis
from Belfast.

warranted good singers, and for sale for

Books open March lit, 1N75.

undersigned baying

L8
]*a

*

large number of

,,

The

*

£,s

GOLD

l'«,niHKRCIALWHlRF,POKTLAIHD,

Mtock

7

871eeodbl

A

Co„

WILLARD,

G.

J,»
8’a

BIRDS! BIRDS !

will be held at the othcc of

E.

”,®

100 HUDDLE STREET.

CO.

Insurance

«;»
b’»

BY

SALE

iep2t

PORTLAND

Mutual

•

SWAN & BARRETT,

The annual meeting ol the

....

Point,

in

an

New

John Porteous.

Hall and Sab

between

City
evening,
MONDAY
street, large WORSTED SCARE. The tindwill be rewarded
at Ibis office,
a

York-J Nickerson.
Ames, Nash,
Sch Grown Prince, (Br) Branscomb, St John, NB—

She

STATE NEWS.

Lost.
ODD SKATE, Acme Chib, 9J. The Under
shall be well paid on returning it to
GALLISON & COLBY,
fe24dtf
Spring St., aoove Paik.

at

seen

(ltf

Office 123 Commercial Street.

for Boston.

Machias

lAnnlomUo

to be

now

Monday, Feb. 33.
ARRIVED
Steamship Eicanora, Johnson, New York—passengers anil mdse to Henry Fox.
,,
via Rockland
lirig Nabo, (Br) Macomber, Surinam

township which is

uuu

to

Cram’s Improved Grate Barr,

POUT OF POHTIiAND,

very

woods cutting and hauling logs, shingle wood,

NEWS

MARINE

not

OuV>

fob24

The subscriber would call the attentiou of the

public

Inquire at
633 CONGRESS STREET.

WET NURSE.

A. LANE oilers

Business Notes.
Boothbay Savings Bank, although but
recently organized, has deposits to the amount
of *8,547.42. The increase of deposits the past
year has been *3,789 81.
The Wise asset Savings Bank has liceu organizetfejght years. Its deposits amount to *191,The de071.75, with a reserve fund of *2,703.
posits during the past year increased twenty
thousand dollars, and the reservo fund nearly
five hundred. The annual expenses are only
*025, and the dividenls have been three per
cent, semi annually.
a

Wanted.

Sophia Moody,

*y*The funeral services of the late John Thomas,
late Sapt. Portland Rolling Mills, will take place on
Friday forenoon at 10 o’clock, at Brook’s Hall, LigoFriends and relatives are invited to atnia Village.

The

doing

THIS

COAL CONSUMERS.

,,

CODIFICATION OF THE AMENDED CONSTITUTION.
Section six of Article ten, shall be amended,
by striking out the same, and inserting instead thereof, the following:
Section 6. After tbe amendments proposed
herewith shall have been submitted to popular
vote, tbe Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial
Court shall arrange the constitution, as amend-,
cd, under appropriate titles and in proper articles, parts and sections, omitting all sections,
clauses and words not in force, and making no
other changes in the provisions or language
thereof, aDd shall submit the same to the Legislature at its next session. And the draft,
and arrangement, when approved by the
Legislature, shall be enrolled on parchment and deposited in tbe office of the
Secretary of
State; and printed copies
thereof,' shall be prefixed to the books
And the
of the state.
laws
the
containing
constitution, with the amendments made
thereto, in accordance with the provisions
thereof shall be the supreme law of the state.
Section 7. Sections one, two and five, of article ten of the existing constitution shall hereafter be omitted in any printed copies thereof,
prefixed to the laws of the state; but this shall
not impair the validity of acts under tboso sections; and said section five shall remain in full
force as part of the constitution according to
the stipulations of said sectiou, with the same
effect as if contained in said printed copies.

The Katahdm iron works are
flourishing business.

horse is the last of the assets of a failed and
country trader, ahd will be sold cheap if applied
for this week. Maybe seen at I/)veitt’s stable on
MATTOCKS A FOX,
Plum street.
183 M iddle Street.
feb21tt

FOB

clock,

o

157 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

feb24#lm

GOOD NEWS

years
In Walden, Mass., Feb. 23d, after a severe illness,
John McGowan, formerly of Portland, aged 28 years
8 months aud 8 days.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2J o’clock from his
father’s residence. No. 32 Washington street.

The legislature shall by a two-thirds concurvote of both branches have tbe power to
call constitutional conventions, for the purpose
of amending this constitution.

one

Tinker, Bernard,

Horse for Sale.

rent

growing scarce

P M

tisement in the DAILY PRESS.

aged

Article four, part third, shall lie amended
by adding thereto section nine, as follows:

IN GENERAL.

Lecture.—Rev. J. W. Johnson delivers this
eveuing, at 7J o’clock, the fifth lecture in the
course at Piue street M. E. church, in behalf
His subject is
of a church building fund.
“Sunshine.” With his vivid imagination, his

Cienfuegos 13th, brig

Ar at Caibarien

FUTURE AMENDMENTS.

strained power which pertain to the role.
As Marguerite, Miss Isadora Cameron did
nlow

4

at the Congregational Meetinghouse,|West Falmouth.
Friends arc invited to attend.
In Gorham, Feb. 20, Mrs. Harriet N. Brown, aged

Section ten of Article niBC, of the amendments, is hereby amended, by striking out the
words “Land Agent.”

cut up.
Jenkins & Stevens are carrying on large operations ou lands purchased of Messrs. Stevens
& French of Calais, and the late Isaac Hobart,
Esq., of Edmunds. They have steam and tide
mills on the Whitiug river; have about 100
men an! 50 team3 (horses and oxen) in the

nirrlif

aged
years,—oldest
Winslow.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 1

ABOLISHING LAND AGENCY.

river, there being but

....

Sid fm

...

tlifl K viHMit i

spirit chastened

_

Florida.

convenience ot the larnily.
In West Cumberland, Feb. 22, Mrs. Hannah r.
Mounitort. aged 66 years,—widow of the late Greenleaf Mountfort.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o clock,
at her lale residence.
In West Falmouth, Feb. 21, John Marshall Winsson of Albert and Susan
24
low,

power, in the same manner as other judic;al officers, and shall hold their offices for the term
of four years. Provided however, that the presect incumbents shad hold their offices for the
term for which they were elected.

Lumber is

A

_

The Constitution shall be amended, by striking out Section eight of Article six, and insert
iug the following:
Sections. Judges of Municipal and I’oliec
nnni n toil

SPECIAL meeting of tbe Stockholders of tbe
Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad Company
will be beta at the *.ffloe of tbe Company corner of
Middle and Union streets, Portland, on Wr3a«M
dny, (he lOih day of flare h, proximo, at eleven
of the clock in the forenoon.
To determine whether thin Company will unite
with the Essex County Railroad Company, the
Montpelier and St. Johnsbury Railroad Company,
the Lamoille Valley Railroad Company and tbe Lamoille Valley Juuction Railroad Company or any of
them in the execution and issua ot joint bonds and
in executing a joint mortgage for the purpose »*f
securing the bonus aforesaid subject to such detail*
as the Stockholders
may tlx and to deteimine
whether this Company will authorize its President,
to sign and execute, in its behalf, the said Join*

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

eight of

Trail

SPECIAL MEETING.

THE

APPOINTMENT OF JUDGES OF MUNICIPAL AND
POLICE COURTS.

a

Company.

United States.
Sid ftn Kio Grande Dee 28, sch Edie Waters, Barns,
New York.
At Rio Janeiro Jan 22, ship Intrepid, Simmons,
from Cardiff, ar 14th; barque Clara K McGilvery,
Walnut, f om Buenos Ayres, ar 12th.
Ar at Kingston 26th ult, barque Lizzie Merry. Lawrence, New York, (and sailed 7th mst for Laguna.)
In port 13th Inst, sch E C Gates, Freeman, for

Ill

article nine shall be amended
by inserting after tbe words “real” tbe words
“and personal,” so that
tho section, as
amended, shall read as follows:
Section 8. All taxes upon real and personal
estate, assessed by authority of this state, shall
be apportioned aud assessed equally according
to the just value thereof.
Said article shall bo further amended, by
adding the following:
Section 9. Tbe legislature shall never, in
any manner, suspend or surrender tbe power
of taxation.

f'.mriu

Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad

...

New York.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

.....

,,

NOTICE !

TAXATION.

Section

CltlHtli, fillip Union, Green leaf, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Havre 6th mst, barque John L Dim mock,
Lincoln, SW Pass.
Sid fm Bretnerhavcn 5th infit, ship John O Laker,
Cushing. Philadelphia.
Sid fm Liverpool 23d, ship Geo Skolheld, for Valparaiso.
Sid fm Belfast, 1, Peb 17. ship Casilda, Pike, for

17th,barque Sandy Hook, Barstow,
St John, NB; brigs K W Messer, Hewitt, Cardenas;
to consumption.
Neponset, Strout, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Havana 18th, sobs Lizzie B Young, Young,
Pike's Tooth Ache Drops—Cure in oue
Sagua; 19th, Sarah M Bird. Merrid. Cardenas.
febl8eodGm&w.
minute.
SIB fra Matanzafi 18th, brig Nellie Hustcd, Brewster, New York.
Sid fm Cardenas 18th, brig Gazelle, Small, North
MARRIED.
of Hatteras; sell M & E Henderson, Spear, do.
; bomb* ami mortgage.
Sid fm Sagua 17th inst, scha .Jos Souther, Watts,
Also to determine whether this Company will auAnnie Murcbie, Gibbs, for Philaof
North
Hatteras;
Althorize its Board of Directors to consolidate the
Rev.
Dr.
Feb.
Carruthers,
22. by
In this city,
delphia.
management of this corporation with the 'aforesaid
bert B.Guptill and Myra V. Allen of Hillsboro. N. B.
Ar at Bermuda —, barque Waldo, Estes, Leghorn
corporations or any ot them and will authorize its
In this city, Feb. 22, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs. Charles
for Boston, ready.
Board of Directors to perform all act* and things
M. Heury of Portland aud Miss Ella E. Knight of
Ar at Nassau, NP*0th mst.sehs Enterprise, Mitchnecessary for properly carrying out the aforcsa.d
Westbrook.
the
Maid
of
New28th,
Mist, Smith,
ell, Baltimore;
provisions.
In this city, Feb. 23, by Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D..
York, (and cld 12th for Baracoa).
Per order of the Directors,
Miss Elizabeth Taylor, daughter ot the late Gilman
Ar at Halifax 22d, steamer Chase, Bennett, from
CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
Davis, M. D., aud Mr. George Abbot of Sau Franfe22dbl
(
land.
Pot
Portland, February 23, 1875
cisco.
McCarl
|D | Lothrop,
In Rockport, Feb. 15, J. W. Murray and Miss Retta ] Cld at St John N B, 20th, sch
Matanzas.
:
of
Camden.
Allep,
Ross, both
In Orrington, Feb. 18, Jos. N. Curtis of Bucksport
8POKBM.
and Mis* Emma F. Smith of Orriuntou.
In East Vas alboro, Feb. 13, Elijah Pope and Miss
Jan 23. lat 33 N, Ion 42 W, barque Halcyon, steerEREBY give notice that I shall apply to tbe
M.
Crowell.
Kate
;
ing South.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen at their next
Feb 3. lat 48 57. Ion 6 37, ship Crescent City,Delano,
for itennission to erect a wooden bui ding,
meeting
from Havre tor SW Pass.
30 by 50, two story, on Preble street, and also to
DIED.
Feb 11, lat 29 08, Ion 70 43, barque Ada P Gould,
erect
and
maintain a steam engine in said bull Ung.
bound South.
feb2Jd3t*
DUNCAN MORRISON.
Feb 21, off Cape Cod, barque Vesuvius, Keazer, fm
In this city, Feb. 22, Fanny Tyler, widow of Lucius
Calcutta for Boston.
Whipple, aged 07 yearg.
fm
Feb
off
Loch
22,
Lomond,
Citizens’
Highland
brig
Caucus.
Light,
[Funeral services this afternoon at 3 o’clock, Sagua for Boston.
Burial at convenience of the
at her late residence.
ciiizens of Wes.brook.withuut regard to party
lat 38. Ion 72, brig Elizabeth Wiuslow, from
Feb
22,
are requested to meet at Warren’s Hall, Saecafamily.l
New York tor Bermuda.
I
In this city. Feb. 22, at the Home for Aged Women,
rnppa, on FRIDAY the 2fith Inst, at 4 o’clock P. M.,
to nominate candidates for Town Officers.
(at which place she has been two years live months,)
Mrs. Mary I. Warren, aged 81 years 3 months.
Westbrook, Feb. 23, 1875.frig Id 3t
[Funeral services Wednesday forenoon at 10 o’clk,
at the Home, ou Emery street.
Agents Wanted.
In this city, Feb. 22, Albert Edward, son of Alfied
1AOR something wanted by Agents. Avail yonrxdi
Kobertson, aged 5 years 7 months 16 days.
of this opportunity. See sample or add re**
[Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Tell the people that you saw their adver- J?
S. C. FLATTED.
Corner ot Middle and Hampshire streets. Burial at

Amend Article four,Part third of tbe Constitution, by adding thereto tbe following sec-

Section 14. Corporations shall be formed under general laws, and shall not be created by
special acts of llie Legislature, except for municipal purposes, and in cases wherer the objects of the corporation cannot otherwise lie attained; and, however formed, they shall forever be subject to the general laws of tho state.

my sighs to Thee,” was pleasingly
Miss Hattie Weeks. Mr. M’Lellan gave tbe
A warm en“Gold Heater” his usual energy.
core called forth in response a German drinking song. Tbe exquisite nocturne from Chopin

Better than Going South.—“Go South!
of the friends of
go South!’’is the parrot cry
It is well meant, but silly.
the consumptive.
Few of those who are suffering from lung and
throat complaints can go South, or would bo
Hale’s Honey of
benefited if they did go.
Horehound aud Tar is worth more than millions of cubic feet of southern air as a remedy
for every species of pulmonary complaint. It
will cure any cough, any eo!d,**iny bronchial
complaint, and effectually arrest the tendency

Senators shall be elected by a plurality of the
votes given in by tbe qualified electors
Sections four and five of Article four,Part sec
oud of tbe Constitution, are amonded, by striking out the word •‘majority” wherever it oocurs in said sections, and inserting instead
thereof the word ‘‘plurality.”

ing

fcblftf

PLURALITY VOTE.

tistic successes.
The chorus “The Lord gavo the word,” although, from the nature of its words, not one
of the most emotional of the choruses of the
“Messiah”—has always seemed to us one of the
finest. The contrast is very striking of the

was
graee bom of vigor, for which Handel
eminent, even among the giants of his day.
The song of Wallace, “Tbe winds that waft

Men’s heavy rubber boots only $2.50 foi
Woonsocket or Boston make, at Hall’s rubber

store, under Falmouth Hotel.
BY

tions:
Section 13.
The Legislature shall, from
time to time provide, as far as practicable, by
general laws, for all matters usually appertain-

perbly

Hay’s._feb‘22

the Senate and House and will be submitted to

terest in his work enlisted his audience warmly
in his favor. The Haydns have cause to congratulato themselves upon their President,
whose energy and executive skill are so notable, and whose musical powers add to their ar-

two brief themes upon which it is constructed
—the first one of which appears but twice, as
the opening phase, alVunisono on the keynote
bassi aud tenori; aud later with singularly
beautiful effect, in the dominant soprani and
sualti\ and the second, tiorid, expanded, the
harmonized roulades wielded with the

The place to buv black brilliantinex is at
Hines Brothers, Middle street, oppositell.il.
tf

Constitutional Amendments.
Tho following dre the amendments to the
state constitution which have been adopted by

at the stable of George Green. G'J
for
who is authorised to sell. The horse is to Ikj sold
k» niefc
no fault, but the owner is proprietor of
horse flesh.

seen

rnicEs

AT —

___

STROUT’S.
dlw

TOMATOES

Portland Woman’s Christian Association.

100 Dozen Extra Tomatoes, 3 lb. Cam,
—

interested are informed that the Domestic
l>r*nch of the Kmploymeut Depirtment of the
Association, has beeu transfetred to the hall over the
Ward Room (southwest corner of South and Spring

ALL

streets) where applications can be made every afterApplications for other
noon, from 4 to 5 o’clock.
kinds of employment may be made at the Home on
Wednesday and Saturday afternoons only.
lw*
feb24

!

$51.60

FOR

PER
For

—

DOZEN.

sale by

OWEN A BARBER,

I

Ie22is2w

18

BXCUAKtiK vraiiET.

PUIXTIilU ol crery itfwriplio. n.nily
executed Pt ihia Olltee.

1

;
■

Wanted.

Delay.

boy irom 17 to 18 years of age
Apply between the hours of

SMART Capable
to learn a trade.
and 10 A. M„ at Old

A

BUSnKElL.

BY LOUISA

1

rosebud you have given,
Sleeps that perfect rose ofheaven
In this

That in Fancy’s garden blows;
Wake it not by touch or sound,
Lest, perchance, ’twere lost, not
In the opening of the rose.

our

_

Board.
FEW gentlemen can bo accommodated with
pleasant rooms and hoard at 58 Pleasant St.,
Boar High, also table boarders,
lw*dtf
t feb9
A

j\.

Gossip and Gleanings.
“Oh! I’ve loved before.” said a Detroit
woman to her fourth husband, as she took a
handful of hair from his head because he
objected to hang out the week’s washing.
to naturalize the

Board.
fw^\YO or three boarders can be accommodated with
X board in a private family. Rooms newly furbished. Inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street,
*lwtf
jal3

r

Eng-

lish bumble bee in Xew Zealand. Considerthe primitive simplicity of attire of the

To Let wttli Board.

PLEASANT

Front Room on lower floor at
49 PLEASANT STREET,

jallf__

ing

unsophisticated aborigines, it is to he hoped
that the experiment may fail.

To Let.
Board, large, pleasant Rooms, furnished

WITH
and

uuiurnished.

62 Freo Street.

*-f

1 no30

A gentleman entered this office the other
day and asked the Senior if he wanted a seasonable poem on the snow. The country
records contain the following: “John Finn
against Editor of Amenta Times. Assault
and battery. Verdict for defendant, $100.”

Boarding.

BOARDING
Wilrnot,

at 223J CUMBERLAND
Also table board.

ST.,

coiner

oc5

To I,ct.
BOARD,

—Amenia(N. F.) Times.

suit of rooms at

a

37

HIGH & SPRING ST.
WITH

A Dubuque hoy was rather troubled for
fear that he would not know his lather when
they both reached heaven, but his mother
eased him, remarking, “All you have to do
is to look for an angel with a red nose on

ol

corner

Board.
and bis Wile can
class Board and

Gentleman
Gentlemen
bo accommodated with lirst
Brown
Street.
Booms at No. 20
or a

j TWO

TO LET.

IB

by simply
“I don’t

real friend on earth.” What
could the poor fellow do hut open his arms,

believe I have

a

and exclaim: “Here is your refuge!”
Au ambitious Texan having read somewhere about the Pope’s “bulls,” announces
in one of the papers published in the interior
ol the state, that he has “a three-year old
hrindle steer, blind of one eye,” that he will
match to whip any bull the Pope can produce.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT. A- VOCIi ,N«.91 Middle Sln*l.
T. P. McGOWAN, 454 Congress Ml.

WM. A.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Ml.
SMALL A NHACKFOKH, No. 35 Plain

"rP.

ten looms, gas

and Sebago.

W. II. .TERRIS,
Real Estate Agent,

feb20*lw

To Let.
A
DESIRABLE rent situated on Brackett near
J\_ spring St., newly fitted up and ready lor lease
for a term ol years to a good party, at reasonable
feb20il3t
rates. Enquire at No. 65 Exchange St.

To Let

I,

J
and

feblMtf_S3
To Let.

STORE

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COKEY A CO., Arcade,

Fish business.

JOHN W. DYER,
Commercial Street.

OFFICE

dtf

ja27

TO

No.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. MHERRY, No. « Clapp’s Hlock
C'OUgrfiiH Slw!«l> oppwite Old City llall.
Horse Shoeing.
Young A Co. Experienced

Horse
ocl5

Ky M.
Mhoers, nt No 104 Fore street.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Mtreet.
Agents for Howard Watch Contpaur-

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
J. A. MERRILL A CO., 1S9 Middle Mt.
A.

J. A. MXItKlL

Jobbing House,
OVER

Carpet-Bags.
171 Middle end

J. 1. BARBOUR. 450 Fore Mtreet, Cor. of
Crows, Portland.

MII.liEK.Ito.9l Federal Street.

LFrom

Below the Post-Office.

Inquire ofSHEPHERD &CO.,
WORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
Mass., Box 117Ja20tf

LAMB & FARNS-

LET !

TO

thirty

Room iu the Second Story of the
Primer*’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
dtf
ocl2

To Let.
February
ABOUTUnion
St.,
and

and Chambers

first the Stores

occupied by Caldwell &
H'odsdon,
Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
jalldtfST. JOHN SMITH.
Let.

Good Tenements to Let. One for S20,
one for $10 por month.
Apply to
W. W. CAllR,

one

197Newburyst.

To Let
double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street, No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30,1874
half of

ONE

a

REAL ESTATE.
F.

BULLETIN.

Sign and Awning Hanging.

Money

ja5dly

Portland,
Secuiity,
taxes paid, &c.,
ON vicinity—Rents collected,
to F.
Commission. Houses bought and sola.
in

first class Heal Estate

Stair Builder.
Co. ‘JS'J Fore Street, cor.
H. F.
Cron St., in Deleuo’s Mill.
€*. Ii. HOOPEII* Cor. York Ac Iflaple
Hired*.

liIBKY,

Watelies, Jewelry, Ac.

■

to Loan.
on

or

LOWELL, 122 Middle Street.

ARNEB

J.tV. Ac H. H. MCOUFFEE,Cor. Middt
A' V uion Hi*.

(». PATTERSON, Dealer in Real
Fluent Block.

THE

sexes

23d,

SPUING

ME.

T E H M

M.

t./.

well-known Deane

op

State street
com-

1

sale.

Theliout'e

good repair,

ran

be

seen

every

Thursday

for
and

Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H.
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.

FOR

feb9tf

MORSE,

jal5dtf

SALE.

.6 A-jii.-c—->---

School for

of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of-about 61 feet and is about 104
feet deep, and plans have l*cn drawn by How, for a
block Qf seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and oiiaptod fbr the same. Enquire ot
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.
mar£9

Boys,

AMT

Family School
Toptliam, JV|e.
Kt. Rev. H. A. Neely, !». D., Visitor. Oscar I..
Billings, B A. Rector. Send for circular. oclOtf
Frnr.klta

FRED. TEU LINDEN.

Instructor of Violin and
POrtTI,AXI).

SAVlHrHE

Piano,
dtf

In sill

day appointed Messrs. Chadboum
& Kendall, Sole Agents for the sale ot ad our
leading styles of
collars yvisri) CUFFS,
o r the City ot Portland.
They will euj-ply the trade
ai our lowest prices.
have this

Boston,

THE
Ii is
of

For Sale.
fjnHE
JL

tb

febl0*3w

unsurpassed in -implicit,', Ea«c of JinnIturnhilit,. DryurMM nnri Furifr

AirnnilECUNOMVoi

(OK.

Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than anv other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, ami get a hotter article by baying ot manufacturer or agent.
Don’t, fill! or being convinced of this fact ••efore buying.
Salesroom 333 Fore St., .1. F.I?IKRRlff,I,a
Manufactory, Rear of No. 10 From St.

1)fvRS0NS

Street, by

PEERLESS.

ne'e men l,

Notice.
requiring work dope please apply to
Home*’ of W. C. A., No. 16 spring St., plain
and family sewing. dress-mak:na\ copying, embroidoe29tf
er/ and fancy-work in wools. &c«. &c.
19 Green

&

Sons,

57

Tremont St., uud

Boston,

VISITS PORTLAND
A

Hohn,
—AT TIIE

Chiropodists

V

S.

LOCATED

HOTEL,

the second Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,Saturday
in each month.

BOSTON

cj

may26dtf

the forerunner of Consumption. which, when fastened on a
the grasp ot the
person, is like
hideous anaconda. There is no
escape until death relieves them
f i om its torture and they are laid
Friends may say
in the grave.
they died of Consumption. 'T1S
FALSE.

1840.

Catarrh killed them.
And if you doubt the fact, look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, and last

Consumption.
suffer when

I’ORTI.AItD, IH.IIKE.

Why
by the

More

Throat,

Influenza,
C'ronp,
to ugh,
Whooping
lIoarncne^N, Liver

Complaint,

Pain*

or

in

the Cheat
poreneMM
r>r Mide, Bleeding at
the linns*, and every
affection of the throat,
lungs and
chest, arc
< ured

by the use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
Wild Cherry, which docs not dry up a cough and
leave the eause behind, as is the case with most remand allays iredies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs
of the complaint.
ritation, thus removing the canse
_

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED
as is
a timely resort to this standard remedy,
it has received.
proved by hundreds ot testimodials
on the
BUI
IS
“I.
unless
None genuine
signed

by

a

people

use

ot

the

bottle; large bottles much

the

cheaper
SETHI W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.
codcow&weow4
ja25
Manhood

TEMPLE

STREET.

GERMAN

this horrid complaint can be
cured. It may not be generally
known, but most ot our leading
Physicians are prescribing this
wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain that
by its use the person will be
brought back to perfect health.
An old Doctor says:

R.EMEU’S

perfect cure, and I know of
nothing better for Catarrh.” An-

Is a

othe'■ well-known 1*1. D. writes as
follows: “When one complains to
me of a bad Cold ora Heavy Head,
9 at once advise them to procure a
ot

supply

for in

a

practice ol

near

twenty

RADER’S

GERMAN SNUFF
blessing to mankind, lor its low
price of 35 cents places it within
the reach ol all.” We might bring
lorward hundreds ol testimonials,

a

but of what avail ? Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
ol people who have bceu by the
of

RADER’S

GERMAN
are

—OF

Restored.

A victim of youtbfnl imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous debility,, etc., having tiied in
vain every known remedy, has found a simple seltcure, which he will send free to his fellow sufferers.
Address J. II.REUVES,78 Nassau street New York
d&w3ni
fcb2

ON

Monday, Feb. 8tli, 1875, Stages leave
North Windham at 7.30 a. in., passing by head

SNUFF

ill

their respective Ward Rooms,

Mayor and

Al-

ten

at

then, and there to give in their votes for Mayor,
Judge of the M unicipal Court, one Alderman, three
Common Councilman, a Warden, Clerk and two
City Constables: also for one Superintending School
Committee—residents of said Wards for the ensuing

You are also required to give notice to said inhabitants that the Aldermen or said city will be in open
session at the Ward Room in City Building, (entrance
on Myrtle st)., from nine o’clock in the forenoon to
one o’clock in the afternoon on each of the three
secular davs next preceding such day ot election,
and from ttree o’clock to five o’olock on the afternoon on the last of said three secular days, for the
of
purpose ot receiving evidence of the qualification
voters whose names have not been entered on the
lists of qualified voters, in and for the several wards,
and for correcting said lists.
H. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Per Order
dtd
feb!9

CITY OF PORTLAND.

is hereby given that the above named
street lias, by order of the Board of Mayor and
renumbered according to plans m the
been
Aldermen,
City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interestthat the numbers so designatnotified
ed are hereby
ed must be affixed to tlie buildings on said street on
March next.
of
first
tlie
or before
day
H. I, ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Per Order,
febfidtd
copy.

NOTICE

(^“Advertiser

now
Spectacles
Public are guaran■others in the mar
B ami distinctness of
M rivaled, the total al»colors and refractoo and iu Pebbles
Mark] i a 11 y desirable.
great care, they are
and impurities. They are
Shell, Rubber and Steel

fiffigMsgl
AEfiSgjj?

Being ground with

free from all imperfections
mounted in Gold, Silver,
frames ami will last many years
For sale only by our Agents.

without change.

Fellow*, Moline*
Look for
inyo

A-

Trade Mark.

i'lnpp, New
No

York

peddlers Employed,

dlawT&wly

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
To Merchants aiul Shipmasters.
TT'OU are hereby notified that on and after the first
X day ot September, 1874. the new regulations
Vrescribed by the Government of tbc Republic ot
pain in regard to Consular fees will take effect.
The fees For clearance of vessels are as follows:
For VcMnrl* with

Cargo*

Certifying Manifest... $15.00
iill of Health...
4.00—$19.0

atpat'engers by taking this route
the
hours to do business and return

will
same

have three

day.

Ail express business entrusted to the driver will be

at the Eastern Railroad Station
1>rup tickets* bought
Down tickets of the driver.

in

Portland.

G. CHADBOURN.
feb9dtt
North Windham, Feb. 8, 1875.
S.

Steamship Line.

Wharfage.

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. It., and Sout
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
£. B. *AltlPSO!V, Agent,

promptly

filled at the lowest

prices.

FOB

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Tablets,

HI A\U?V easily made by selling
ItAAIIN Pj I IMPORTERS’ PRICES, or gelling up clubs in towns and country forthe oldest Tea
Compauv In America. Greatestlinducements. Send
lor circular. CANTON TEA CO., 118 Chambers St.,
TEAS at

AS

--

A

■

FOREST C1TV AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:
Leaving
Daily, at T o’clock P. M., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 5 P. M
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this Line arc reminded that they procure a com for table night’s rest and avoid the exin Poston late
pense and inconvenience of arriving
at night.
York
via the various
to
New
Tickets
Through
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
octlS74
J. R. CJOVI.K, JR..General Agent.

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.
—

Weak, Nervous,
yon

from the city send 50 cents to the

Agents and receive a box by return mail. Genera;
Agents for tbe United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE
& SMITH, Wholesale Druggists, 20 Tremont street,
Boston.

ciuis

M.

Plummer, Proprietor

BEL PANT.
IIou*e, Clark Bro’s, Proprie-

American
tors.

BKUNNWICK, ME.
Dining Booms, W. K. Field,

P. A K.

Proprietor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
House—J. P. Chamberlain,Propri-

Ocean
etor.

_

CA

LAIN.
W.

Hotel,

International

Proprietor.

D.

Nimpsou,

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Bailway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

■■ Ult li-IT. ua UIKM'U”

VIIJ

prietor.

»»

__

HiLLOWBLL.
Hallow,II Ilonse—II. Q- BLXEE, Pro
IIARTIiAND.
Park House—It. I.. Williams, Prop.

I.ITTI.ETON, IN H.
Thayers Hotel, II. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
LOVELL.
C. H. Harris, Pro-

Valley Honse,
prietor,

Kczer

_

HACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop,

Elm

NAPLES1
House, Nathan Church At Sons, Pro-

prietors.

or

will form a semi-weekly linedeavAwiny Roston & Maine R. R. Wharf
Portland, everv Wednesday and Saturday at 8 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Satnrdav at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboat s for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines tot ho
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger aceonimdatlons are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
_

Steerage passage,(meals andberths inclnded),$3.50.

Until further notice the “GEORGECROMWELL”
Leavwill bo the only steamer sailing in this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every
Wednesday P. M.

Manufacturers

the
will please remember that
rates ot freight by this line sire the
same as by any other direct line,
N. MAGNA, Agent.
Office on the Wharf,
or CLARK & SEAMAN,
J.

88 West street. New York.

jv28tt

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
JEitnlport' Calais ami Hit. John*
Windsor and Halifax.

Digby

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

of

JUIU/BEBA, the wonderful Ionic

and Invigorntor, which acts so beneficially on tho
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.

It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, on»y to let the sufferer fall to a lowi r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the Bowel*, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
It* operation i* not violent, hut is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudde'n change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
An*l sih ntly steal away.”
Thi* in no new and untried discovery, hut has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tODic and alterative kuowu”.
Ask your druggist for it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston. Mass.

agents WANTED Kel*S5U
Send for
and

our
ever published.
yieciinen pages
extra terms to Agents. NATIONAL PUBLISHING
fehlfitlw
CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

SAMPLE lo Agents. I^ntlit** Com.
rill
X Jilihi biualiou Needle Book, willi ChroSend stamp. F P. Gluck, New Bedford,
nios.
fcblfitlw
Mass.
_

AGICNTS.
Co.,
sary

as

Chang Chang sells at sight. NecesGoods free. Chang Chang !MFg

soap.

Boston._

fob ltd lw

SmVIMUtTNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS^ REVOLVERS,
Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for Catalogue. AddroHd Great Western Gun
and Pistol Works, I’ITTSBL'RG 11,

fel8

P

.lwt

<$,»£

an 4

no21__HEASTERN & MAINE CEN-

TRAL RAILROAD.
da»-

Passenger trains leave Portland
for Portsmouth ami Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *100 t9.10 A. M.,
'wrui*'il,B
H M
lyj

u p

Portland for Portsmouth and Dover dally,
and J3.15 Pnl•
(Sundays excepted), at 19.10 a. m.
and Ho*Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth
ton atJ8.00 A. 11., *5.45 P. M.
at s.w
Portland
and
Portsmouth
Leave Boston for
A. M.t3.15, *12.00 midnight.
Poitland.
Bangor,
for
Portsmouth,
Leave Boston
miduigbt.
Houlton, Calais and St. John at •12.00
Istave Boston for Portsmouth, Portlaud, Bangor
and St. John 18.00 A. M.
_» t>. .«
at
to,
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland
7.50, 10.50 if m. and5.00 p. u>.
M
A.
at
I10.»t
Portland
tor
Leave Portsmouth
Leave

«

15Leave^Portsmout

11 tor Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at ~z.2\ A. M.
for Lewiston, and by Freight
Portlaud
Leave
A.
Trains to Ba
Augusta, and Waterville, at t7.00
FarLeave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston,
at 11.05 P. Ml.
mington .AVaterv11 le and Skowbegan
AuLeave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, at
gusta. Skowbegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor
11
far
Leave P.'irtland tor Bangor, via Augusta and
Lewiston, Bath, Kockland, Belfast and Dexter (Pulln*
at
*5.00
».
man Palace Sleeping Cars.)
For Lewiston, Bath ana Augusta at 18.00 P. M.
For Lewiston via Dar.vllle at 17.55 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t8.00 A. M., to9.10 A. M.

P.

and 3.15

M.

trains from

Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticket
etl through by either route.

The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
M.
New York, all rail, also with the 5..I' P.
(steamboat) trains tor New York via PallM.River,
train
P.
The
3.15
Lines.
and
Norwich
Stonington
arrives in Boston In season to connect with trains
at 9 P. M and 9.30 P.
lor New York via
M. train via Shore Line.
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with tboGreat Falls ami

Springfield

Conway Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. Sc O. Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston connect* with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sokl in Portland and Baggage
aliecked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
ami Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
Thi
•Pullman sleeping oar express train. N. B.
train on Saturday night ruus to Portland only.
t Accommodation train
iFast Express.
CHARLES F. BATCH.
General Manager.

GEO. BACHELDKR,
General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, Me.

_dtf

Portland & Rochester R. R.
Shortest and Most Direct Route

NO Kill lit-C WOC K.
Danlorth House, I>. Dunrortb. Proprietor

—FROM—

Portland to the South and West.
No Transfer! No Chauge ol Cars

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House-W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

RETWEEX

—

WORCESTER.

AND

PORTLAND

PAKIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, U. Hubbard. Proprieto
PITTSFIELD.
Lancy House—Fletcher & Gale, Proprietor**.
_

PUILLVPM.
Hnrileu

Adnnis

House,

&

Kobbinaon,

Proprietors

PORTLAND.
Houae, Temple St. Chnrlea Adam

Adams

Proprietor.

Houae, 117 Federal Hi. J « Perry

Albion

Proprietor.

American Houae, India Si. E. Gray, Pro
prietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congresa and Green Hi.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble Houae, Cougrea* St.Ribson AC©.,

Proprietora.

HI. Julian Hotel,
Hta. in. E. Ward,

Cor. Middle and Plum

Proprietor.

U. N. Hotel, Junction of Congreaannd Federal Hta. E. Cram A Co., Proprietor.
Commercial ttouae—L. O. Sanborn A Co.,
Props ietora._
ISLAND.

HUUNCANE
CnltlorwAAtl

IIaiiban.—

F. A. Cnlderwood.

Propricier.
4KOWHEOAN,
Turner Mouse, W. €!. Ilcscllon, Propri_

WILTON.
Wilton House. II N. Green,

lis,
herst, Pictou, Fredcrickton.
HE&^Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P.M.
While the steamer Belle Brown is under repairs
all freight between Eastport. St. Andrews, Robinston and Calais will go by sailing vessel.
A. R. STUBBS. Agent.
dec28is5dostf

Baltimore &

Washington
n

AGENCIES.

—

ASD

Boston Sc Maine Tra ns lor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Wollboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Ixiwellaod Boston, connecting at Ayer Junction with trains for Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, m..
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, ami
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston «& Albany trains for Albany and New York.
1.45 P. FI. For Rochester and way Stations.
3.15 P. FI. Express tor Rochester. Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trairs for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
9.15 p. in., connecting with Night Train lor New

York.

Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
Express Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. m.
connecting with Norwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
Kxpre.na Train leaves Worcester at 4.40 p. m.,
connecting with Express trains .caving Albany at
10 a, m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving id
Leave

Portland at 10.45 p.

ami West.
Tickets to all the above roints for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at tb«
WM.

No. 5 Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

GEORGE P. ROWELL * CO.,
ADSEKT1MNR AGENTS
FOR

ALL TIIE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

a. iu.

Mail train at 1.20 p. m.. for Auburn and Lewiston
aud Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.10

Express front Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston

description

ESTABLISHED IN 1810.

ami Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from l^ewiston and Auburn at 5,15 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

AGENCY

ADVERTISING

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Provinces.

—

121

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at tne lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
anil estimates promptly fuurnished.

T. C. EVANS,
ADVERTISING
ERS’

100 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Uanadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

Franconia

Chesapeake

Will until further notice leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland every
and
MONDAY, THURSDAY
SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and
leave Pier 38 East River, New

and all

LOCKE,

Locke, o Locke &
Jones, Toledo Blade.

D. R.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is wen equipped with first-clan* rolling
stock, and is making the best connections aud quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
|y PULLMAN PALACE DRAW IMG ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Hnggage checked from Portland to Detroit and

Chicago, and not BubJect to Custom House mmhba*
tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage im
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
selMdtt
Portland, September 19.1874.

PORTLAND AOGDENSBl’RG R.R
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Send for list of 10# choice newspapers.

S. It. NILES,
ADVEKTINIKU

AtsKNT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
and towns of the UDited States, Canada
nd British Provinces,
juice No. S Tremout Street, Boston.

all cities

Portland

Daily Press

On and alter MONDAY, NOV. 18, 1074,
until further notice trains will ruu
follows :
Iieave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. m.

!-—gn

-JjjEPand

as

Returning.
Bemis for Portland and in^rmedia'o station*
8.45 a. m.
I^eave Upper Bartlett for Portland and Interme-

Leave
at

....

diate stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland and 8.45 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2 00 p. m. from Portland for
No. Gorham, No. Whulham, Cornish, Porter, Kesar

Falls, Freedom Denmark, Brldgton, Lovell, Stowe
and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and

Job

Printing

depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Portland.
J. HAMILTON, Si'PT.
nol4dtf
Portland, Nov. 13, 1874.

Eastern Railroad.
SPEC 1A

OFF ICE,

AND

FIIIEABEEFIIIA.
Clyde’s

July 22, 1874, and until
Notice, t lie

On and alter

___

TO AND FROM

mi. M. MARKS,

—

CF

THE

BOSTON,

—

BOSTON X IVIAINT.
Will be taken

Iron Line of Steamers

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WKI>NNESDAYand SATURDAY gives
__’direct communication to ana
Portland
rom
and all other points in Maine, with
to
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given
and
all points reached ay the Penn.
Philadelphia
all
Central and the Phil.
Reading R. R’s., and to No
the principal cities in the South and Southwest.
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Fill imformation given by D. D* C. MINK.
Agent, 2h Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B.LOi la,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
anil ly

l/jN OTICE.

Red and the Yellow Tickets

ocldtf

—

Southwest

J C. FURNIYAI. Agu

gy-Freigbt

PORTLAND

points In the

Northwest, West and

ROW, NF.W YORK.

J. H. Bates, late ol
S. M. Pcttengill & Oo.

York,every MONDAY,WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY at 4P.M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for tins
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during th9 summer
months on their passage ie and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., ou the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
jggfUntil further notice there will be no Steame
leave here Saturday or New York Wednesday.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R.. New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.

Ac

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

TRI-WEEKLY LINE
TO MEW YORK.
Elcanora,

AGENCY A- PRINT-

WAREHOUSE,

KATES

—

To Canada, Detroit* Chicago, ITlilwna
kee. Cincinnati. Ml. liOaia, Omaha*
Maginnw, Ml. Paul, Malt I.akc City,
Dearer, Man Fraaciaeo,

HORACE DODD.

31 PARK

CO.

AMD

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I

DODD’S

SAMPSON, Agent,

r

ARRANGEMENT.

On an<l alter Monday. September 21st.
trains will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a m. lor Montreal and Quebec,
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train tor Auburn and Lewiston at MO

a. m.

Dealers in Printing Materials of every
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

53 Central Wliarf, Boston,
E. H. HOCK WELL, Agent,
W

H. TURNER, Sunt.
«»tf

no23_
Grand Trunk R. B. of Canada.

—

Dvoei.loiu.o

m.

Through tickets are sold in Portland, ami baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester. Concord.
Ix well. Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important point! South

S. JTL FETTENOILL Ac CO.’S

week.

BLACKSTONE.
KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
From Proridence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Vu. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. B. Cark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points orNorth and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lice.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 76 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chlpley, Agent. 87 Wasnlngton street,
Boston. And Chesapeake <& Ohio R. It., W. B.Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills ot lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other intormation apply to

and

7.50 A. FI. For Rochester, Nashua and Worcester, connecting :«t R<x*he»ter with Eistern, ami

inniHwn

WHEELED,

C. J.

WM.

_nut

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;

WINTER

NEWNPAPEKADVEKTIMINRAUENT

Class Ntenmship

WM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

From

Proprieto

Arrangement of Train** commencing Ore.
41, 1874.

ALTERATION IN TRAIN*.

On anil after MONDAY.Jnn.
4th, the Steamer IVow Brnaawick.CAPT. S. H. PIKE, will
► leave Kail road Wharf foot of State
"Street, every MONDAY at 5 P. M.
for Eastport and St. .John. Returning will leave St.
John and Eastport every THURSDAY.
A stage coach will for the present run in connection with the steamer between Eastport and Calais
for passengers.
Connections made at St. John tor Digbv, AnnapoWindsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shcdiae. Am-

Debilitated?
re-

«•>»- *• »

_

etor.

.

capable

m‘

.Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 P.
at) 9.10 a. m.
n
m
n>«
For Grrat Fall* at 6.15, 9.10 a. no,, 3.15, p.
«■•
For PoriamoHili (via Dover) at 6.15 a.
Farmia«l«*.
For KorheMter, and
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 j>. m.
m.
Alton Bay. (via Dover) at 8.10 a. m., 3.15 p.
A train will also leave Portland for
bunk and Way Ntationaat5.15p.nl. Keturnat
ing, leave Kenm-bunk at 7.30 a. m., arriving
Portland at 8.35 a. in.
OTainw
the
on
from
Passengers
any point
Central Railroad will change cart at, and nave
their bapgage checked via Hoeton Sc Maine
Trnnnfrr Niation.
o
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, »oeton 8.00,
Gen.
T.
JAS
Superintendent,
FURBER,
S. II. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

—

Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON” and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,

3.18, P-

m.

rence

prietors*

—

12,

m„

The first class

YOU

no Lnnguid that anv exertion
of an eflort than you feel

Proprietor

LINCOLNVIIiLE.
House—F. E. Phillips, Proprieto

Bench

a.

Market

The

ELLSWORTH.

114

Thru try

by all Druggists.

AND

MEW YORK.

Steamers
AUE

a'Fer Ceaesrd

BATH.

Hotel, €.

8.00,

“‘^r'^weU (vfaLiwel? Ju’^ion) at

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C S. Bailey At Co. P

HA YE YOU TRIED

JURUBEBA

■In.ion at

bj~

____

FOXCBOET.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. M. Jeffords, Pro-

Only 50 Cents.

Fare

E.

EMPEOYMEWT-At home.
J
Male or Female, $30 a week warranted. No
and valuable sample
Particulars
capital required.
Address with 6 cent return stamp. U.
sent free.
fetetlw
Y.
N.
BOSS, Williamsburg,

making?

Price 35 Cents.

Wharf. fKo^fn.

JOHNS HOPKfNS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

decldSm

quires more

GERMAN SNUFE.

Wed’s’yA Sat’U’y.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 n.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Plxila
delpliia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

Jn23-ly

willI
Passenger trains

Nt., McLaugh-

Nt. James Hotel—J. It. Crocker, Proprietor.
Tremont House, Tremont Nt.-Chapin
Gurney A Co. Proprietors.

PHILADELPHIA

>n«

30, 1874.
On and after December

COMMENCING NOT. 33, IN74.

Franklin Uoump,—Harlow
lin A Dnviit, Proprietor*!.

Bath

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

BANGOR.

RONTON.
Parker House. Nehool Nt. H. D. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.

BOSTON

First

A. Plaisted & Son.
MANUFACTURERS of Stone Warn
have on hand full assortment of Superior Stone Ware at their Store House, 21
Union Wharf, Portland, office 157 Commercial, corner Union St. Manufactory
at Gardiuer.
Large or Small orders,
addressed as above or at Gardiner, will
be

Are

oc%S

Portland, Nov. 15. 1874.»ol7dtf

70 I

IIonnp, N

BOSTON & MAINE
RAILROAD-

tom.

Londonderry

__dlwt

nose aed head ot that
which in lime will kill you.
Do
yon doubt it 1 Well, suffer away,
ot
lour handkerchiefs
fse up three
:t day ; go round a walking mass
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD.
DELE EVES, BAD KREATH.and
OE
DEPRESSION
SPIRITS, a
curse to yourself and it nuisance to
ail who come in contact with you,
if you must lit; so obstinate as to
not purchase one box ol

title Nt. HnrriMon Bab
er, Proprietor.
Cony IIoump, G. A. A II. Cony. Proprie

Augusta

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the pro
vious (lav from Montreal.
and Liverpool, Cabin (acPassage to
cording to acccoinroodations).#70 to
Payable in Gold or its eo'iivaleut.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage iuward and out waul, and for
for small amounts, a^ply to
oil
England
Drafts
Sight
°
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

No

which*

AUGUSTA.

The

Four times

HEAD, (TONSTANT

remote

Return rriclreis
at Reduced Rat#.
Steamship
FkUSSIAN, Capt., Bilchie,
Will leave this port far Liverpool on
NAT11RDAY, February ilOth, 1«75.

at

AUBURN
Elm lionhp, Uourl. Nt. W. N. A A. Young,
Proprietors.

STEAMSHIP I.I1VE

PUT UP ONLY IN BI-.171S BOXES.
A TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass,
fete

and rid your

Liverpool.

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotel* In the State,
the Daily Tiikss may always be found.

granto<l

Norfolk,

THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul

l2dtf

IN THE

are

Passengers booked to Londonderry ami

Yr**el* without Cargo:

For

POISON

If you

UNDER CONTRACT FOR CONVEYANCE
Canadian* and United State* Ulail*.

yertifvlng Manifest.$7.00
of Health. 4.00—$11.0
l

Wells’ Carbolic

and after

leaves White Rock Station at 2.35 or on arrival of
train that leaves Portland at 2 p. m., passing through
the above named places, arriving at North Windham

OF THE

_

TJSE

SNUFF

*'o

Steamship

Ocean

Montreal

OWE TRIP PER WEEK!

KE£T“Nonc genuine without the trade-mark stamped
on every pair. Manufactured by

LIQUID

For sale

ALLAN LINE.

whether special or regular
For freight or passage apply to

Crescent
offered to the
teed hupcrior to all
For clearness
Ket.
vision they are miseDce ot
prismatic
ry rays always
renders them cspec- [ Trade

X

SNUFF

RyEDER’S

HOTELS.

_

Merchants and

rilHE

RADER’S

■nay never remove, tor (lie system
has become poisoned, aud all because the individual did not take
proper care at the commencement.
How often do we hear pceple say,
"Jly head is thick and 1 cannot
think.’* Don’t you know what is
the trouble 1
You have Catarrh ;
it lias just commenced to take possession of your body. Now, if you
arc wise, you will
take a few
pinches of the

dly

B. COYLE,

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

on

First day of March next
o’clock in the forenoon,

tbc

Monday,

At this scasou of the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the suddeu changes in the
weather, arc liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry iu the
pocket a box of

ami passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time

to J.

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House,H. B. Wing,

are

Irom the grave,
its great vir-

so wlicu they suddenly lake cold
and leel all the orgaus of the nose
and head stopped up. they can
promptly take a remedy to at once
loosen the mucous, which if alio wed to stay becomes

apply

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

oct28dtf

prietor.

dermen of the City of Portland, tlie duly qualil
PURSUANT
hereby notified to meet
lied electors of said city,

tue.

of Canal Goff and Plummer’s Mills, White Rock Village to White Rock Station, arri ving in season to
eonuect with train on P. <& o. Railroad that leaves
at 9.55 a. m.
RETURNING

freight

For further information
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

THE—

feb!3t4w

DAILY NEW STAGE LINE.

4

CITY ofPORTLAND. I_I
The Superior Sea Going Steamers

living witnesses ol

GERMAN

Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & I Tovidence K. H. Denot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stontngton with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonlngton every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, at riving in New fork always iu advance of all oilier lines. Baggag
checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston A Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Hollins A Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. 1). Little & Co., lid Exchange St.
I). S. BABCOCK.
L. W. FILKiNS.
President.
Gen. Pasen»er Ag’t. New York.

Ml. Culler House,-Hiram Boston, Pro

Improve Tour Sight.

yeais 1 have daily been pleased
with its results.” A Doctor whose
word is authority on all medical
questions, says: “I call the compound known to the world as

use

The Steamship “CHASE” will
leave Port land every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for HALIFAX,
direct, making connections with
__the intercolonial Railway, for
Pictou, and
Windsor, Truro. New Glasgow and also
at New
steamers for Prince Edward Island;
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
for
St.
Johns
steamers
with
and
at
Halifax
Breton,
N. F.
on TUESHalifax
leave
wIL
RETURNING
GS^"
DAYS, at 4P.M.
No
received after 10 A. M. on day ot sail-

connection* to Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton and Ml. John*, N. F.

To the Electors

CRESCENT SFECTACLES

GERMAN SNUFF.

OTHERS,

III It A Jl.

To Owners or Occupants of Buildings and Lots on Spring St.

“GERMAN SNUFF

YORK,

AM,

With

STATE OF MAINE.

closed*

SNUFF,

OF

AHEAD

FOR BOSTON.

Consultation free.

year.
The polls on snch day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in tho afternoon, when they shall

BOEDER'S

DR.

"50 Tim. and 91

will

remedy,

Medical.
G. A. CLARK would respectfully inform his
friends and patrons that he has returned home
and may l>e consulted professionally at bis office, Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Office hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
jalGtf
Portland, Jan. 15, TR75.

rhiti*,

13

OFFICE

Hours 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.

to warrants from the

AH diseases of the feet treated
iu the most skilful manner without pain.
Examination of the feet
delOeodtf
free.

Since

It lias

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

on
in—

Styles, Grades and Sizes.

TheT.argest and Bert Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, culled

EMERSON LELAND &' 0.
1st, 1875.
ja7d3mood.

manure at Stable
month or year.

ADVANCE ON ICE

Dry Air Refrigerators

NOTICE.

Jan.

Kenison

G. PALMER.

property
12000 feet of land, with
TIIEcontaining about
is ollered
modious
house in

Expenses, Regula-

Stevens Plains, Feb., 1815.

WE

Dr. N.

I Temple PL, 37
23 Winter St.,

speedily and permanently

G. M. BODGE, A. M., Principal.

dell

I from Dr. N. Kenison

Weakness.

saved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
for years, with no
Many who have been suffering
cured by this wonderprospects of relief, have beenHumor
and Piles cured.
tul medicine. Also Cancer,

was

GERMAN

KENISON,

CHIROPODIST,

_eodly

and

FOR NEW

This is the only inside route Avoiding; Point Judith.

Leave each port every

and experience.

Inflammation

Congestion,

ten the disease known as Catarrh

For calc by ApoilaecnricM generally.
lawdW&lamwl7t48

\ I

RE

•

Valuable Ileal Estate for Sale.

dwelling

KrmovpA to

Proprietors,

Boston.

or

given immediately.
(leclttdeodtf

There Ore ten regular teachers employed, giving
ample instruction in every branch.

St. Augustine’s

there are many imitations, be careful to get the
genuine. Price in large bottles, wbieb are much the
cheaper, $1.00; small bottles, old style, 50 cents.
CUTLER BROS. & CO,. Wholesale Druggists,

skill

World Renowned Remedy for all weakncMNt* incident to Females.
This is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, eftect a cure in all cases of Ulceration, Leucorrhoea, Dropsy, Enlargment, Prolapsis,

Yes, llie medical records show
plainly that in nine cases out of

saved as it were

as

to Let.
Pleasant Cottage, corner of Oxford and
Cedar Sts. Gas, Water and Furnace. Possession

For Sale

9tli, 1875, THE

te

WELL

JOHN CAPEN.

as the Portland Machine
for sale.
This property ocland on tide water on Com-

as the STEPHEN HANSON farm. It is one mile from Windham Centre, contains at»out 250 acres of good land, divide* 1
about equally into Tillage and Pasture land. It has,
for buildings, a barn 40x100 with two sheds attache*!,
each 30 feel, a two story house with out-buildings, all
in very good repair.
Tlie farm now cuts about 40
tons of hay. aud can be made to cut 100 at small exnense. anil is well admit ed for a stock or srrazint farm
as it is well fenced with wall and has plenty of water. For sale low. Enquire ot ELIJAH VARNEY,
Windham, or E. P. CHASE, Portland.
eod2m
febl5

BOARD OF INNTRDCTIOIV.

as

ENTIRELY

and is living now, which fact is to lie ascribed mainly
to the use of the VEGETABLE PULMONARY RALSAM.
Very truly yours,

JL

and continue fourteen weeks, closing June loth.

For fitrtber information,
tions, etc, Address,

her a bottle of your Balsam, and soon had the satisfaction to hear that she was much better.
She continued taking it for a while and got

dis-

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

you.

RELIEF WAS IMMEDIATE
and recovery rapid. She is now over 82 years old,
and is active and well.
Whenever she gets a severe
cold, which happens once in a while, she takes thirty
to sixty drons, according to the violence of the
cough,
whien has always yielded in a day or two by taking
the Balsam only on retiring at night.
With it the
IRRITATION
is at once subdued, and a good night’s 6leep secured.
1 will mention another case, that of a young ladyjacquaintance, who
BLED AT THE LUNGS,
and coughed frightfully. had night sweats and was
fearfully reduced. She left Boston for her country
home 150 miles away, as we supposed to die. 1 sent

mHE farm well known

of tbii Institution ’dill commence on

March

by it as I catmot but think. Hers was a case of Congestion of the Luuqs, and although attended by a
most skilful Physician, she seemed to tail constantly,
so that we despaired of liar recovery, when an old
friend and neighbor persuaded her to try this Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam. The result was most grat-

For Sale at Windham.

Westbrook Seminary,
PLAINS,

it has not tailed in a single Instance in my own case
to give the desired relief; and I will say the same in
regain 10 my moiner, wnose
LIFE
WAS SAVED

assure

requiring

St.EMEU'S

Since this Balsam first came to my notice, in 1848,
I have kept it constantly in the house, nover allowing myselt to be out of it over night. In all these
TWENTV-FIVE VIA I is

ja!2dtf_

Iw*

or-

in health and

Pathologically,

STONINGTON LINE

Halifax Nova Scotia,

Somethiug New aud Important to Ladies.
MRS. DR. PALFREY’S

DOOM !

YOUR

EXPERIENCE.

Works known
are offered
an acre of

opportunity

HitS. KAY’S SCHOOL,
Corner South and Spring Street.
Application may be made to
!T1 RS. Oil, at ill Wpring Wired.

STEVENS

Iron

THEWorks
about

full time on orders, a more favorable
for investment is seldom offered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

febl3deod2w

diseases
no2

WILL

no25

St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Shop, Foundry aud Pattern Shoo. Boiler
Shop'and Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towlpjfor heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
large aud constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on

IVe. 11 Elm Wired.

fel>18

I should like to tjll you what I know' about it in
der that others may have the benefit of m

mercial
Machine

For'further particulars inquire of
ETTA A. FILES, Principal.
1875.

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,

DR.

cupies

Term.

TJEfm$ $1.00 PE If WEEK.

Portland, Feb. 12,

[From one of Boston’s most estimable citizens.]
No. 5 Worcester Sq., Boston, March 14, 1873.
Messrs. Cutler Bros. & Q>.
In ordering another small lot of your invaluable

SALE.

FOR

received at any time during

the

13 Fluent Block.

Valuable Iron Works

Feb.

begins

Term

/.

ocSdtf

F. G. PATTERSON.

AND CONTINUES TEN WEEKS.

Tuesday,

Office 13

ranged for three tenements ot five rooms each—gas,
Sebago and water closets, and separate front and
rear entrance.
Apply to

PORTLAND ACADEMY.

THE

Estate,

new

febl3eod2w

both

Apply

To Lot.
block of stores aud tenements on Temple
Two
street, erected by 1). F. Emery, Esq.
stores remain to let, both with gas, Sebago, water
made
The
rent
will
be
closets, an# cemented cellars.
low to permanent tenants. The second floor is ar-

EDUCATIONAL.

Spring

Estate

Patterson’s Real

G.

McCOY Ac CO., 'IS Spring Street.

Silver and Plated Ware.

years.

ifying I

Street.

Rooters.

one

now

for S15,
THREE

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 9.1 Exchange

S. YOUNR. No. IO‘J Fore Street.

‘•BOlIBTIiEMlI

of the Oldest and very best House in
Amerca.]
Messrs. Cutler Bros. & Co.
Cincinnati!, Ohio, March 13,1872.
Please send us Ten gross small and Five gross
**
X lii* in
large “Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam
donlitlcHM the brxl Cough Medicine iu the
ALLEN & CO.
world.
(Signed)
P. S.—These parties have sold this Balsam for over

A. M. RA VIM A CO., No. NO Middle Mtreet.

JAMES

IH

NOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

dec21dtf

Plumbers.

OR

dim

ja30

IIV THE WORLD.”

Photographers.
CrOMH.

SNUFF !

Druggists.

Wholesale Fancy Goo:1s,

To

Pattern and Model Maker.

all

by

BEST COUCH MEDICINE

SHEPHERD A CO.,

on

Jl. II. l.AITIMOIV. I.V2 7VI i.lilli* Mt..COr.

j

First-class

a

is sold

Vegetine

_._

KEITH.

Manufactures* of Trunks, Valises and
J. K. RERAN A CO..
116 Federal Mtreet*.

JjET.

3 Floors fitted up for

IN Eree Mtreet.

of

To
and 1 attribute it all to the use of Vegetine.
benefit those afflicted with Rheumatism, I will make
mention also of the Vegetine’s wonderful power of
curing me of this acute complaint, of which I have
suffered so intenselv.
C. H. TUCKER, Pas. Ag’t Mich. C. R. R.,
69 Washington Street, Boston.

dim*

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exekaagr Mt. Cpholstering of all kinds
done to order.

Pupils

Boston, Dec. 12,1869.
(lentle-men—My only object in giving you this testimony is to spread valuable information. Having
been badly afflicted with Salt Rheum, and the whole
surface of my skin being covered with pimples and
eruptions, many of which Caused me great pain and
annoyance, and knowing it to be a blood disease. I
took many of the advertised blood preparations,
among which was any quantity of Sarsaparilla, without obtaining any benefit until 1 commenced taking
the Vegetine, and before I bail completed the first
bottle I saw t hat I had got the right medicine. Consequently, I followed on with it until 1 hail taken
seven bottles, when I w as pronounced a well man,and
my skin is smooth and entirely free from Pimples and
eruptions. 1 have never enjoyed so good health betore,

To Let.
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF, the large 3 story
lower
at
end, and largo building near
building
the head of this wliarf, either suitable for Fish Packdock room. Will be let by
large
ing business, having
the year, or for piece Storage. Also two new Stores
near Commercial St., suitable for Grocery, or Dry
Apply to

INFORMATION.

VALUABLE

No. 133 in Woodman Block now occupied
bv K. M. Jordan & CO. This store is finished
with all modern improvements and is well calculated for almost any kind ot business. Possession given
first of March. For further particulars apply to the
febSlfsubscriber, GEO. W. WOODMAN.

To Let.
in Casco Bank Building. Apply to
WM. H. CONANT, Troasnrer’s Office,
Portland & Rochester Railway, 191 Middle St.

Carpenters and Builders.

J. N.

Vegetine for the complaintsfor which it is recommended, is having a larger sale throughout the United States than any other one medicine. Why? Vegetiue will cure these Complaints.

HOUSE

Ja27

WHITNEY A MEANM.Pearl Mtreet, opposite Park.

GERMAN

DEATH

What is Vegetine?—It is a compound extracted from barks, roots and herbs. It is Nature’s Remedy. It is perfectly harmless from any bad effect upIt is nourishing and strengthening.
on the system.
It acts directly upon the blood. It quiets the nervIt gives you good, sweet sleep at night
ous system.
It is a great panacea for our aged fathers and mothers; for it gives them strength, quiets their nerves,
and gives them Nature’s sweet sleep,—as lias been
It is the great
proved by many an aged person.
Blood Purifier. It is a soothing remedy for our chilIt is
dren. It has cured and relieved thousands.
It relieves
very pleasant to take; eve*y child likes it.
blood.
and cures ah diseases originating from impure
Try the Vegetine. Give it fair trial fir your comp’aiots; then you will say to your friend, neighbor
and acquaintance, “Try it; it has cured me.”

No. 157

PERKINM mnnufnrlMrrr ofplain
Inner Cnndie*. 4N7 Congress Ml,
Portland Me.

RAEDER'S

PREPARED BY

No. 142 Pine Street. Key at No. 144 Pine
Street. This rent has been recently repaired.
MATTOCKS & FOX.
Middle sr.

Hlreett

Confectionery.

WITH

public.

ON

Book Binders,
dJUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s

CATARRH

juices of
caretiilly-sclccted barks, roots and herbs, and so
strongly concentrated, that it will cffectuclly eradicate from the system every taint of Scrofula,
Mcrofulou* Iluiuor, Tumors, Cancer, C’anceroiiH Humor, Frysipelas, Malt Klieuiu,
Myphililic Diseases, Cuukrr, Fniutuessat
the M tom a eh, and ad diseases that arise from imMeiatica, 1 nIIammatory and
pure blood.
Chronic Rheumatism, Neuralgia. Rout
and Mpinal Complaints, can only be effectually
cured through the blood.
For Ulcers and Kruplive Diseases of the
Mkin, Pustules, Pimples, Blotches, Roil*.
Tetter, Mcaldhead and Kiugwoim, VEGETINE has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pain* in the Rack, Kidney Complaints, Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leucorrbcrii' arising from internal ulceration, and
uterine diseases and flcneial Debility Vegetine acts directly upon the causes of these complaints. It invigorates and sirengthens the who.o
system, acts upon the scretive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and legulates the bowels.
For Cntnrrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual Comtivencss. Palpitation of the Heart, Headache, Piles, Nervousness aud t*eu«rnl
Prostration of the Nervous Mystcm. no medicine lias ever given such perfect satisfaction as the
Vegetine*. It purifies the blood, cleanses all of tlie
organs, and possesses a controlling power ovsr the
nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In fact. Vegetine is the best remedy yet discovered for t lie above diseases, and is the only reliable
Hl.OOD PURIFIisK yet placed before the
the

and

350 pages, bound in
ease, from Infancy to Old Age.
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescriptions forjprevailing diseases. Price $2.00.
A Book for Everybody.
The Peabody Institute has also just published a
new^book treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound u
substantial muslin, price $2.
Either of the above boohs are sent by mail to any
part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofat t he same time on receipt of only $4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
l>ound
and
medical
popular
best
|science
and
printed
and literature, oil subjects of vital importance to #11,
It
for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing.
should*be home in mind that, these great Medical
Works are published by tbe Peabody Medical
Inatiluie, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important and interesting character arc introcan be found in any
duced, to which no allusion even
other works in our language. All tbe New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such as probably never l>elore fell to the lot of any man, are given
in full. No person should bo without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
and the medical facultv generally highly extol these
and useful works. The most fastidiextraordinary
ous may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfincli St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. Tbe author and consulting physicians can be
consulted on all ot the above named diseases, and all

H. R. STEVENS, Boston, Mass,

To be Let.
Stiaet, contains
X>RICK HOUSE, No. 47 WilrnotAlso
several other

Lucretia Boyd, of Elizabethtown, settled

iologically

AND DIURETIC.
exclusively from

treats upon

beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.
A Book for Every Womau,
Entitled. SEX UAL PIIYSIOLGGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Phys-

are

ALTERATIVE, TONIC, SOLVENT

_mylhdtt

him.”

the matter with her slow wooer
shedding a few tears, and saying:

IVIedlcal Properties

11*

It

lost, how regained and howperpetu-

aled, cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, ImFOTENCY, Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal),
Nervous and Physical Debility,
Hypochondria,
Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Energy. Haggard Countenance, Confusion of Mind and
Loss of Memory, Impure State it the Blood, and all
diseases arising from the errors of youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of mature years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-at'ed men in particular. 300 pages, bound in

the Blood, Renovates and Invig-

Vegetine is made

BOARD.

_L.-"—-

manhood, how

orates the whole System.

Puddling Furnaces night and day. Apply by loiter
to either of tlie undersigned
H. BURDEN & SONS, Troy, N. 1.
ERASToS CORNING & CO.. Tror, N. Y.
fcl.3dtf JOHN A. GRISWOLD & CO., Troy, N. \

mornings, veiled and tender,

making

purifies

Wanted.

—Atlanticfor March.

An effort is

S EDWARDS, the proprietor, or I)K. WOOD
l>e consulted at the Cortland office, I«
Temple street, every <lny. FBKE O*
febMoodtf
CUAIU.E,

VtUN Union Puddlers at Troy, N. Y. Our works
i-1 are now in operation running twenty-two (22)

Sbincs a day of golden splendor,
Never yet fulfilled by day;
Ah! if love be made complete,
Will it, can it, be so sweet
As this ever sweet delay?

a

TO

1.NIE

DIRECT I

published by tbe Peabody Medical Institute;
new edition ot the celebrated medical work en-

JUST
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.

VEGETIIN E
to

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.
A Book for Every Ulan.

can

Exchange St.

126

THAT

Dlt.

references given. Address
WATT, P. O. Box 1055

CAN
I feb6»3w

found,

Dear to me is this reflection,
Of a fair and far perfection,
Shining through a veil undraw n;
Ask no question then of fate;
Yet a little longer wait
In the beauty of the dawn.

Through

who

Agents Wanted
make $5 to $10 a day. It costs nothing
J. A. RUSSELL,
try. Call or address,

CUKE

POSITIVE CUREOF EVERY DISEASE.

AS has had 7 years’ experience in dry goods, and
who understands book-keeping by single and double
Good

FOB THE

THOMPSON,

A Situation Wanted.
Salesman or Book-keeper by a young man

titry.
feb2.*lw

Tlie Old Kelley Medicines

^TlMBALT. & Co.JR,

fe22d3t_Z
Taste the sweetness of delaying.
Till the hour shall come for saying
That I love you with uiy soul;
Have you never thought your heart
Finds a something in the part.
It would miss from out the whole?

JUAIL.

..

I

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

WANTS.

POETRY.

■=

RAILROAD,
on

all

THROUGH TRAINS

manager

—OF THE—

EASTERN
Posters, Hand Bills, Bill Hoads,

Cards, Ta£?s, &c., printed at short
notice.

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen. Maoiuor.

July 21.1874.

Feed lor Cattle.
of feed for Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brew.
ery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland,
Me.
P. McGLINCHY, Prop.

LOTS

nov5(ltm

